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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1.1 Motivation 
In the initial stages of the project, there were many different interest areas within the group. We had a 
broad range of topic areas, which were all fascinating, such as, the role of the EU, Sudan Dafur Region 
issue, the media giants and the corporations who control the media i.e. Silvio Berlusconi, Rupert 
Murdoch. As well as, the role of UN & NGO’s in funding – is it effective? UN Millennium Goals and 
Natural Disasters. However, there was a common interest and an important aspect of our overall topic of 
Globalisation, which is mass media. Therefore, we voted on the main topic areas, which were popular 
and narrowed these down. The majority voted for the role of media within Natural Disasters. Since there 
had been many major tragedies occurring in 2005, it was then decided to focus on two natural disasters, 
which are Tsunami and Pakistani Earthquake. The group decided that these two disasters were interesting 
to examine further, as there appeared to be a stark contrast of the media coverage and funding received 
for each disaster, as well as different political backgrounds.  
 
Within the last year, there have been many natural disasters occurring within the world such as the 
Tsunami, Hurricane Katrina and Flooding in Guatemala, Niger Drought/Locust invasion, Pakistani 
Earthquake and 38 other disasters1. However the media only seems interested in informing the audience 
and focusing on a few of these.  
 
Background 
On the 26th of December 2004 the Tsunami in South East Asia occurred. This disaster revealed to the 
Western world the immediate consequences and devastating impacts of a natural disaster. There were 
181,516 casualties in total. The background and happenings of this tragedy is discussed further in 
Chapter 2.1. 
 
On the 8th of October 2005 an earthquake occurred in the Kashmir region affecting Pakistan, India and 
Afghanistan. WHO’s 1st report2 for Pakistani Earthquake stated, “High mortalities are expected (…) 
several buildings in residential areas have collapsed” and in the 2nd Report they state, “The estimated 
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 Published 8th of October’05 by WHO on www.reliefweb.com 
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number of deaths is more than 18,000, but the number is rising with time”3. The Pakistani Earthquake is 
discussed further in Chapter 2.2  
 
Factors & Influences 
In order to collect a thorough analysis which examines the influences of the argument that, Tsunami has 
received more media attention and funding, Chapter 4 focuses on the following factors which play a vital 
role in influencing this assumption, these include: The Economical Gains of Investment for region 
affected areas of Tsunami, Donor Fatigue, Political Policies & Nationalities and 
Identification/Recognition with an event, are all essential areas to analyse the direction of media 
exposure and funding.  
 
How does the economical gains affect why countries, companies and individuals decide to invest in one 
particular disaster and not another? These economical gains of investment are discussed further in 
Chapter 4.4.   
 
In the endeavour to discover other influences, you will see within Chapter 4.2 that we have briefly 
focused on two other disasters such as Bam, Iran (2003) and the Floods of Romania (2005), to view if 
there is a connection in the history of similar disaster affected countries parallel to the Tsunami and 
Pakistani Earthquake. 
 
Donor fatigue is an interesting area to understand the behaviour of donors funding an organisation for a 
particular emergency. There have been many disasters in 2005, and people tire of donating and exhaust 
their funds and motivation to continually give. This section is discussed further in Chapter 4.3.  
 
The United Nations refers to natural disasters as so-called media driven emergency and non-media driven 
emergency (Appendix No 4). Throughout the project you will see that research has been conducted to 
gain statistics from various large news corporations, and discovered that there has evidently been biased 
media coverage for the Tsunami rather than the earthquake in Pakistan and we are particularly 
concerned, as there appears to be more attention focused on a particular disaster within the local and 
International Press (Chp. 3.7).  
 
                                                 
3
 Ibid the 9th of October ’05. 
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Essential media theories (utilised by journalists) have been analysed within this paper, in order to define 
how the media is setting the agenda in today’s western society and to what extent governments, 
individuals and companies are influenced by the power of media and vice versa. This is discussed further 
in chapter 3.2 
 
Therefore, these discussions and research arguments consequently lead to our cardinal question and main 
focus area of this project. 
 
.1.2     Problem formulation 
Why did the Tsunami receive more media attention & funding than the Pakistani earthquake? How did 
the difference in media exposure influence the response of governments and the general public to donate 
funds? 
 
1.2. Methods  
In order to analyse how media reacted to the two disasters, it was essential to register the occurrences of 
TV and Newspaper Articles. As well as, interviewing representatives from UNICEF, seeking funding 
statistics from different countries, and interviewing an individual company whom gave funding to 
Tsunami.  In addition, the group has researched books on Media’s approach and influences, and relative 
theories. 
 
The starting point is to view the actual differences in media coverage for each disaster. The various large 
Media Broadcasting Corporations such as: TV2, DR, BBC, Reuters, Sky, CNN and Agence France-
Presse (AFP) were approached to gain coverage for each disaster. Statistical graphs are created to give an 
overall analysis of the difference in media coverage (minutes/seconds) from TV2, during the first 14 
days after the occurrence. In addition, the large news corporation’s websites were viewed to analyse 
archive statistics for each event covered.  
 
Interviews were conducted with 2 UNICEF Supply Division, Copenhagen employees, to gain their 
personal and professional expertise of the situation, and to understand the role of a UN organisation 
when a disaster occurs. UNICEF has played a major role within both disasters, therefore they were 
chosen as the UN organisation to focus on for this paper, as well as the fact that access was easily gained 
to these two contact people. The group created a list of open relevant discussion questions, and these two 
interviews were face to face with Sandie Blanchett, Communications Officer and Ole Boye, Logistic 
Officer for emergencies. The interview strategy was difficult to record without a DAT recorder, as one 
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had to write the interview answers, however the overall experience and expertise was captured. The 
interviews were effective to evaluate the discussions for example within Chapter 4 Donor Fatigue, and 
Financial Gains of Investment.  
 
Another interview was emailed to Claire-Helene Reymann UNICEF Geneva, which plays a major role in 
international fundraising. It was an efficient means to conduct an interview via email, however one could 
not see the reaction of the interviewee, and ask further spontaneous questions which may have been more 
relevant.  
A phone interview was also conducted with the Human Resources representative from a company called 
Valora Trade (Appendix No 3) who donated a large amount of money to the Tsunami, but not to the 
earthquake. This means of interviewing was difficult, as one was restricted by time over the phone. 
However, it was interesting to their aim for donating to one disaster and not another. This is discussed 
further within the paper. 
A rather relevant search machine is www.reliefweb.com that is daily updated from all organizations, 
governmental and non-governmental, working in the different disaster areas worldwide, incl. news 
agencies. This website was utilised to gain an overview of the statistical donations received by 
governments, and the impacts on the affected areas.  
Other various websites, books and articles were used to gain collective research, as seen throughout the 
paper (Bibliography, chp. 6).  
 
1.2.2 Limitations 
In retrospect we have attempted to gain a broad view of the media coverage received for each disaster, 
however, we were limited by the response received from the major broadcasting corporations and the 
archival articles viewed on their websites. The aim was to create a pattern of media received, in view of 
the fact that this does not give the full media perspective of all corporations. For example, the major 
corporations such as TV2, BBC, Sky, Reuters, AFP, CNN were all contacted to gain access to their 
records of TV and Print published, however we only received a response from TV2. TV2 successfully 
created an overall view of their response of 14 days after each disaster occurred. The other networks 
websites were accessed to portray the articles printed within 14-day period, and the indicators have been 
recorded within the paper.  
 
It may be considered as a restriction that the main 2 media forms: TV and Print, which were utilised in 
this project, to gain analysis from the archival records and information. These media forms assisted to 
create a deep analysis to support or argue assumptions. For example we have not focused on radio 
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It was also a limitation to only gain more media coverage for 14-day period after the disasters, as 
throughout the time period of this paper, there has recently been more attention focused on the Pakistani 
earthquake, due to the disastrous effects of the earthquake.    
  
The interviews conducted were mainly from UNICEF, and a single company donating to the Tsunami. If 
time and contacts had allowed, we could have attempted to research other organisations, private 
companies and individual to analyse the pattern of funding. The media networks were difficult to contact, 
which restricted our access to their viewpoint of the influence of media coverage e.g. if one had more 
connections, it would have been effective to interview journalists covering these crises. 
 
Another limitation experienced is that both disasters have occurred within the past year, therefore, no 
profound, secondary literature has yet been available on these specific disasters. Fortunately, global 
governmental as well as non-governmental organizations are frequently updated, and we regard their 
websites as reliable and neutral sources. 
 
1.2.3 Theories 
In order to analyse (on an appropriate academic level) the difference between the exposure of the 
Pakistani earthquake and the Tsunami, we will discuss simple media theories concerning newsworthiness 
and media as ‘agenda-setting’, as well as which qualifications an event must meet to be categorized as a 
newsworthy story.  
 
In addition to the news criteria, Anthony Giddens theories on identification and time/space, will be 
discussed. The news criteria’s have shifted from being very concerned with actuality of an event to being 
very aware of identification and recognition of the audience’s connection with a disaster. If viewers 
cannot relate to a story, it is less likely this story will receive major media exposure. In the wake of 
globalization, we sometimes find ourselves more attached to people across the world, than our 
neighbours due to the fact that identification isn’t necessarily bound by time or place. This theory 
attempts to understand and explain why the Tsunami affected us more than the earthquake in Pakistan 
and why Giddens theory on time/space is relevant for this project.  
 
Psychoanalyst Erik H. Eriksson, explains adolescents behaviour patterns of identification, which is 
relevant to this paper in order to understand how the public connects to a particular disaster. The German 
social psychologist Thomas Ziehe analyses the break up in norms and traditions within society ie. 
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Through materialistic gains we attempt to define our identity and position within society. These theories 
will be discussed further in Chapter 3.4 Identity and Trust. 
  
We also attempt to analyze theories on media’s own reflection of how to capture the audience’s attention 
and the role of media in western society today.  
 
1.2.4 Literature Sources 
Primary Sources: Introductory Sociology, Kaspersen, Lars Bo, 2001, Anthony Giddens – Introduktion 
til en samfundsteoretiker, were both essential books to the Giddens’ theory. Interview with UNICEF 
representatives was productive in order to research expertise and opinions of role of UN agency.  
www.reliefweb.com - effective to gain UN and Non Governmental Organisations statistical reports on 
each disaster, UN Special Envoy website, UNDP & WHO websites. 
Secondary Sources: It was difficult to gain thorough literature, as both disasters occurred recently.    
Background research on UN, NGO’swebsites, to gain in-depth definitions on the terminology used in 
relation to disasters. Problem-Oriented Project Work (Bibliography chp. 6) has been a great assistance to 
familiarise with the process and structure of the project.  
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Chapter 2: Background on Tsunami & Pakistan Earthquake 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
This project is investigating Medias influence in connection to natural disasters, by focusing on the 
Tsunami and the Pakistani Earthquake as examples. Therefore the purpose of this chapter is to give the 
reader a general understanding on the background of the two disasters and involve the reader in our 
intentions behind choosing these two disasters as examples for Media’s influence.  
 
One important aspect to consider when we discuss natural disasters is the geographical feature, since 
access to the disaster area is essential for emergency assistance to deliver the supplies. In the case of the 
earthquake, the disaster happened in a mountainous region, which has made access very difficult to most 
areas and one considers that there would be less casualties in the aftermath, if it struck in a more 
accessible region. For example with the Tsunami, NGOs, international organizations and governments 
from all over the world had the possibility of delivering supplies to everyone within 24 hours after the 
disaster struck.  
  
Another main issue is that the climate (where the disasters hit), is very different in the two regions. The 
Tsunami hit shores in full summer season, so shelters were not the main priority to supply from 
international emergency organizations. The earthquake case, (which struck at the beginning of the winter 
season), shelters was and is a necessity, but NGOs, UN organisations, etc could not access the area 
easily and therefore they’re arrival was delayed. The shelter example is to state how important access 
and weather conditions.  
 
As highlighted by Ole Boye, Logistics Officer UNICEF Supply Division ‘Pakistan logistically was 
more complex than Tsunami, as there were 3.5 million people without shelter, geographically in high 
mountain regions, all roads were destroyed, many people remained in their destroyed houses within the 
mountains. 6,000 mules and 100 helicopters were arranged to deliver supplies to these areas in 
Kashmir’. 
 
Hence, you will see in the below discussions it is relevant to gain background knowledge of the impacts 
and occurrence of each disaster.  
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2.2 Tsunami in Asia 
4
 
The above satellite pictures display the before and after effects of the Tsunami in Bandeh Aceh, 
Indonesia. These pictures signify the extensive and shocking damage caused on the coastal region, of the 
Tsunami.  
 
The Tsunami occurred in the Indian Ocean on the 26th of December 2004. This was known as the biggest 
earthquake in 44 years reaching a magnitude of 9.0 on the Richter scale. It occurred when the Australian 
and the Eurasian plate5(from the earth’s surface) started moving up against each other.  
According to the U.S. Geological Survey, the impact of the earthquake is estimated to have released the 
energy of 23,000 Hiroshima-type atomic bombs. This earthquake generated a large amount of waves 
(tsunamis) and throughout its movement it killed over 180,000 people (more than 130,000 in Indonesia 
alone)6, making it the deadliest Tsunami in recorded history.7 To trigger a Tsunami, a massive 
disturbance of the water has to take place. This can be caused by anything from earthquakes, landslides 
                                                 
4Google Images of Bandah Aceh before & After 2004, viewed on 3/12/05 http://images.google.co.uk 
5
 Wikipedia website (8/12/05) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2004_Indian_Ocean_earthquake#Tectonic_plates  
6
 UN Office of Special Envoy for Tsunami Recovery, 13/12/05 http://www.tsunamispecialenvoy.org/country/humantoll.asp
7
 Infoplease 4/12/05, http://www.infoplease.com/spot/tsunami.html  
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to volcanic eruptions - even the impact of meteorites can produce a tsunami.8 The effects of a Tsunami 
can be anything from insignificant to devastating. 
As seen in the table below, the number of deaths found was 181,516 and the number of missing people 
was 49,936.9 The number of tourist deaths was 996 and there were 351 missing tourists.10 
 
Country Fatalities  Missing Total Source 
 
Indonesia 131,934 37,066 169,000 The Reconstruction Agency for Aceh & Nias;  
Indonesian Red Cross, 18th of June 2005 
Sri Lanka 31,299 4,093 35,322 Task Force for the Rebuilding of the Nation 
India 12,405 5,640 18,045 Government of India, Ministry of Home 
Affairs 
Maldives 83 25 108 Government of the Maldives, National Disaster 
Management Center, June 2005 
Thailand 5,395 2,932 8,327 IFRC; World Bank, April 2005 
Myanmar 90 10 100 IFRC; World Bank, April 2005 
Malaysia 68 12 80 IFRC; World Bank, April 2005 
East Africa11 312 158 470 IFRC; World Bank, April 2005 
Estimated Total  181,516 49,936 231,452  
12
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
8
 The University of Washington’s Department of Earth and Space Science 1/12/05, 
http://www.geophys.washington.edu/tsunami/general/physics/physics.html  
9
 UN Office of the Special Envoy for Tsunami Recovery 13/12/05, 
http://www.tsunamispecialenvoy.org/country/humantoll.asp 
10
 Wikipedia 8/12/05, http://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordsk%C3%A6lvet_i_det_indiske_ocean_2004 
11
 East Africa includes the tsunami-affected countries of Kenya, Madagascar, Seychelles, Somalia and Tanzania. 
12
 UN Office of the Special Envoy for Tsunami Recovery, http://www.tsunamispecialenvoy.org/country/humantoll.asp
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Country Fatalities Missing Source 
Denmark 43 3 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Norway 121 57 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Sweden 475 86 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Finland 79 5 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Germany 502 56 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
France 95 0 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Netherlands 35 1 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
UK 136 8 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Switzerland 87 26 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Italy 54 0 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
USA 23 10 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Hong Kong 29 11 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Japan 34 8 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Australia 24 3 Wikipedia; the Danish addition, June 2005 
Total13 1,737 351  
14
 
As shown in the figure above, Indonesia was hit the hardest, by loss of population, as 131,934 
Indonesians lost their lives and more were still missing in June 2005, close to 6 months after the disaster 
first occurred. Other countries have also lost many citizens, Thailand, India and Sri Lanka lost several 
thousands, whereas others like Myanmar, Maldives and Malaysia only suffered less than a 100 deaths, 
which is a lot, but a small loss compared to the overall impact of the tsunami. 
 
The Tsunami has had a large impact in Thailand15 on the infrastructure, as more than 120,000 individuals 
employed in the tourism sector lost their jobs. Another 30,000 employed in the fishing industry lost their 
source of income due to different reasons, but for instance 5,000 boats were lost or damaged, which is an 
essential reason for fishermen loosing their source of income. 4,806 homes were damaged and most of 
them to total destruction. In addition to these 2,000.00 hectares of agricultural land was destroyed. 
 
                                                 
13
 Contains all countries affected by the tsunami + the above mentioned. 
14
 Wikipedia, http://da.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordsk%C3%A6lvet_i_det_indiske_ocean_2004
15
 UN Resident Coordinator 3/12/05, www.undp.am 
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Also in India16 the tsunami struck and destroyed 157,393 homes, which forced 730,000 Indians to leave 
their houses. Also the fishing industry was severely hit, since 83,788 boats were damaged or completely 
destroyed. Besides that, 39,035 hectares of cropped areas were damaged. 
 
In Sri Lanka, the Tsunami destroyed 9,489.47 hectares of cultivated land, 27,710 home garden units, and 
226.22 hectares of vegetable farms and 128.29 hectares of fruit trees.17 The fishing industry has also been 
hardly affected, since 16,919 fishing boats were damaged or destroyed, which represents about 75% of 
the entire fishing fleet18. Also many homes were destroyed19. At the same times, a total of 195 
educational institutions were affected, by either total destruction or partially damage20. The outcome of 
this was that many families had no homes, no source of income and couldn’t send their children to 
school, because there was no school.  
 
Yet we must consider the media coverage received for the rebuilding of schools in Sri Lanka, compared 
to the media received for a 20% fall in the hotel occupancy in Thailand in 200521 
 
                                                 
16
 Government of India – Ministry of home affairs 7/12/05, www.mha.nic.in/humri.htm 
17
 Task force for the rebuilding of the nation – TAFREN, www.tafren.gov.lk 
18
 International Labor Organization – ILO, www.ilo.org  
19
 65,275 homes completely ruined, according to the Task Force for the rebuilding of the nation – TAFREN, 
www.tafren.gov.lk 
20
 International Labor Organization – ILO, www.ilo.org 
21
 According to The Thai Hotels Association. Printed by UN resident Coordinator, www.undp.am 
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2.3 Pakistani Earthquake 
22
 The above map is the region of Muzaffarabad District affected by the Pakistani Earthquake – 
displaying the statistical data for the number of deaths, houses, schools and other buildings, which were 
destroyed.  
 
The earthquake that struck the Kashmir region in Southern Asia on the 8th of October 2005 just before 
9am was characterized as 7.6 on the Richter scale (Appendix No 54), and in addition had approximately 
900 aftershocks23 during the following two weeks with a seriousness of up to 5.9 on the Richter scale. It 
had the immediate effect of several thousand deaths and a breakdown of society, due to the chaos when 
searching for survivors amongst the ruins.  
 
On the 9th of October 2005, the number of deaths had already risen to 18,000 (Appendix No 55), but it 
was clear that this was only minor compared to what was yet to come! On the 17th of October 2005, the 
number of deaths had increased to 38,000 and the hope of finding survivors was now lost. On the 18th of 
                                                 
22
 Source: Humanitarian Information Centre Pakistan(HICP) -  Date: 03 Nov 2005 – www.reliefweb.com 
23
 900 aftershocks, number according to ‘Pakistan Meteorological Department and Geological Survey of Pakistan’. 
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October, 3.5 million people were considered homeless in one way or another, 58,000 dead and 77,000 
injured24. Hospitals had been severely damaged, others simply collapsed and since the earthquake struck 
during office hours, many doctors, nurses etc. were killed or severely injured. Thereby the immediate 
breakdown of social services also struck the medical sector. With the breakdown of local health 
institutions, it is safe to assume that many of the severely injured may die because of the lack of medical 
assessments, also when considering the upcoming winter. 
 
In connection to the medical aspect of the breakdown of social services, desperation affected the children 
immensely, since the educational sector also suffered incredible damage on a long-term basis. 
Approximately 16,000 educational institutions were damaged to an unusable level25. This means that not 
only did many children loose their relatives, but also close to 3 months after the appearance of the 
earthquake, children were more psychologically damaged by the horror they experienced and do not have 
anything to take their minds of off the tragedy. 
  
According to OCHA (Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs) in Situation report nr. 26 
(Appendix No 56), 369 schools have been opened in the emergency region, which gives 15,000 children 
the possibility to start school again. It has been a possibility to reopen these schools, mainly because of 
UNICEF’s intervention with 145 school tents and 2,040 ‘school in a box’ kits. 
According to IUCN26 (International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources), the 
environment might suffer severe damage in the areas, nearest to where the earthquake struck! 
Aftershocks and rain may cause landslides, mudslides and flash floods as well as river blockages and 
these could be a major risk of concerns to the temporary shelters provided by governments, international 
organizations and NGOs (Appendix No 34). Water contamination is also a serious risk, due to the lack 
of hygienic facilities, since buildings incl. factories, may have contained poisonous substances and this 
way may have infected the subsoil water. If water contamination becomes a reality, health epidemics can 
very easily become a reality and have severe effects on a long-term perspective for the environment as 
well as the local population. 
                                                 
24
 ‘IUCN Field Mission Report’ on October 16-18, 2005.  http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/rwb.nsf/db900SID/RMOI-
6HYA69?OpenDocument&rc=3 
25
 DAWN Group of Newspapers ‘Pakistan: 16,000 schools and colleges destroyed’ Date 14th of November 2005. 
26
 “IUCN Field Mission Report” on October 16-18, 2005. http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/rwb.nsf/db900SID/RMOI-
6HYA69?OpenDocument&rc=3 
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Because of the upcoming serious winter season, the suggested plan of action from IUCN4 is divided into 
3 levels: Short term, medium term and medium to long term. When mentioning these terms it is of 
importance to state that this report was written in the days 16th-18th of October, barely a week after the 
disaster first occurred, so the short term plan of action should be put into action by now. The short-term 
plan of action concerned saving lives and providing basic sanitation and nutrition for the affected people. 
The plan of action concerning the medium term included, temporary solutions, such as shelters (mostly 
provided by NGOs and governments), school equipment (mostly provided by UNICEF) and 
miscellaneous kits to keep warm during the winter. The medium to long term plan of action was about 
reconstruction of the cities and towns completely destroyed, which is part of the first steps to recreate the 
infrastructure in the Kashmir region. 
 
2.4 Comparison 
 
Within this section, we aim to compare the areas of the tsunami and the earthquake and highlight the 
differences of the effects of these two natural disasters. The Following quote expresses how disasters 
can be characterized very briefly: “Whether local, regional, national or international, what all acute 
catastrophes have in common is their unpredictability, the speed at which they strike and often the need 
for emergency services to mobilize and deliver exceptional help in circumstances, where even ordinary 
activities are incredibly hampered”(Whitbread within Harrison, 1999: 48) This quote indicates that all 
emergencies are very complex, since action is needed immediately, as daily activities such as cooking or 
sleeping are complicated, due to diverse factors. 
 
Both the Tsunami and the earthquake have had a serious impact, especially in the long-term perspective. 
In reference to the Tsunami - the impact has primarily affected the shore areas, such as the houses, the 
fishing industry and also many thousands of hectares cultivated land has been destroyed. In Pakistan, the 
agricultural damage hasn’t been as severe as it was with the tsunami case. One requirement that OCHA27 
stated, which is much needed in Pakistan presently is the Coordination and Support Services, since 
transportation, which includes transportation of supplies, is almost impossible, because the roads have 
been destroyed. 
 
As previously mentioned the requirements for the two disasters are very different, since they occurred in 
two different regions, with very different climate and infrastructures. But OCHA stated in the appeal for 
                                                 
 
27
 ‘South Asia Earthquake Flash Appeal 2005’. Published by OCHA on www.reliefweb.com the 11th of December 2005. 
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Pakistan Earthquake donations, mentioned above, only 39 % of the needed economic contributions and 
pledges had been found so far, whereas 85 % of the requirements for the tsunami had been received28. 
 
The number of deaths, in connection with natural disasters, is often how a person chooses to characterize 
the impact of a disaster. But in fact it’s the infrastructure that is the key issue.  
When a disaster strikes in less developed regions the damage done to the infrastructure becomes crucial 
due to the destruction of the local populations’ income. Rebuilding the infrastructure takes a long time 
and within this period the local people have no source of income. This is the common scenario in 
connection with a natural disaster striking.  
 
Therefore, the economy is very much affected and if there isn’t any immediate action taken by the local 
government or NGOs, then a regional disaster, such as starvation and epidemics could be one of the 
serious outcomes on a long-term basis. “Rather, a wide range of social and cultural factors determines 
interpretation (in connection to media, red).” (Bilton, 2002: 347) These social and cultural factors in this 
case terms area, class, education, gender, race or ethnicity and the above quote explains that these factors 
can often be of importance when interpreting a random Medias message.  
 
One situation that all humans usually can relate to is death. None of the social or cultural factors 
mentioned above, are an obstacle to communicating the number of deaths within media, especially in the 
case of natural disasters.  So one may have the same reaction to relate to number of deaths, but the social 
and cultural factors are also of great importance in the interpretation of the impact of a natural disaster, in 
terms of infrastructure.  
 
A geographer may have the expertise to analyze the impact of a natural disaster in terms of destruction of 
infrastructure, in comparison to for instance a clothing designer or an uneducated person. This is a very 
stereotypical statement, but is included to exemplify how social and cultural factors can be a limitation, 
in the process of the general public understanding the impact of a natural disaster. 
 
The following quote of Hussain Gezairy clarifies our assumption “The number made homeless (in the 
earthquake), the destruction of roads and infrastructure and the terrain over which the catastrophe has 
struck, makes this a bigger disaster than the tsunami,” Hussain A. Gezairy, WHO’s regional director, 
                                                 
28
 ‘Indian Ocean Earthquake-Tsunami Flash Appeal 2005’. Published by OCHA on www.reliefweb.com the 11th of 
December 2005. 
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told journalists on Thursday at the emergency health centre set up at the Pakistan Institute of Medical 
Sciences (PIMS)(Appendix No 16).  
As it appears this statement was told to journalists on Thursday 13th of October, (only five days after the 
earthquake). This indicates that media is not always using the sources of major relevance that they have 
available. One would assume that news agencies would have used this quotation or one of similarity 
when reporting the disaster, to make the audience aware of the impact of the disaster. Especially, since 
Hussain A. Gezairy is the regional director of WHO and therefore a recognised person connection with 
the earthquake.  
 
2.5 Summary 
To summarise, within this chapter the background of the incredible impacts of each disaster has been 
discussed and thereby the differences of the characteristics of each disaster. It is also clear that there are 
many factors in a society, such as the educational, medical system and infrastructure, which have an 
impact when a natural disaster strikes. Thereby, we have seen that media chooses a specific point of 
view when reporting about various disasters. This leads to the next Chapter, which focuses on the 
theories of Media, and how to interpret the intentions and afflictions.  
 
Chapter 3: Theories  
 
3.1 Introduction  
 
The following chapter contains an overview of the theories applied to the project. In order to create a 
basic understanding of what defines news, we have listed and discussed the criteria’s required for a story 
to be classified as newsworthy. This is an attempt to examine whether the two disasters meet these 
criteria’s or not.  In addition, the chapter presents a model, to analyse and create the connection between 
the sender (media) and the receiver (reader/viewer). Here it is further discussed whether the receiver is 
active or passive. Finally the attempt is to apply these theories, in order to understand the media’s 
influence on the two disasters.   
The last section is focussing on Anthony Giddens. This Chapter gives a general idea of Giddens’ 
theories on late-modern society, and through the application of Giddens’ theories we have attempted to 
create an understanding of the connection between people across the world. This theory is applied in 
order to discuss the importance of identity concerning the donations and attention given the two 
disasters.  
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3.2 Media theories 
 
Before elaborating on our cardinal question about media’s role in connection with the two disasters, we 
must define what the journalist’s motivation is when reporting news. What is significant to report and the 
main purposes of media. How then does it influence people within the Western world?  
 
First we have created our own distinction of media between one-way media (Television, newspapers and 
radio) and two-way media (Internet). Using one-way media, individuals merely become receivers, while 
using the Internet the individual can respond and be more selective. One-way media’s main purpose is to 
communicate messages from A (sender) to B (receiver). These messages can be everything from news to 
entertainment.  
 
3.2.1 News criteria 
In order for us to understand and analyse the working process and the power of media we need to 
understand some simple theories on how news is both gathered and analysed. 
According to David Murphy, British researcher and former journalist, states that news is basically that 
which is produced by the journalists, published by the news media and accepted by people (Kabel, 
1997:21).  
 
In addition to this definition, news stories must meet the following five criteria’s to be classified as news 
worthy stories (Kabel, 1997:22):  
 Sensation: The unexpected – the unusual. 
 Conflict: Disagreement between people/interests. 
 Identification: Emotionally involvement, familiarity and community. 
 Actuality: A sudden event, High Daily Headlines 
 Relevance: Consequences for society or the value the story has for the individual viewer. 
 
Due to the fact that “Nye Nyheder” referred to above, is written in 1997, there is one important criteria 
missing: Visibility - Picture journalism has become an influential factor for viewers being interested in 
the news and as examples are 9/11, and the difference in footage from the Tsunami and Pakistani 
earthquake.  
 
In relation to the concept of visibility, three individuals planned a concert for Pakistani victims 18/12/05; 
the media may regard this as a way of making the earthquake interesting. So although journalists were 
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not able to film ‘exciting’ footage in the area of the disaster, they are now able to emphasise compassion 
and empathy in order for Danish people to identify with this tragedy.  
  
In addition Danish singer Søs Fenger, one of the entertainers at the concert, was seen as actively 
involved in the organisation of the concert. Fenger is not an expert on either the agenda-setting power of 
the media or donations, but her involvement in the concert has made her an interesting source.  
 
In regards to the concert for the victims of the earthquake, Fenger states, that the importance in raising 
finances is visibility, but in a slightly different context. According to her, publicity/transmission of the 
concert on national television could make a difference of twenty-nine million DKK, “Right now we are 
able to collect perhaps a quarter of a million, but if the concert is transmitted, we could reach 30 
million”29. To compare the Tsunami concert to the Pakistan concert, the Tsunami concert was a huge 
success. Forty million DKK was collected in 12 hours30 in comparison to the concert for Pakistan, where 
one million DKK was donated. For an elaboration on this discussion, refer to Donor fatigue 4.2.  
 
According to Harold D. Lasswell media can be analyzed by asking these five questions: ”Who says what 
on which channel to whom and with what effect”(Rasmussen, 2003:25).  
Who    Says what  which channel  to whom  with what effect 
Below is shown an example of how this model could be applied to our research. 
Who                       Television 
Says what              Extensive coverage of the Tsunami.  
Which channel     TV2 
To whom              Danish population 
With what effect  Danes are more aware of the Tsunami and inclined to give more donations. 
 
This linear model regards communication as a transmission of a message where the end product might 
result in a change of the receiver’s opinion.  Changes occurring in the beginning of the model will lead to 
a change in the outcome/effect. To exemplify, the Danes’ awareness of the Tsunami may have been 
different had TV2 chosen not to focus so much on it. The outcome of such a decision might have resulted 
in a change in the Danes’ opinions on the matter and willingness to give. 
A critique of this model is that the receiver is regarded as passive, as mentioned above concerning one-
way media.  
                                                 
29
 Søs Fenger interviewed on P3 in Christinas Radio Talkshow 11/12-05 
30
 http://www.tv-afdelingen.dk/nyheder.php?id=1633 
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This is evident by the amount and types of commercials seen at a specific time on television. Most adults 
and children let the TV be the ‘organiser’ of their entertainment and social life, which is missed when 
unavailable (Bilton, 2002:58). It has become an integrated part of social life and we use it to obtain 
knowledge about the surrounding world (Bilton, 2002:58), which we in specific contexts find 
“authoritative and trustworthy” (Bilton, 2002:58). 
This leads to the concept of the different types of motivation behind the corporations and affects the 
programmes selected. 
 
3.2.3 Commercialized media 
When viewing television broadcasting, an interesting and influential aspect is whether one is viewing a 
pure public service channel or a commercialized channel. In Denmark there is TV2 and Danmarks Radio 
(DR). These are both public service channels; however TV2 is commercialised and very much dependent 
on funding and advertisement.  
 
According to Christian S. Nissen, former director for DR, the main difference between public service 
channels and commercialised channels, is that DR’s products are the programmes, and the viewers are 
the customers, whereas the commercialized stations like TV2 regard their viewers as a product, which 
they then deliver to their customers, whom are the advertisers (Rasmussen, 2003:35). This might affect 
the selection process and news producers might disregard stories others find highly relevant. 
 
The influence of media can be seen in the growth of consumerism. The main objective for a commodity 
producer is to make a profit. The means of making a profit is that the commodity must be popular to 
increase sales and the most efficient means of gaining more sales of a product is by advertising it, 
through media. Hence, with the usage of media and the increasing prosperity in mind, it is our 
interpretation that media plays a significant role in the development of consumerism throughout the 
world.  
 
In the same way media can be used to communicate messages or information, for example on natural 
disasters. In connection to this TV2 must attract as many viewers as possible so that they are able to 
attract more investors. So if the Tsunami attracts more viewers, TV2 has a better product to sell to 
investors. 
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In connection to what has been stated above, it appears to be that the privatisation of mass media has 
limited the states control of what is being communicated. This has given media the space to operate 
without being too concerned with the political agenda and cultural institutions. This could have driven 
media to give particular coverage and reference to specific actors and systems and hereby force or limit 
the intervention of a government, “An active newspaper system can lead to early and effective 
intervention by the government. One of the roles of the press is to make it ‘too expensive’ in political 
terms for the government to be callous and lethargic (…)“ (Benthall, 1993:40-41).  
In this way media enhances the development in society and influences investors and advertisers. 
 
A significant product of the economical growth throughout the 21st century is - mass media, which 
together with the economy, has been largely responsible for the development of the globalization process 
i.e. the enhanced coherence of social institutions and actors (Rasmussen, 2003:28). 
 Different cultures are not alone, but all are apart of a connected world causing one event in one place to 
have an effect on someone in a different place. In addition, the knowledge of this coherence has led to an 
increased reflexivity. 
 
To sum up both the Tsunami and the Pakistani earthquake meet similar requirements concerning 
newsworthiness, however the earthquake lacks one important aspect and that is identification. 
Westerners were a part of the Tsunami and we may presume that there weren’t many westerners involved 
in the earthquake. We have not collected these statistics, so this is a presumption. Visibility is also an 
important factor when distinguishing between the two disasters. Not only was it easier to access the 
Tsunami area, also individuals had live footage that helped to personalise the disaster. In addition to this 
visibility is what we assume to have created the outcome in connection to the viewers response trying to 
apply the two disasters to the model created by Harold D. Lasswell.  
Lastly it is of importance to note that the power of the media regarding the role it plays with in the 
political agenda and, in regards to the commercialised channel TV2, selling viewers as a product to 
advertisers. 
  
3.3 Supplementary theories  
 
In addition to the following theory by Anthony Giddens, we have decided to briefly introduce the 
German social psychologist Thomas Ziehe and some of his thoughts. In 1982, he examined the issues 
related to the adolescence, in which he points out that we live in a world where traditions and norms are 
breaking up. A result of this has been, theoretically, a much higher degree of freedom in expressing ones 
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identity through its actions/choices. When we state that it is a theoretical freedom, it means that people’s 
identity are actually very much influenced by other factors, such as the family norms and the public 
opinion which there will be elaboration on in chapter 3.9. People realise that their identity is not 
completely defined by a few decisions, but it is relevant to the topic of Identity, to focus on which 
choices are made within the materialistic world. 
 
Another psychologist focused on in this chapter is Erik H. Eriksson, who has written about the behaviour 
of identification in the stage of adolescence. This behaviour is characterised by the individual’s search of 
others whom are also in the period of adolescence as well, and then their identification with them, which 
should provide a feeling of security, that is of great importance for the individual. This importance will 
be explained in connection with Giddens.  
It is our interpretation that this kind of identification is a part of the process there are in connection with 
the forming of public opinion, mentioned in chapter 3.9. 
The justification of mentioning this theory is partly because Giddens has based some of his theory on it, 
and partly because we see it as a relevant theory when explaining the motives behind people’s behaviour 
when reacting to information communicated through media. 
 
 
3.4 Anthony Giddens 
 
In order to interpret the relative media tendencies concerning the project, the focus will be on Anthony 
Giddens’ theories. Giddens, (1938) is a British sociologist, whose theories have been used in 
understanding the diversities of the late-modern society. Giddens strives to detach from the social 
science’s interest in how to grasp a society, and instead he is concerned with actually grasping society. 
It is through this idea that his theories have been chosen for our project.  
His theories have shed light on understanding mass media. Within his years as a university professor he 
has managed to publish a book almost every year and is most likely to have obtained expertise within 
the field of social sciences. 
In addition, he is an active participant in the public debate through his current role as Tony Blair’s 
advisor. He is not specifically involved in details concerning the individual, but he is able to put ideas 
and structures into an overall context (Kaspersen, 2001:13-15).  
 
3.4.1 Theory of Structuration  
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In order to understand the complexity of our society, Giddens claims that we need to cross the 
incongruity between the acting individual (agent) and the surrounding society (structure). The agent is a 
human being with the power to intervene or not to intervene – a human being with the possibility of 
changing his/hers actions. According to Giddens, to act is to exercise power.  
An agent stops being an agent at the moment he/she is no longer able to act any different from what 
he/she is already doing (Kaspersen, 2001:63-64). 
Previously, the actions of an individual were neglected, however Giddens defines the agent as 
knowledgeable being aware of his/hers actions (Kaspersen, 2001:55).  
The reason for this change could be the break-up in traditions and norms, which was referred to in 
connection with Thomas Ziehe in the previous section. 
 
Structure on the other hand, is characterized by the absence of the acting agents/individuals. The 
structure is only something optional, not something active. The structure is not in existence, but created 
through the agent who uses this very structure when acting (Kaspersen, 2001:65-66)  
In this connection we regard media as a part of the structure, whereas the viewers as well as the audience 
are categorized as agents. 
 
In relation to this, Giddens believes that dualism has been substituted by a duality meaning that the 
structure no longer controls the actions of the individual, but however the actions of the individual no 
longer creates the structure. Instead society must be viewed as a structuration process through which the 
individual’s actions both structure and are structured by society. To exemplify, Giddens refers to school 
as something both structured and being structured through i.e. students. The student produces and 
reproduces the school system by attending and acting in accordance to the values and rules presented by 
the school. Hereby, school is not just something outside the student, but also within the student. Giddens 
refers to this as social practice and claims this to be the key to understanding the production and 
reproduction of social life (Kaspersen, 2001:52). Agent, structure and action make up social practice 
(Kaspersen, 2001:54). 
 
As a solution to solving the conflict between the agents and the structure, Giddens constructed the theory 
of structuration. According to this theory the agent and structure are viewed as being in a coherent 
relationship where the structure is both the means to and the result of the actor’s actions (Kaspersen L, 
2000:379)  
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3.4.2 Levels of consciousness 
 
The agent is aware of his/her actions – practical consciousness (which is the first level of consciousness).  
Here, actions have both become routines and automated (like brushing your teeth or showering), and 
occur at a very practical level of consciousness. The agent, is not completely able to define where he/she 
gained the knowledge perceived at this level, however in the discursive consciousness (the second level 
of consciousness), the agent is able to explain why he/she acts in a specific manner. It is at this level the 
agent can change his/hers actions. 
In reflection to this theory, we could consider why we choose to donate money to a natural disaster. Do 
we donate money because we pity the victims and actually possess an awareness of their great needs?  
Or do we donate money in trying to calm our bad conscience of selfishness? Having pity on the victims 
doesn’t mean that you necessarily have an understanding of their needs.  
 
The third level Giddens refers to, is the unconscious level. This is where the repressed or distorted 
knowledge lays. (Kaspersen L, 2000:380). Giddens views actions as a flow; there is never a beginning or 
an end to this flow. An action is only isolated the moment the agent reflects on a specific event e.g. 
thinking about the earthquake in Pakistan as a whole or specifically reflecting upon the number of deaths. 
This behaviour then becomes an isolated action (Kaspersen, 2001:58). The agent carries out intentioned 
actions, being unaware of the consequences of these. So without the agent being consciously aware, his 
actions are reproduced (Kaspersen L, 2000:381).  
This idea could bring understanding in connection to how people consciously decide to fund one disaster 
and not another. When donating a certain amount of money it might not be obvious to the individual how 
this money might make a difference in regards to the disaster they are not funding.  
However, the action of donating might even push/challenge others to donate money as well. In this case 
the donation is intended, but the consequences might not have been reflected upon. 
 
3.4.3 The dynamics of modernity 
 
Following are the characteristics of the Giddens theory on the dynamics of modernity. First, the 
separation of time/space theory is discussed. This aspect should clarify the connection between the 
victims of the two disasters and the individuals donating/supporting them. However an interesting aspect 
is the difference in funding between the two disasters. Through application of Giddens’ thoughts on the 
separation of time/space, we aim to clarify an understanding of this difference. 
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Concerning the disembedding of social systems we see a connection of how localities are connecting us 
as individuals. This is applicable to the project in the sense that social relations being disembedded could 
be how media is distributed across time/space. 
 
Finally, the aspect of the reflexive character of modernity theory has grown to become probably the most 
relevant. We are hoping to understand/conduct the reason why people identify with the victims of the 
Tsunami because this identification is essential to the project to gain a thorough analysis of the problem 
formulation. 
 
1. Separation of time/space.  
2. Disembedding of social systems.  
3. The reflexive character of modernity (Kaspersen L, 2000:383).  
 
3.4.3 Separation of Time/space 
 
Time and space are no longer jointly tied to place, tradition or face-to-face interactions. The Internet has 
become a forum for building relations and taken over the face-to-face relations (Bilton, 2002:49). We are 
now able to be in the same space e.g. cyberspace, but we are not physically in the same area. 
Globalization of time makes it possible for us as individuals to interact with each other and the world 
around us without difficulties.  
 
3.4.4 Disembedding of social systems 
 
In connection with the separation of time/space, Giddens believes that social relations have been 
removed from a local and specific coherence to being reconstructed across time/space. In pre-modern 
society, the societies’ institutions and actions were embedded within local society. However, now the 
social relations have been lifted out of the local community, they have become disembedded.  
The mechanism of something being disembedded requires the separation of time and space (Kaspersen, 
2001:123-124).  
     “In conditions of modernity, place becomes increasingly phantasmagoric: that is to say, locale are 
thoroughly penetrated by and shaped in terms of social influences quite distant from them. What 
structures the locale is not simply that which is present on the scene; the “visible form” of the locale 
conceals the distanced relations which determine its nature” (Giddens, 1990:18-19). 
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Relations are now disembedded in a new global coherence (Andersen, 2002:384). Giddens deals with 
two types of disembedding; symbolic tokens and expert systems, but he refers to both of these as abstract 
systems. Firstly he speaks about the symbolic tokens. These are the means being exchanged by 
individuals and institutions. An example of these is money. In addition we have chosen to regard a 
newspaper/information as a symbolic token. However, no actual exchange takes place between the 
receiver and the sender because we view both newspapers and television as one-way media. Individuals 
are somewhat powerless if they have conflicting opinions. However, symbolic tokens break with the 
common understanding of space because agents can exchange these without physically being in the same 
place and in this concern it is the same with a newspaper (Kaspersen L, 2002:384).  
 
Secondly, he refers to expert systems. These are constructed systems and we participate in these without 
knowing the exact foundation of them. Also expert systems contribute in moving social relations from a 
certain context to another. Giddens’ famous example of this, is taking the bus. By doing this individuals 
enter a network of expert systems. You don’t need to know anything about how the infrastructure works, 
or who has decided where the bus needs to stop, you just need to buy a ticket. In this connection the 
media can be classified as an expert system, because without being completely aware of it, individuals 
help reproduce the whole media system by viewing the news or buying a paper. In addition the media 
system separate time/space and connects individuals across locality. Stories only of interest to a local 
community are now spread across the globe, catching the attention of people not directly involved 
(Kaspersen L, 2002:384).      
 
3.4.5 The reflexive character of modernity 
Regarding the reflexive character of modernity humans are assumed by Giddens to be reflexive 
individuals, monitoring and questioning their own behaviour and that of others, recognising both social 
constraints and the possibilities of social change open to them (Giddens, 1990:50). However the 
reflexivity not only occurs at a personal level, but also at an institutional level.  
According to Giddens, reflexivity is the customary use of the knowledge both institutions and individuals 
gather and apply in order to organize and change the society (Kaspersen L, 2002:385). 
This implies that individuals are no longer bound by tradition and only make choices they can justify in 
connection to their wants and desires. According to the Theory of structuration the decisions based on 
tradition e.g. marriage no longer takes its starting point in the practical consciousness, but in the 
discursive consciousness. This is because tradition is no longer in existence because of increased 
reflexivity (Kaspersen, 2001:125-127). The mass media creates a forum for reflexivity.  
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3.5 Giddens and the media 
 
Giddens’ views on mass-media is, that it creates a common understanding of the world as one place and 
one world. He claims that modernity generates one world and a homogeneous frame for the 
consciousness through the experiences shared by the media (Kaspersen, 2001:246). But this view follows 
the traditional view on media, categorizing the viewers as similar, whom thereby interpret the 
information received in a similar fashion and actually being passive. However, this may not be the case 
and according to Giddens’ views on reflexive individuals; we are now selecting and choosing between 
the various inputs we are exposed to daily. Yet if this is the case, are we not just choosing what fits our 
personal convictions? Perhaps we are likely to shut our eyes to the injustice in the world because morally 
we would feel guilty or are we even that aware of our own needs and values that we make a conscious 
choice?  
This may relate to the fact that watching television and surfing the Internet is mostly done in our leisure 
time. This is a financially prosperous opportunity for media and those who want to deliver a message, to 
a broad range of ‘passive’ audiences.  
 
In addition to this, trying to verify which level of consciousness is used in regards to reception is not as 
simple as we initially thought. When receiving information we would assume all three levels to be used. 
As individuals we don’t assume it’s possible to distinguish between the three levels, we are using all 
three in different ways and in different situations. However not all messages are consciously analysed 
and stories corresponding to our own values and ideas are perhaps perceived uncritically. 
 
Another critique is that Giddens doesn’t take into consideration that other people influence when talking 
about what forms identity and shapes our actions. However, the argument is that self-identity is 
dependent on other people as well, because people view themselves in comparison with others 
(Kaspersen, 2001:247). 
 
3.6 Identity and trust 
 
The culture has steered away from a writing-culture to a picture-culture “Imagined reality” and this has 
perhaps made it difficult for people to see the actual truth. In connection to this, the Internet creates a 
possibility for new/fake identity. When using the Internet, not only can individuals create fake 
personalities and pretend to be somebody who they are not, e.g. Internet dating. Companies can also 
make use of fake advertisements. Due to this possible manipulation the term “truth” has become 
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questionable. However imagined realities might always have been the case, but through the increased 
emphasis on identity and trust in the late-modern society people have perhaps become more aware of 
this. 
 
In addition to Giddens’ ideas about identity, Thomas Ziehe states, that we are experiencing a society with 
a break-up in traditions and norms. The result hereof, is the liberty given to people to consider their 
choices with regards to their own identity. The increased prosperity and the demand for commodities31, 
we consider is due to the economical growth, in the western world during the post era of World War II.  
This is because the commodities expressed prosperity32, and hence one’s identity.  
 
Today the choices are more nuances due to the development. Now it is more about “what to be” than 
“what to have”33, and the result of this condition is that there are many choices to be made, which leads 
to insecurity. 
 
This insecurity affects our trust, and trust is a crucial thing for Giddens. He believes trust is a 
determining factor in connection to an individual’s development and options. This trust must be created 
at the beginning of our lives. As newborns, we must feel the ontological safety a mother can give.  
The majority of our actions are routines that are unconsciously motivated, recreating our ontological 
safety. This safety is necessary in order to avoid situations where we are exposed to extreme fear and is 
also necessary for the maintenance of our self-esteem (Kaspersen, 2001:62).  
In connection to the aspect of safety and truth, the following quote supports the importance of correct 
information being distributed to the viewers, and the dangerous effects upon the victims if the truth is 
not evoked,  “Inadequate media and information handling worsens the problems of the aftermath. The 
biggest sufferer is the truth and those who rely on it, particularly victims.”34 
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 Barndom og ungdom, s. 152 
32
 Barndom og ungdom, s. 152 
33
 Barndom og ungdom, s. 152 
34
 Granatt within Harrison, Shirley, 1999:101 
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3.6.1 Identification 
 
Concerning this psychological aspect, Giddens is inspired by Erik H. Eriksson, as discussed below 
(Kaspersen, 2001:61). 
In addition to this, we would like to apply Eriksson’s thesis about identification, since it states that 
people are searching to identify with the ones whom they are alike. We interpret this through; 
identification is also present when Giddens is referring to Time/space, because one is being given a 
greater opportunity to identify with cultures, ideals and norms, due to the ability to interact without being 
physically present. We perceive this, as the role of the audience to media, and how it influences and 
affects our reactions and identification with a tragedy.  
 
Further to the idea of identification we refer back to the three Pakistani-Danish brothers planning the 
concert for the victims in Pakistan on 18/12/05. They have no background in planning a major public 
event; as one is a teacher and another is employed at Red Cross. Yet they are able to identify with the 
victims whom they have put their hearts into helping because they themselves are of Pakistani origin.35.  
 
3.7 Evaluation of Giddens’ theories 
 
After thorough research of Giddens’ theory we have discovered it may have been more beneficial to 
examine a media-sociologist, however we were fascinated by Giddens’ complex theories and through 
this learning process we have endeavoured to interpret the perception of the media. 
 
In connection with identification and the donations given, Giddens’ theories on the separation of 
time/space and the reflexive character of modernity brought understanding to the difference in attention 
given to the two disasters.  
 
However by aiming to apply Giddens to a more specific context trying to shed light on the need of 
material reproduction (please refer to the comparison of the two disasters 2.4) and not so much social 
reproduction, we came to understand that his theories are an overall picture of processes /structures in 
society and between individuals. 
                                                 
35
 Based on information given in Christians Radio Talkshow. 
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All in all we consider Giddens’ theories useful in understanding identification across space and helping 
recognize the reason why there was a biased coverage of the media. The ability to connect with someone 
is not about physical distance, but cultural distance. 
 
3.7 Indicators for coverage of disasters 
 
As introduced in the chapter of Methods, chapter 1.1.2, we have attempted to collect the data on the 
media coverage received from the major news corporations such as TV2, BBC, Reuters and AFP, and 
thereby compare the results of the media covering each disaster. We approached other major 
corporations such as DR1, CNN and Sky TV however; we were unsuccessful in obtaining any feedback 
from these companies. This can be classified as a limitation to the research; however we are confident 
that the following statistics received give a clear indication of the vast comparison for media coverage.  
 
According to the Relief web’s sources36, two of the world’s largest news agencies, AFP37 and Reuters 
Foundation, were present at both disasters.  
 
Reuters Foundation had consistent articles about the Tsunami with the headline “Strong quake, Tsunami 
hit southern Asia, 650 killed”38. The number of deaths increased very quickly. The interesting thing is 
that the article contains 812 words, compared to their first article on the Pakistan earthquake39, which 
was written the following day and was an article of only 62 words!  
Why this small interest in Pakistan, when the headline already shows the importance of loss of lives in 
the earthquake case of a natural disaster. 
 
AFP was, as mentioned earlier, also present at both disasters from the very first appearance of them. 
There is a difference though, because they published 840 news stories on the Tsunami on the 26th of 
December 2004. Yet they only published 5 41 news stories on the topic of the earthquake in Pakistan on 
the 8th of October 2005. 
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 “Who’s working”-reports for the tsunami and the earthquake. Found on www.reliefweb.com. 
37
 AFP=Agence France-Presse 
38
 Source: Reuters Foundation. Date: 26th of December 2004. 
39
 “Pakistan quake toll at 19,400 – minister” Source: Reuters Foundation. Date: 9th of October 2005. 
40
 Source: AFP. Date: 26th of December 2004. Found at www.reliefweb.com. Articles: “Quake toll at least 288 in Indonesia: 
officials”, “Russia offers help after earthquake, tidal waves in Asia”, “195 dead, more than 2,000 injured as tsunamis hit 
southern Thailand”, “Over 1,000 dead after tidal waves hit southern India”, “Over 2,100 killed in Sri Lanka’s worst-ever 
natural disaster”, “European Union sets aside initial cash for Asian quake victims”, “Tidal waves kill at least 29 in Malaysia”, 
“New Delhi offers help to Indian Ocean nations hit by tsunamis.” 
41
 Source: AFP. Date: 8th of October 2005. Found at www.reliefweb.com. Articles: “Earthquake rocks Pakistan, India, 
Afghanistan – many casualties”, “More than 1,000 feared dead in Pakistan from quake: military”, “Fearing aftershocks, 
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This graph42 above is portraying the minutes of coverage by TV2 the first 14 days after each disaster - 
the Tsunami and the earthquake in Pakistan. To summarize the above graph, the Tsunami received a total 
of 239.13 minutes whereas the earthquake only received a total of 32.09 minutes.  
As shown the Tsunami has received more coverage per day, except on day 13 and day 14.  
It’s interesting to see how the coverage of the earthquake reaches it peak on day 4, whereas the Tsunami 
is still receiving extensive media coverage on day 15. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                         
Pakistan hospitals treats wounded outdoors”, “Thousands dead as massive quake rocks South Asia”, “Several thousand quake 
dead in Pakistani Kashmir alone: military.” 
42
 Graph is based on statistics send to us by TV2 (Appendix 5) 
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In comparison to the previous graph (showing the actual minutes of coverage), this graph shows the 
percentage of coverage each day. It is interesting to note that on the 4th day the Pakistani earthquake 
received extensive coverage however overall, within the 15-day period Tsunami received the most 
frequent percentage of exposure throughout this period.  
 
BBC News: 
It was decided to collect media data from BBC News, as it is considered as a main network corporation, 
which primarily covers the main crises, which is relevant to the search.  
The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) detailed 109 search results on their website for Pakistani 
Earthquake articles published by BBC for the 2 week period from 9th October 2005 (Pakistani earthquake 
occurred on 8th October 2005) until 25th October 2005. Whereas, there were an astonishing 383 search 
results for Tsunami articles published by BBC for the 2 week period from 27th December 2004 
(Tsunami occurred on 26th December 2005) until 12th January 2005.43  
 
EBSCO Host44: 
As recommended by RUC Librarian Assistants, EBSCO Host is an external database search engine 
containing electronic media articles published internationally.  
When searching under Tsunami media publications for 2 weeks after the event occurred, there were 19 
different media publications, whereas when I searched under Pakistani Earthquake there was none.   
                                                 
43
 BBC News website – (Appendix 7 & 8) 
44
 EBSCO Host Internet site of media publications for Tsunami (Appendix 63)  
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Tsunami ‘Missing People’ website: 
Also there were various websites created listing all the Missing people45 in the Tsunami disaster, whereas 
no Missing People websites were created for the Pakistan Earthquake. One reason for this, amongst 
many, could be because it was mostly used by foreigners having relatives in the emergency area, due to 
tourism in Thailand, Sri Lanka etc. and that the Kashmir area isn’t frequently visited by tourists with the 
same impact as for instance Thailand. 
 
Therefore, in view of the above research we have discovered that our original assumption that the 
Tsunami received extensive media coverage, more so than the Pakistani Earthquake is supported by the 
outlined statistics above. As you will see further within this project (refer to Chapter 4), we have 
analyzed the various factors that may have affected and influenced why the media has focused more on 
the Tsunami.  
 
3.8 News Medias role 
In this section there is a discussion on the meaning of the terms the CNN effect, and the more radical 
“the manufacturing consent’ school of thought”, and in addition to this we have given our interpretation 
and thoughts about the subject. 
 
3.8.1Contradicting theories 
 
The term CNN effect was a result of the great changes around the late 1980’s - there was a rapid 
development within the field of technology, and the cold war had come to and end.  
The proponents of such a CNN effect argued that the technological changes enabled the media to make 
live coverage of events, and hence made it easier for them to create a focus on the issues they decided, 
which “could provoke major responses from […] audiences and the political elites”46.  
It is obvious why this is relevant for our paper, because of the major responses that the media is capable 
of producing, which could thereby start debates within a society. These debates could have generated 
political decisions. Hence we are of the perception that the influence of the CNN effect also has the same 
ability in connection with i.e. natural disasters. 
But the essence of the theory about the CNN effect is that news media is capable of playing an 
influencing role on a government’s policy through its coverage of a given matter.  
                                                 
45
 See attached Missing Persons websites for Tsunami – (Appendix 36) 
46
 Review of international studies (1999): The CNN effect: can the news media drive foreign policy? P. 301 (Appendix 65) 
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But on the other hand we also need to emphasise that it is not only the media there are assumed to have a 
influencing role in the relationship media-government. The latter is also capable of using the media in 
their advantage, which is argued with the more radical way of thinking “the manufacturing consent’ 
school of thought” (Robinson 1999, p. 301), which is contradicting the CNN effect. They argue that it is 
the political elite who “impel newsmakers to ‘read’ global events in a particular way”47. The meaning of 
this is that media is used as a means by those in power to express their views. This is supported by Gorm 
Rye Olsen (Department manager of Danish Institute for International Studies), as he states: “there is a 
general tendency for politicians and governments to turn the media into their “servants” by 
communicating the message of the government to the public”48. 
Furthermore it is emphasised that when journalists are critical in their coverage of the “executive policy 
[…] it simply reflects a professional responsibility to highlight… struggles within the power”49. 
 
3.8.2 Policy 
 
Above it is argued that the media are influencing, but that it is also being influenced by the government. 
Both statements sounds reasonable if you see it as that it is through the media the public opinion as well 
as the policy of the government is communicated. 
But what circumstances can influence the media’s role to the government?  
 
There are a lot of factors that have to be taken into consideration, when trying to explain news media’s 
role in connection with the executive policy. To begin with it has to be considered if the public trusts the 
government, which we in this project assume is the case (to some extent), because there is some kind of 
inherent trust in the modern political system in the western world50. 
 
Next it is the government’s policy. -If there is policy certainty in a given matter, it is assumed that there 
less incitement to criticise because, due to the decreased ability of media to influence a given policy51. It 
is our interpretation that when there are obvious benefits for the government connected to a given issue, 
the possibility of policy certainty are more likely. 
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 Review of international studies (1999): The CNN effect: can the news media drive foreign policy? P. 303 
48
 Forced Migration Review no 16: Humanitarian crises: Testing the CNN effect, p. 39 
49
 Review of international studies (1999): The CNN effect: can the news media drive foreign policy? P. 303 
50
 A. Giddens – The Consequences of modernity, p. 91 
51
 Ibid. 305 
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The motivation of such policy certainty in connection with natural disasters could be present when a 
government is in the position of gaining good publicity as result of helping people in need that the 
population are able to identify with, or if the government has interests in the area.  
 
3.8.3 Conditions relating to Medias role  
 
If there is policy uncertainty in connection to an issue then the media have the opportunity of influencing 
the policy by being critical towards the government’s standpoint. But in order to be influencing, the 
story must be interesting to the audience and catch its attention, before it can create a critical public 
opinion towards the government’s policy. When aiming to make an interesting presentation of a story, 
the viewpoint can be decisive.  
 
As previously mentioned, people tend to perceive the information communicated through media as 
authoritative and trustworthy, hence we emphasise that the viewpoint of a story is of great significance 
because different kinds of viewpoints focused on by journalists can give different perceptions of a story. 
We claim that this has had an effect on the attention given to the Pakistani earthquake, since the 
coverage was less dramatic than the Tsunami. The term dramatic in this context is meant as a means of 
focus that makes it more possible for the audience to identify with or have an interest in the story, e.g. 
personified stories etc. 
 
At the same time we must consider, the fact that we live in a world affected by the war against terror, 
and it is assumed that everybody has seen footage of suicidal Arabian Islamic fundamentalists abusing 
their religion to justify their actions, which could have created a more negative attitude towards most 
Muslims, i.e. Pakistanis. This could have had an effect on the immediate identification, because it 
threatens our abovementioned ontological security. 
A topic related to this, is the creation of the public opinion which is discussed in the following section. 
 
Another circumstance there can be decisive in order to make a feature interesting can be the access the 
reporters have to footage and stills, as well as the entertainment value in this. As previously mentioned, 
we mostly see TV and News in our leisure time, and therefore we want to be entertained even if the 
matter does not concern us. This is supported by the research which shows that there has been an 
increase in coverage within the news on violence, accidents, tragedies etc. 
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3.9 Public opinion 
 
To understand the complex matter regarding attention given by the westerners to the two disasters, it is crucial 
to understand the public opinion of the western individuals, and how they have gained this opinion. Therefore 
the term public opinion will be introduced and the way it is formed explained, with emphasis on the effect 
groups have on the individual’s opinion. 
 
Public opinion is used as a collective designation of what the majority of a population thinks or is assumed to 
think52. When determining how the public opinion is formed, it is necessary to have a basic understanding of 
individual’s behaviour when participating in relation with others. 
 
In reference to why people think or react like they do, there are many things to take into consideration – i.e. 
nationality, cultural and social background etc. but due to the relevance of this project we have decided to 
focus on the relations of individuals. 
 
As we explained in connection with Eriksson, during adolescence the individual is attracted to particular 
groups with others like themselves. The aim is to subconsciously achieve a feeling of security due ones own 
insecurity of identity. However, throughout our lifetime, we are actually always a part of several groups, i.e. 
the family, study groups, at work, friends etc and usually we are members of multiple groups at the same time. 
Within these groups one’s opinion influences and is being influenced by other members. We will apply this to 
our topic, but it is necessary to briefly to explain how a group works in order to get a better understanding.   
 
First of all, we will explore how ‘the group’ is functioning. Here we will examine Robert E. Lane and David 
O. Sears’ (LS) book, ‘Public opinion’, which is written in response to the presidential election in the U.S.A. 
The section of how a group is influencing the individual’s opinion, (in our perception), can be applied to more 
general matters, especially when you think of Giddens’ and Eriksson’s thesis about security. 
 
As mentioned earlier with Eriksson, the acceptance by other group members is of great importance to an 
individual, and LS worked with the acceptance of an individual by dividing the discussion into four levels, 
which will is examined to gain a better understanding of the individual’s behaviour.  
The four levels were classified:  
1. Higher than average acceptance 
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 Samfunds Lex Gyldendal, Offentlig opinion. 
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2. Average acceptance 
3. Slightly below average acceptance 
4. Below acceptance. 
The different levels of acceptance are given to the individual based on the background of ones characteristics 
such as; charisma, self-confidence, desire for membership, the need of acceptance and instrumentality (the 
group serves as an instrument to the individual’s goals) (Lane & Sears 1994). 
 
LS uses several researches in the book to support their thesis that the norms of groups, indeed have an impact 
on the individual member’s opinion, due to the fact that to some extent members are dependent of the 
acceptance, hence the security, a group provides. Applied to our case one could have been affected by others 
‘to do something’ for the victims of the Tsunami, in order to get the acceptance of the group, due to the 
intensive attention given to the disaster. If you then you look at the attention given to the Pakistani earthquake 
(see indicators, chapter 3.7), it must be assumed that the pressure ‘to do something’, must have been lower. 
 
According to LS the opinion leader, that is to say those who influences the most on others, are  
“Slightly better educated and have a slightly higher status than their ‘audience’, […] which gives them a little 
more authority” (Lane & Sears 1994). It is our interpretation that this thesis can be seen in the relation media-
audience, because media, as mentioned, are in some contexts authoritative and trustworthy.   
 
One kind of group that LS refer to as being important in opinion formation is the reference groups, which are 
characterised by “little personal contact”(Lane & Sears 1964). Examples of those could be parties, union and 
so forth, and perhaps cultures, because LS writes that one identifies with these reference groups by the use of 
reference points when making ones own opinion. Reference points in this case could be the freedom of speech 
or the democracy. 
At the same time they perceive that there are different settings for groups, where one setting is regarding 
alternative groups based on the condition: “the fewer the alternative groups available to meet similar needs, 
the stronger the pressures are to conform [to a group’s norm] (Lane & Sears 1994),” which is quite relevant 
when considering another “setting” regarding external opposition: “the greater the perception of external 
threat to the group, the greater the pressure to conform”. This is seen in the context of the war on terror, and 
the polarisation, which it is assumed to create between the western culture and the Islamic culture, due to the 
suicidal fundamentalists as mentioned before. 
 
In parallel with the project, it could be seen as a pressure to conform to the norms of the western culture, 
because, based on the stereotypical perception, the religion of Islam is being presented as a violent, 
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contradicting and threatening culture in comparison to ‘the western democracy’. The incidents with 
Islamic terrorists, i.e. London subway bombings, Danes being accused of planning suicide bombings etc, 
along with the integration problems that you hear of in many western countries, we assume to have 
resulted prejudices towards strangers the same Islamic background. It appears to be that these prejudices 
are in some way unconscious, as an audience we tend to relate to disasters/events, concerning people 
whom are of the same culture or origin. 
The prejudice could have been an unconscious, but decisive factor in relation to Media’s initial 
hesitation to cover the Pakistani earthquake, due to the lack of identification created by westerners 
towards the Muslim people.  
 
Summary 
Throughout this chapter, several theories have been mentioned in an attempt to answer if media 
performed a biased coverage of the tsunami rather than the earthquake, and why? From the indicators 
shown in the chapter, we can conclude that the coverage of the tsunami was much more intensive than 
the Pakistani earthquake coverage. Our assumption is that the attention given to the disasters should be 
seen in the light of the conflict-ridden world we live in and the factors as influenced by each other. The 
elements of news criteria are a good starting point when examining people’s interest in the disasters. 
 
When applying these criteria to the two disasters, it is obvious that the tsunami, to a much higher degree, 
was a sensation than the earthquake, since a disaster of that kind is rare compared to an earthquake.  
 
We have also argued that the criteria concerning identification was a main factor in why there was a 
difference in the coverage, since the tsunami affected the westerners more directly, due to the fact that 
some of the stricken areas, are attractive tourist destinations. The identification with the tsunami victims 
was helped by captivating footage of people fleeing from the devastating wave, whereas in the Pakistan 
the footage of ruins and rescue workers was less exciting, due to the lack of action.  
 
In addition to the news criteria identification, we examined the theory of Eriksson, to support our 
assumption concerning the identification as an influencing factor of the attention given to the two 
disasters.  
 
We mentioned that the globalisation we are experiencing today, has led to a clash between the two 
dominant cultures of the world, the Islamic culture and the western culture, where extremists are 
justifying assaults by highlighting disadvantages of the opposite culture.  We assume that a result of this 
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is the creation of prejudice towards Muslims, who are unknown to us, which is also perceived to be a 
restraining factor in connection to the ability of identifying with the victims of the earthquake, because 
they represent a culture that threatens our own. 
 
This should be seen in light of media being a mean of communicating messages, and we argued how 
media is capable of influencing both the public opinion and governments policies. Hence the viewpoint 
that media is decisive and we assumed that this have resulted in the prejudice, which again could have 
had an impact on the media’s initial incentives to cover the earthquake. 
 
We also argued that media today should be regarded as a business where the goal is to produce profits. 
Therefore it was obvious that media to a certain degree broadcast what gives the highest ratings, and not 
necessarily what there is charitable, which we assumes to explain, to some extent, the lack of coverage 
given to the earthquake, due to the lack of identification within the audience. 
 
To conclude the media section, it was not only the particular coverage of the disasters that influenced the 
willingness to help, but also prior coverage of key events. 
 
 
Chapter 4: FACTORS WHICH IMPACT FUNDING & MEDIA ATTENTION 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
As you will see in this chapter, we attempt to define essential factors, which have greatly influenced why 
the Tsunami received more media attention and funding than the Pakistani Earthquake. 
One major factor may be to focus on the pattern amongst previous natural disasters such as Bam, Iran 
and the floods in Romania to reflect on the funding and media coverage received in these areas.  
 In response to the interviews conducted with UNICEF employees, we have analysed the concept of 
donor fatigue, and discovered that there are many research articles to support the argument that donor 
fatigue exists and has affected peoples desire to donate. 
The economical gains for a country to donate to a particular area, is a great motivator, for example we 
will attempt to analyze why Japan has invested a large amount of donations into the Tsunami.   
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4.2 Political Parties / Nationalities contained within disaster areas 
 
In an attempt to view if there is a parallel pattern of factors, occurring in other disasters, there will be a 
discussion on the earthquake in Bam in Iran 26th of December 2003, and the flooding in Rumania 1st of 
July 2005.   
 
In Rumania, the flooding became a reality during the summer of 2005 and thereby infrastructure was 
ruined to a certain extend. But fortunately being a country about to be accepted in the European Union, 
ISPA (Pre Accession Instrument for Structural Policies) Rumania was offered EUR 49 million to rebuild 
roads and railways (Appendix No 14). The number of deaths for this natural disaster was very low in 
comparison to the others mentioned, which could prove the assumption of it not being the actual impact 
of a disaster that characterizes the economical support, but the ability to relate to the specific area of the 
disaster.  
On the 26th of December 2003, a powerful earthquake occurred in South Eastern, Iran.  There were over 
43,000 casualties and 20,000 people were injured. This earthquake left 60,000 homeless and destroyed 
much of the city of Bam. It was reported to have hit with a magnitude of 6.6 for the quake.53 
Approximately 60% of the buildings in Bam were destroyed. The old quarter and a 2,000-year-old 
citadel (severely damaged by the earthquake) were built primarily of mud bricks. It is discussed amongst 
many UN agencies that it will take years for the surviving population of Bam to recover and rebuild 
from this catastrophe.  
According to the Financial Trading Services table, compiled by OCHA as of 20/12/0554, there was a 
total of USD 130, 195, 790 commitments/contributions pledged. This is not a considerable amount when 
we compare it to the amount received for the tsunami (also highlighted in Donor Fatigue).  
As an example the Tsunami received a total funding of USD $6,140,448,688 commitments contributed 
(Appendix 60), whereby the South Asia Earthquake received a mere USD $576,446,884 commitments 
contributed.  
 
Is it due to the lack media coverage of this event that resulted in low funding? It is interesting to note 
the donations received by MSF (Médecins Sans Frontières) for other emergencies. As mentioned in 
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 http://www.farsinet.com/bam/ viewed 20/12/05 (Appendix  
54
 http://ocha.unog.ch/fts/reports/daily/ocha_R10_E14607___05121921.pdf 20/12/05 
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an article by the journalist Katrin Bennhold55 :  If MSF collected €40 million in eight days for Asia, it 
took the organization two months to gather €650,000 for the victims of civil war in Darfur. After the 
earthquake in Bam, Iran, a year ago, they only collected €600,000.  
 
According to Joachim Preuss of MSF, "The real tragedy is that every day tens of thousands die of 
hunger and poverty-related disease," said Preuss. "If you add up a month of those deaths you surpass 
the Tsunami toll - but hunger and civil war are much less sexy for the media."  
This quote summarizes our argument that it is the influence of media, which plays an essential role in 
determining the attraction of donors in funding of a particular disaster.  
 
The Kashmir region is an area of the world, which western civilization in general look upon rather 
sceptically. The Kashmir conflict56 has been an ongoing conflict in South Asia since the British 
colonization ceased in 194757. This view is probably based on a frustration, because of the 3 wars 
occurring between India and Pakistan since 1947. The outcome of the wars has been to divide the region 
in two, by the so called “line of control”. The conflict increased further the 13th of December 2001, 
when the Indian parliament became the target for a terrorist attack (Appendix No 11).   
 
The Kashmir region has for many years been a troubled area, because of the needs and desire of the 
local population to gain ownership rights of this area, as it is also seen in other areas of the world, such 
as the Kurds, who want to be an independent nation as well. This factor may have played a vital role in 
the hesitation to donate funds and thereby receive media attention.  
 
Whereas, the regions, where the tsunami hit, may be relatively poor countries, but have the 
“recognition” of the western audience, because tourists spend their holidays there. Since it was holiday 
season, the countries, having citizens in the disaster region, were expected to response really quickly. 
Since many people then felt related to the disaster, a lot of money was raised very quickly. The 29th of 
December 2005, Danish Red Cross had already raised 3.250.000 DKK, only 72 hours after the disaster 
appeared58.  
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4.3 Donor fatigue 
 
Another aspect, which consciously drives and influences the funding and media received for a particular 
disaster stems from the concept of ‘donor fatigue’.  
  
‘Donor Fatigue’ is a common term used by experts among governments that finance the United Nations 
efforts agencies and individuals giving aid to other various aid organization’s and private agencies. The 
term refers to: a state in which donors no longer contribute to a cause because they have become tired of 
receiving appeals for donations.  
 
It is believed, that the two major disasters during the past year – Hurricane Katrina and Tsunami have 
had an impact on the contribution and funding for other disasters such as Pakistani Earthquake.59 
 
As we have clearly seen during the past two years, there has been an astonishing occurrence of Natural 
Disasters, to mention a few of the major ones: Tsunami, El Salvador Floods, Guatemala Floods & 
Mudslides, Hurricane Katrina, Niger Drought/Locust Invasion, and Pakistan Earthquake. As highlighted 
in the Foreign Trading Services, there have been a total of 42 Natural Disasters in 2005 (as of 
28/11/05)60.  
 
Due to this factor it is understandable that individuals and governments have limited money to fund so 
many disasters per year, and ‘donor fatigue’ appears to be one of the key factors that have impacted the 
lack of funding for Pakistan Earthquake. They could essentially have exhausted their capacity to donate 
any more funds to another disaster. For example the Tsunami received a total funding of USD 
$6,140,448,688 commitments contributed (Appendix 60), whereby the South Asia Earthquake received a 
mere USD $576,446,884 commitments contributed  
 
The Lemming Effect also plays an powerful and influential role in affecting why people tend to follow 
each others patterns and reactions for example, when they hear of others donating to a major disaster, 
such as the Tsunami. Lemmings are small rodents who have been known to follow each other as they 
charge to their deaths into raging rivers or even off of cliffs. ‘Lemminghood’ is the psychological state, 
which is present in most mammals and observable in common, people.  
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 The Washington Post – Donations Slowing as Disasters Mount Worldwide by Colum Lynch 16/10/05 (Appendix 41) 
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 Financial Trading Services list of Natural Disasters 2005 www.reliefweb.int/fts (Appendix )
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To a human lemming, the logic behind an opinion doesn't count as much as the power and popularity 
behind an opinion. Man, like lemming, behaves collectively. And it could be no other way…. 
‘Lemminghood’ is a survival trait, an inborn instinct in the majority of people. It is this lemming effect, 
which enables entire segments of a society to lose their sense of judgment all at the same time.61 
  
As discussed within Chapter 3.4 Identity, one of the main reasons for Tsunami receiving more funding 
was that many people connected with the location of the disaster, as some of the Tsunami affected areas, 
such as Thailand, Maldives and Sri Lanka appear to be a major tourist destination, and the donors also 
knew of people affected. However, the Pakistan Earthquake region of Kashmir, is not as internationally 
known for tourism. Also, the Tsunami occurred 10 months before the Pakistan Earthquake, and all the 
other 40 disasters listed above. Yet what if the Pakistani earthquake happened before the Tsunami, would 
there have been just as much funding received? The argument is that the connection of identity to the 
area where the disaster occurred is a stronger motivation for the large amount of donations received in 
Tsunami.  
 
Ole Boye, Logistics Officer UNICEF states “Donor Fatigue is another reason why the Tsunami received 
more funding (...). There has been a vast amount of natural disasters this year; one can only give so 
much from private donations.”62 
 
This problem of donor fatigue is an increasingly alarming issue for the Pakistan Earthquake as winter is 
fast approaching. The environmental conditions are harsh as the Kashmir region is mountainous, and it is 
more difficult to access the people for assistance with supplies after the earthquake, and then extreme 
weather conditions.  
Sandie Blanchett – Communications Officer at UNICEF recalls that the “Helicopters could not fly in the 
supplies due to bad weather and there was not enough funding received”.63 
   
Tens of thousands of survivors of the 7.6 earthquake that devastated parts of Pakistan on Oct. 8, claiming 
more than 73,000 lives and leaving 3 million homeless. Experts believe 1 million people are at risk of 
hypothermia. Two hundred thousand villagers in more remote areas may soon be cut off by snow. A 
"second wave" of deaths from cold, hunger, and disease is feared.64 
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The appeals to donors to focus on Pakistan Emergency are expressed by many volunteer aid 
organizations, UN etc. For example The Christian Science Monitor is concerned that Earthquake relief 
efforts are suffering from "donor fatigue," including the US which gave generously first to the tsunami 
and, more recently, to the hurricanes that hit the South Eastern US65” 
 
As we have discussed within Chapter 3, media also plays an essential role in what appeals and captures 
the donor’s attention, and which cause is worthy of receiving their funding. When the Tsunami occurred 
it created great hysteria, as the audience connected and knew people traveling to these areas, and thereby 
affected by the tragedy. The rare occurrence of such a deadly tidal wave and the impact it had on travel 
destinations catering to western tourist’s generated unprecedented attention and giving. ""We saw 
tourists fleeing for their lives," said Trevor Rowe, a spokesman for the World Food Program. "We don't 
have that in Pakistan."66” 
 
There has also been a phenomenon stated the ‘Tsunami Effect’. In a positive light for disasters, which 
have followed after the Tsunami, people are more affected by disasters and are more inclined to donate 
due the connection westerners felt with the Tsunami occurred, and thereby remember when other 
disasters have occurred.  
 
Further to the concept of the CNN effect (Chapter 3.8.1), it is a prime example of one disaster receiving 
more media coverage than another, which also justifies why more funding is given to a specific disaster. 
The term CNN effect refers to the temporary shifting of consumer spending that occurs as a result of 
gripping news. If the media chooses to focus massively on a crisis, a number of preconditions have to be 
fulfilled: the crisis has to be newsworthy and generate dramatic and emotive footage and skills. 67 
 
Various aid organizations such as Northwest Medical Teams, a smaller volunteer-based organization, has 
brought in $4.3 million for Katrina, $12.5 million for the tsunami and $250,000 for the quake. "It's an 
indication of donor fatigue," Agnew says. "The third major disaster in 10 months has strapped a lot of 
people."68 
 
                                                 
65
 The Christian Science Monitor “Save Pakistan from ‘donor fatigue”’ By Karl F. Inderfurth, David Fabrycky, and Stephen 
P. Cohen 17/11/05 (Appendix 40) 
66
 The Washington Post “Donations Slowing as Disasters Mounts Worldwide” – Colum Lynch 16/10/05 (Appendix 41) 
67
 Humanitarian crises: testing the CNN effect’ by Gorm Rye Olsen, Nils Carstensen & Kristian Høyen (Appendix  
68
 Article from The Oregonian “Donor Fatigue jeopardizes quake victims” on 15/11/05 (Appendix 39) 
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Henny Wilford  - HR Manager of Valora Trade, explains why their company decided to donate 10,000 
DKK to the Tsunami and nothing for the earthquake in Pakistan. 
“We don’t give out of principal, as my boss also said no to donate money to Africa despite the fact it’s a 
much ignored problem.”69 But Henny presumed that they supported the Tsunami victims because the 
media created an opportunity for them to give. However, the current Valora Trade was in the process of 
changing their name from Consiva during the Tsunami concert. Why would they then donate money 
under the name of Consiva if publicity were important? Henny explained, that the name was of no 
significance to the average consumer, “we were in the middle of branding our new concept.” And it 
appeared to be more important that their contribution would be noticed within business circles, as most 
individuals are unaware of the name change. 
 
Donor Fatigue also has an impact on the media. In reference to the Pakistani earthquake Concert, no 
national television channels or radio stations were willing to transmit the concert on Sunday the 18th 
December 2005. Only Sputnik70 agreed to view the concert. The apparent argument is that Danish 
people are fed up with the disaster and giving.  
This contradicts the following statement from the humanitarian organisations claiming that: “(…) the 
willingness to give is so great that the Danish population will reach into their pockets within few days if 
they are asked.”71 
 
To conclude, the assumption that ‘Donor fatigue’ is an essential factor why the Pakistani Earthquake has 
received less funding and media attention is evident and supported by the above discussion and the 
statements concurred by various representatives employed within various aid organisations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
69
 Interview with Henny Wilford, employee at Valora Trade (Appendix 3)  
70
 Sputnik is a branch of TV2 - internet pay per view channel. 
71
 Kristelig Dagblad the 15th of December 2005 
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4.4 Economical gains of Investment 
 
As we have discussed, there are many important factors why the Tsunami received more media coverage 
than the Pakistani earthquake. We attempt to focus on an essential area, which strongly influences 
media’s attention and funding when a disaster occurs, which is MONEY. The financial means which 
media corporations and governmental donors can gain within each country when a disaster occurs, 
determines how much media coverage an event will receive and in turn how much funding invested. 
Therefore, we see it important to focus on the economical gains, which drive the media to cover one 
disaster more than another. 
  
The media corporations are greatly motivated by the financial aim to receive a profit for displaying their 
footage or story. The aim is to create an audiences interest in what they are viewing, after all it a 
business.  One of the essential influences on journalism is Financial: The amount of money devoted to 
journalism will -at least in capitalist enterprises – be limited in order to produce maximum profitability. 
Journalism is still a relatively expensive, labor-intensive, operation. The need to produce a profit and/or 
meet audience targets is clearly a major influence in the form and content of journalism output (Rudin 
and Ibbotson 2002) 
 
As seen in The Financial Trading Services72 (FTS), this displays a table listing statistics of commitments 
contributed and pledged by each country to the Tsunami and South Asia Earthquake (in Pakistan). It is 
interesting to note that Japan invested USD $228,900,000 for the Tsunami, yet they only invested USD 
$24,339,759 for the Pakistan Earthquake. Why did Japan have a stronger financial interest in investing in 
the Tsunami then Pakistan Earthquake? It appears that the Tsunami stricken areas are main tourist 
attraction destinations, whereas the Kashmir region isn’t.  
 
For example the coastal region of Thailand attracts more than 9 million foreign tourists per year. Tourism 
contributes to a major portion to the Thai economy. 6.4% of Thailand’s population is dependant on 
Tourism.73 Whereas, the number of tourists visiting Jammu & Kashmir in 2002 was 18,000 and in 2003 
there were 200,000 people.74 
  
                                                 
72
 FTS Table 5: Indian Ocean Earthquake – Tsunami Flash Appeal 2005 and Table 7: South Asia Earthquake October 2005. 
73
 International Strategy for Disaster Reduction Paper 16-18 Nov 05 – Asian Disaster Preparedness Centre / www.unisdr.org/ 
74
 India Tourism statistics – neocarrot travel log website (Appendix 46) 
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The factor of financial gains playing an important role in funding is supported by Ole Boye – Logistics 
Officer at UNICEF in a interview discussing why Tsunami received more funding than Pakistan. “ A 
major reason was that it was due to region – Tsunami areas in South East Asia region are a huge 
potential for commercial investing and the infrastructure, which is a great advantage. For Pakistan there 
is no financial incentive to invest in Pakistan, which is the same situation as Hurricane Katrina in New 
Orleans”75 
 
Another gain for Japan to donate substantially high funding is due to the political interests. It is evident 
that US and Japan of being obsessed with strong political intention and wrestles in carrying out the 
disaster relief work.76 
 
Japan (the largest donor for the Tsunami) is very interested in becoming a permanent member UN 
Security Council. By making what many view as a quick and generous gesture, Japanese government 
officials admit Tokyo hoped not only to assist fellow Asian countries affected by the Dec 26 disaster but 
also to boost its campaign to seek a permanent seat on the U.N. Security Council.77 
 
4.5 Summary 
 
Throughout our discussion in Chapter 4, we have recognized important factors, which have played a vital 
role in affecting why the Tsunami received more donation funding and media attention than the Pakistani 
Earthquake. These factors, Donor fatigue, Economical Gains of Investment and Political Policies are the 
factors of reality, which the general public may not take into consideration when choosing to donate to a 
specific disaster. However, we have seen that it is evident that the media is strongly influenced by these 
factors, just as governments and investment companies are.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
75
 Interview conducted with Ole Boye – Logistics Officer for Emergencies UNICEF 21/11/05 (Appendix 2 )  
76
 Article from Asian Affairs - “Tsunami and China: Relief with Chinese Characteristics”, Srikanth Kondapalli 17/7/05 
(Appendix 37) 
77
 Article from Japan Today – Tsunami Aids helps Japan’s UNSC Bid, Naoko Aoki 7/1/2005 (Appendix  
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Chapter 5 Conclusion to Project  
 
Throughout the development of our assumptions, we have analysed thorough research, which leads to 
the following responses of the problem formulation: Why did the Tsunami receive more media attention 
& funding than the Pakistani earthquake? How did the difference in media exposure influence the 
response of governments and the general public to donate funds? 
 
The Tsunami received more media attention and funding based on the following factors: 
1. Identification – westerners were able to identify with the affected tourists of the Tsunami.  
2. Economical Investment – Countries, Governments and companies were able to gain a high profit 
within infrastructure in these regions.   
3. News Criteria – Tsunami was regionally accessible and at the same time ‘visible’ as the footage 
captured was ‘incredible’.  
4. Donor Fatigue – The Tsunami received large amount of donations, which affected the following 
disasters. 
 
The difference of media coverage influenced the response of governments and the general public to 
donate funds by, creating extensive exposure of the Tsunami Disaster. For example, as conducted from 
the minutes of coverage done by TV2 the first fourteen days after each disaster the Tsunami had 
received a total of 239.13 minutes, compared to the Pakistani Earthquake, which received a total of 
32.09 minutes.  
 
Despite the fact that the Tsunami received more media attention and funding, the aftermath of the 
Pakistani Earthquake was a lot more severe due to the harsh impacts on the infrastructure. As we have 
seen, one cannot measure the scale of a natural disaster by the number of deaths. The climate conditions 
make it difficult for survival and regional access hinders the assistance of emergency supplies.   
 
The theoretical framework of Anthony Giddens was applied to understand the conception that the level 
of importance of a disaster is not dependant on the actual physical distance, but on the cultural distance. 
The relevance of an event plays the most important role in influencing media and thereby donations 
received. Giddens’ theories were rather abstract and difficult to apply practically to the problem 
formulation.  
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In reference to the empirical framework, the most effective were the interviews. They were extremely 
useful for the discussion to utilise a point of view, and expertise within a specific area, which supported 
an argumentation Eg. The interview with UNICEF representative, initiated the written topic on Donor 
Fatigue.  
 
Solutions to the problem formulation are difficult to provide, as countries, governments and large 
corporations have the power; however we have attempted to provide some alternative resolutions such 
as: 
1. There could be a mandatory law created e.g. by the UN, whereby if governments and 
corporations choose to donate to a particular crisis, then they must donate the same amount to the 
following crises within that year. 
2. It may also be effective by capturing the donors/viewers attention, if the interests behind the 
media drivers were government sponsored, less commercialised to display equal distribution of 
both disasters.   
3. The problems of integration within a society must be focused on in order for people to 
understand and accept other cultures. Ie. Islam community.   
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INTERVIEWS: 
 
Appendix No.  1 
 
Interview with Sandie Blanchett– Communications Officer, UNICEF 
 
Role within UNICEF 
 “Collect information on activities, supplies  - amt, type & value, etc in Supply Division” 
 “Arrange Photography, video footage, articles for public” 
 “Collect information on emergencies” 
 “Receive visitors – Tsunami – David Beckham visited, & when Pakistan Earthquake happened – Minister 
of Development visited” 
 “Documents are sent to New York to main communications Committee (which is a division of 
communication)” 
 “NY create press releases and information packages 
 NY have the big picture of all UNICEF offices (157 country offices worldwide)” 
 
Media Campaigns 
 “UNICEF will interact with media within 12-24 hrs of an emergency. Comm. Officer will contact local 
media networks. Response period is essential” 
 Country offices have a Communications Officer for particular region 
 “1st day – officer visits affected places to assess needs. Ie. UNICEF can respond & supply within 24hrs.” 
 UNICEF New York & Geneva – strong media section. They create media packages (audio visual, 
electronic, print etc.) 
 “If disaster occurs in area of Country Office – NY are alerted to work together – develop media 
strategies, video footage so have at disposal of journalists – News Market. Create video clips for 
UNICEF website” 
 Press releases are sent to journalists via Geneva & New York. 
 “Journalist & Comm. Officer co-ordinate in Country Office, UNICEF wants media to focus on affected 
children & needs for them.”  
 Large Int. Media networks – Associated Press, Reuters, CNN etc.  
 
Fund Raising  
 “UN appeals / each UN organisation are allocated funding eg. UNICEF will give an estimated figure 
of funding required.  
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 Funding is rcvd from Govts, all types – 1st & 3rd world govts, Global funds, Financial Institutions, 
World Bank, Corporate companies & individuals” 
 
 
 
Comparison of funding& attention for each disaster  
 “When Tsunami occurred – I conducted many interviews approx 12. eg. International Press, when 
Pakistan Earthquake – none.” 
 “Media was less interested in Pakistan Earthquake & there was less donor interest” 
 “Major reason – regional / access to people affected was much more difficult in Pakistan, as the area 
a mountainous region. It is normally difficult to access already before the earthquake.”  
 “Helicopters couldn’t fly in supplies due to bad weather.  
 Not enough funding was rcvd” 
 “UNICEF rcvd special permission from govts to fly supplies direct from India to Pakistan  ie 
vaccines”. First time allowed.  
 “Tsunami rcvd more media attention as there was more westerners affected and due to the timing – 
Boxing Day “Time to Give”. Also it was non political event” 
 “Pakistan is a non-tourist destination. Also disaster occurred after many disasters in 2005, leads to 
donor reduction. – Tsunami, Hurricane Katrina, Guatemala etc.  
 CNN affect – if viewed on CNN – response is rcvd.” 
 
Role of UNICEF 
 “Core commitments for Children (CCC) 
 UNICEF’s role is to ensure that children are first priority to have assistance within a disaster.” 
 “Water & Sanitation, Health, Education, Child Protection & Supplementary Feeding” 
 “Very important to rcv permission from Govt in each country affected by disaster to allow 
UNICEF to assist. Govts must invite & accept participation of UNICEF in each country.” 
 “In some countries Govt does not want to appeal to international community – UNICEF will then 
discuss, plead & negotiate with them.” 
 “UNICEF assist govt to be prepared for disaster – Emergency Preparedness Plan – Risk 
Assessment detailing roles of each sector, supplies required.  
 UNICEF has risk analysis for each 157 countries, where offices are. Each country is graded 
based on risk factors.” 
 “UNICEF ready to protect their staff and help country by working with govt for long term effects. 
Ie drought in India – Water & Sanitation” 
 “Important that expertise is at disposal of govts. “ 
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 “Niger – From drought & Locust problem, UNICEF launched an immediate appeal 2005 
foreseeing famine occurring, no media coverage rcvd. 6 months later huge crisis as famine 
occurred – harder to get enough funding in time before high casualty rate.” 
Experience of working with disaster  
 “Jan 2001, Earthquake in West India, Gujarat – 20,000 people died 
 UNICEF New Delhi, and sub office in Gujarat 
 She went to earthquake area 2 days after it occurred.  
 Took photographs, co-ordinated meetings.  
 She was only UNICEF rep there for 3 days 
 No electricity, winter period, she slept under tent shelter with NGO, tremors were still happening, 
couldn’t stay in buildings 
 UNICEF colleagues hit by earthquake & those whom lost everything, moved into UNICEF 
offices.  
 May take govts time to react as their families could have been personally hit as well.” 

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Appendix No 2 
 
Interview with Ole Boye – Logistics Officer in Emergency, UNICEF 
 
Why Tsunami received more aid than the Pakistani earthquake. 
 Ole agreed that one of the many reasons for Tsunami receiving more funding was that the fact that there 
were more Westerners (as tourists) affected by the disaster in Tsunami then there was in Pakistan.  
 “Major reason was that it was due to REGION – Tsunami areas in South East Asia region are a huge 
potential for commercial investing” and the infrastructure, great advantage.  
 “For Pakistan – there is no financial incentive to invest in Pakistan, which is the same situation as 
Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans”  
 Also for Pakistan – “the regime is not one that Westerners agree with “– being a military dictatorship  
 Also based on “historical dispute between India & Pakistan.”  
 “Arms build up” in Pakistan is threatening  
 “The donor community view all these aspects /mentioned above) of the situation before they open up their 
purse”.  
 “The response to the Pakistan Earthquake and the Hurricane Katrina is a racial response”. As evident 
with Hurricane Katrina – there is a majority of a poorer community 
 Due to ‘Donor Fatigue’ – due to vast amount of natural disasters this year, one can only obtain so much 
from private donations.  
 Due to politics, religion, individuals and governments 
 Australia positive response - invested a lot in donations & Japan as well a lot of interest in political 
gains.  
 
Donor Community – is the western countries/govt’s who are the large donors) 
 
Media attention in Tsunami than in Pakistan 
 There was much more media attention in Tsunami, many media networks there.  
 Ole Boye only saw BBC in Pakistan, which has now pulled out, apparently not an interesting story to 
them anymore.  
 
UNJLC  
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 “UNJLC - Inter Agency Joint Logistics Co-ordination is an inter agency body that has an overview of all 
aid organisations. They prioritise the relief and agree on the user groups respectively. UNJLC manages 
the Logistics requirements” 
 User Groups eg. Representatives such as: WFP, Oxfam, MSF, UNICEF, UNHCR etc.  
 UNJLC make sure the gaps stop, viewing where the problems are with the end user, ie. Delivery. In a 
capital city goods delivered, they will have overview, manage that bridges are working, roads not 
congested, resources available etc. Make knowledge available to Aid communities, how to prioritise 
strategic plans.  
 
UNJLC Logistics Response to Tsunami 
 Eg UNICEF with Tsunami:  Malaysia – packaging of relief consignment, delivered in Military Hercules 
flights.  
 UNJLC – military assets, counterparts, dissimilate information on logistics scene. So receptive country 
/govt are aware of what goods are on the way. Controls the control flow within the country onto the 
affected sites.  
 Tsunami – large geographical centres, there were sub offices in each country ie. Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Bangkok, Sri Lanka & Maldives.  
 Ole Boye was apart of setting up strategic airlines and organising smaller military consignments – air 
bridge to Malaysia, divided on smaller aircrafts to deliver to other areas.  
 
UNJLC Logistics Response Pakistan Earthquake. 
 Pakistan – UNJLC was activated 2 days after disaster occurred. UNICEF established a base in 
Islamabad, working with disaster teams organising flow of supplies to be distributed in disaster-affected 
areas.  
 Pakistan logistically was more complex than Tsunami. 3.5 million people without shelter, geographically 
in high mountain regions, all roads were destroyed, many people remained in their destroyed houses 
within the mountains 
 Arranged 6,000 mules and 100 helicopters to deliver to these areas in Kashmir 
 80,000 people official deaths for Pakistani Earthquake, however 200,000 people have not yet been 
reached by Govt.  
 6,500 schools destroyed, 30,000 – 40,000 children died. Education is a major priority with UNICEF. 
Important to get children back to daily routine in the aftermath, best way to deal with trauma.  
 Experience of working in Pakistan – environment different to Tsunami, Host Govt was not very 
accommodating, large constrains, telephone lines, communication to vast areas, more challenging than 
Tsunami.  
 Military was in control of Relief organisation.  
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 Military Dictatorship in Pakistan. It was more difficult in sharing information. Not as easily facilitated as 
Tsunami.  
 
Lead Agency of Supplies within UN Organisations 
 “UNICEF is the lead agency role in supplementary feeding eg. High Protein biscuits, infant formula, 
Water & Sanitation and Education. 
 Lead Agency implies that for that specific UN Agency has an overview in the specified sectors, lead 
assistance. Eg WFP- Lead Agency in Logistics, IFRC – Red Cross – Shelter in Disasters, UNHCR – 
Shelter for Refugees 
 Lead Agency responsibilities is apart of UN Reform – Human Response review, everything is being 
streamlined as a response to criticism rcvd.” 
 
Emergency Classifications within UNICEF 
 UNICEF classify an Emergency when events such as : 
1. Natural Disasters 
2. Civil Wars, Man Made Wars 
3. Famine 
4. Pandemic 
 
 “Large scale emergencies: Tsunami, Pakistan, Iraq, Afghanistan, Sudan – Darfur Region. Corporate 
emergency takes priority / one every year” 
 
Pakistan Earthquake Funding ong Term effects  
 “Funding has been slow with Pakistan emergency. However last appeal publicly announced by Kofi Anan 
in Islamabad, pledges were made to the total amount of appeal (promised donation of certain amount of 
money, not certain until transfer of money transaction is processed)  
 However Pakistan could face a disaster worse than the earthquake, such as Cholera, Sanitary problems, 
deaths are major possibility in post earthquake with winter setting in. 
 Small window period to gain money for shelter 
 Relief will be finished by approx March/April 2006, reconstruction of the area could take approx 10 
years.  
 First appeal received 12% of funding within 4 weeks from donor communities” 
 
Tsunami Logistics 
 Logistics were not such a nightmare as Pakistan, deaths occurred within the event, not a high probability 
of deaths after, as people were evacuated 100 metres from the beach, climate conditions were ok.  
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UNICEF Emergency  
 UNICEF operates with Safety, Stocks, emergency Response and Inventory from following warehouses: 
Dubai, Copenhagen, Johannesburg, Panama, South East Asia – Singapore (in progress) 
 Stock Relief supplies ready to go within 46hours notice. Cater for up to 420,000 people within the 
following committed areas: Health, Water & Sanitation, Education and Supplementary Feeding, which 
covers 1 month period, leaves time to mobilise other supplies for subsequent time period.  
 
Prevention of Natural Disasters 
 Tsunami have put up Warning Systems 
 Key to development aid is EDUCATION. If more young people are educated, less fights for resources.  
 Problem is apart of dealing with bi-lateral & trade barriers.  
 Corruption – may be prevented if given some support initially.  
 Increase Donation of GNP to aid: Currently 2% in US, 8-9% in all Scandinavian countries – check 
statistics.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

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Appendix 3 
 
Interview with Henny wilford, Valory Trade 
ENGLISH 
Did you donate money to the Tsunami? 
Yes (10.000 kr. red.) 
 
Did you donate money to Pakistan?  
No 
 
Why not? 
We don’t give out of principal, my boss also said no to donate money to Africa despite the fact it’s a 
much ignored problem. 
 
But why did you then donate money to the Tsunami? 
Henny replied she imagined it had something to do with the media, but her boss didn’t really give her a 
reason why, she just received the girokort. 
 
The current Valora Trade was in the process of changing name from Consiva during the Tsunami show. 
Why would you then donate money under the name of Consiva, wouldn’t the publicity then be 
irrelevant? 
No the name has no significance, we were in the middle of branding our new concept 
 
But then it’s only within business circles you will be remembered because the common Dane doesn’t 
know that Consiva is now called Valora Trade. 
Yes that’s correct and what we donate has greatest significance within companies. 
 
DANSK 
Har I givet penge til Tsunamien?  
Ja (10.000 kr. red.) 
 
Har I givet penge til Pakistan? 
Nej. 
 
Hvorfor ikke? 
Af princip giver vi ikke, min chef sagde også nej til at give til Afrika på trods af det er et overset 
problem. 
 
Jamen hvorfor gav I så til Tsunamien? 
Henny kunne godt forestille sig det var noget mediemæssigt, men fik ikke rigtig nogen grund af hendes 
chef, modtog bare at girokort. Men fastslog igen at Valora Trade ikke giver af princip. 
 
Det nuværende Valora Trade var i proces med at skrifte navn fra Consiva under Tsunami showet. 
Hvorfor ville man så sponsorere penge i navnet consiva, ville mediedækningen så ikke være irrelevant? 
Nej, navnet har ingen betydning, vi var i gang med at brande vores nye koncept. 
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Jamen så er det kun i virksomhedsmæssigt regi at I vil blive husket, for den normale dansker ved da ikke 
at Consiva nu hedder Valora trade?  
Ja det er rigtigt og det at vi gav, har størst betydning indenfor virksomheder. 
 
 
Appendix 4  
 
Interview with Claire-Helene Reymann UNICEF Geneva.  
 
1.           What was your role in the Tsunami/Pakistan Earthquake event? 
 
 
2.           What types of media campaigns were initiated for each disaster 
and which were 
the most effective? 
 
ALMOST ALL MEDIA WAS USED (BUT DIFFERENT MEDIA CHOICE COUNTRY BY 
COUNTRY) 
LOCAL NEWSPAPERS and MAGAZINES 
INTERNATIONAL TV STATIONS CNN, TV5,etc 
NATIONAL TV 
SMS 
DM FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGNS 
WEB SITES 
EMAIL-FUNDRAISING 
 
RESULTS VARY FROM COUNTRY TO COUNTRY, BUT GLOBALY MOST MONEY HAS 
PROBABLY 
BEEN RAISED THROUGH DIRECT MAIL 
 
 
3.           What types of disasters does UNICEF prioritise as an 
Emergency? 
ALL DISASTERS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (COUNTRIES WHERE GNP/INHABITANT IS 
LOWER THAN $ 3000/YEAR) AND IMPACTING ON CHILDREN AND WOMEN'S LIVES ARE 
PRIORITISED. SOME ARE LOCAL (MANAGED THROUGH UNICEF'S LOCAL OFFICE), SOME 
REGIONAL. GLOBAL ONES ARE THE MOST EFFICIENT FOR FUNDRAISING SINCE THEY 
ARE 
HEAVILY MEDIA DRIVEN. 
 
4.           What is the time period for UNICEF in responding to such an 
event? And 
thereby, how long does it take to create a media campaign after the 
disaster 
has occurred? 
 
IMPOSSIBLE TO ANSWER. RESPONDING TO WHAT? ALSO UNICEF IS NOT "CREATING" A 
MEDIA CAMPAIGN BUT CONCENTRATING ON RELIEF. UNICEF NATIONAL COMMITTEES 
IN 
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THE INDUSTRIALISED WORLD ARE ORGANISING THE FINANCING OF EMERGENCY HELP 
FROM PRIVATE SECTOR AND ARE THUS HEAVILY DEPENDING ON MEDIA TO RAISE 
FUNDS. 
SO IS OUR PUBLIC FUNDING OFFICE IN NEW YORK WHO TAKES CARE OF RAISING 
FUNDS 
FROM GOVERNMENTS. 
 
EMOPS (UNICEF'S EMERGENCY department) REACTS IMMEDIATELY. SPECIALISTS ARE 
SENT TO AREA WITHIN 24 HOURS WITH SATELITE EQUIPMENT TO ANALYSE NEEDS, 
CO-ORDINATE RELIEF HELP WITH OTHER NGO'S AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT AS WELL 
AS 
ORGANISE NECESSARY LOCAL LOGISTIC SUPPORT. INTERNATIONAL HELP IS 
CO-ORDINATED BY UNICEF'S SUPPLY DIVISION IN COPENHAGEN. 
 
5.           What types of supplies are required when the Tsunami / 
Pakistan Earthquake 
occurred? 
VERY DIFFERENT NEEDS IN THESE 2 EMERGENCIES. NOT MY AREA OF WORK AND THUS 
NOT POSSIBLE FOR ME TO ANSWER. CHECK UNICEF SUPPLY DIVISION OR UNICEF 
WEBSITE. 
 
6.           How does UNICEF approach a disaster once it occurs, what is 
the patterns of 
event that follows? 
CHECK WITH EMOPS OR SUPPLY DIVISION 
 
7.           What was your experience of working with the people and the 
catastrophe? 
 
CHECK WITH EMOPS OR SUPPLY DIVISION 
 
8.           What was the major role of UNICEF in aiding each disaster? 
 
CHECK WITH EMOPS OR SUPPLY DIVISION 
 
9.           Which Media representatives were there? 
MOST NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL MEDIAS (NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES AND TV) 
 
10.           If you were located in these disaster stricken areas, what 
was your 
experience of working with these people and the situation in the area? 
N/A 
 
11.           In your opinion, do you think aid was more successful in the 
Tsunami 
stricken countries then it was in Pakistani Earthquake? Why? 
TSUNAMI EMERGENCY WAS HEAVILY MEDIA DRIVEN BECAUSE OF MANY WESTERN 
VICTIMS, 
PAKISTANI EARTHQUAKE WAS NOT. AND WHAT ABOUT THE GUATEMALA DISASTER 
THAT 
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HAPPENED THE WEEK BEFORE PAKISTAN. IT GOT COMPLETELY FORGOTTEN BECAUSE 
OF 
SHIFTED MEDIA FOCUS ON PAKISTAN 
ACCESSABILITY TO DISASTER AREA WAS EQUALLY EASIER IN TSUNAMI. 
 
 
12.           Do you think the Kashmir crisis had an impact on the media 
coverage in the 
Pakistan earthquake? 
NOT SURE. I GUESS IT IS MORE THAT PAKISTAN WAS PURELY LOCAL AND NOT VERY 
INTERESTING FROM A MEDIA PERSPECTIVE. DIFFICULT ACCESS HAS BEEN MORE 
IMPORTANT. 
 
13.           In response to the conference recently in Copenhagen with 
UNISDR on 
prevention of Natural Disasters, what in your opinion could UNICEF input or 
how 
it could prepare in order to prevent natural disasters from harming the 
people 
so extreme? 
NO IDEA. bUT I BELIEVE THAT WORLD GOVERNMENTS/WORLD BANK COULD DO MORE 
TO 
PROTECT THE POOR AND SECURE BETTER CONSTRUCTION PLANNING AND HOUSING IN 
HIGH RISK AREAS. UNICEF CAN DO VERY LITTLE TO PREVENT DISASTERS! 
 
14.          How is fundraising linked to the media? 
SEE ABOVE UNDER 4 
 
15.          In which ways is media characterized as a positive or negative 
side of a 
fundraising campaign? 
IT'S POSITIVE FOR FUNDRAISING WHEN IT'S MEDIA DRIVEN AND NEGATIVE IF NOT! 
 
16.          Do you believe that there is a general reason for the lack of 
funds in the 
earthquake in comparison to the tsunami? 
 
YES: MEDIA, ACCESSIBILITY, LESS "attractive" AND MAYBE PEOPLE HAVE ALREADY 
DONATED TOO MUCH THIS YEAR (TIRED OF EMERGENCIES!?) 
 
By Helene Reymann 
UNICEF 
Private Sector Division 
Phone: +41 22 909 5332 
Fax: +41 22 909 5904 - hreymann@unicef.org 
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Appendix No. 7 
BBC News website pg 1 of 39 
http://newssearch.bbc.co.uk/cgiin/search/results.pl?scope=newsukfs&tab=news&q=tsunami&section=&
range=range&fromday=26&frommonth=12&fromyear=2004&today=31&tomonth=12&toyear=2004&o
rder=sortdate 
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BBC News website Tsunami pg 2 of 39 
http://newssearch.bbc.co.uk/cgiin/search/results.pl?scope=newsukfs&tab=news&q=tsunami&section=&
range=range&fromday=26&frommonth=12&fromyear=2004&today=31&tomonth=12&toyear=2004&o
rder=sortdate 
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Appendix No 8 
BBC News website Pakistan - pg 1 of 11 
http://newssearch.bbc.co.uk/cgiin/search/results.pl?scope=newsukfs&tab=news&q=tsunami&section=&
range=range&fromday=26&frommonth=12&fromyear=2004&today=31&tomonth=12&toyear=2004&o
rder=sortdate 
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BBC News website Pakistan pg 2 of 11 
http://newssearch.bbc.co.uk/cgiin/search/results.pl?scope=newsukfs&tab=news&q=tsunami&section=&
range=range&fromday=26&frommonth=12&fromyear=2004&today=31&tomonth=12&toyear=2004&o
rder=sortdate 
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LANDEFAKTA RUMÆNIEN 
GEOGRAFI 
Hovedstad Bukarest (1.962.000 indb.) 
Areal 238.391 kvm. (Danmark 43.000) 
Indbyggertal 22,3 mio. (juli 2005) 
Befolkningsvækst pr. år 89,0 pct. rumænere; 6,6 pct. ungarere; 4.4 pct. andre 
Sprog Rumænsk (latinsk sprog) 
Religion Den rumænske ortodokse kirke 
ØKONOMI 
BNI pr. capita USD 3.242 (2004)(Danmark: USD 44.730 (2004)) 
Vækst i BNP pr. capita 8,3% (2004) 
Valuta Rumænske lei - ROL 
Valutakurs Rumænske lei – RON (2,1 DKK for 1 RON) 
Dato for valutakurs 23.9.2005 
REGERING 
Statsoverhoved Præsident Traian Basescu (valgt december 2004 for 5-årig valgperiode) 
Regeringsleder Premierminister Calin Popescu Tariceanu (Liberal) 
Udenrigsminister Mihai Razvan Ungureanu (uafhængig) 
Indenrigspolitisk situation: 
Rumænien er et parlamentarisk demokrati med en republikansk forfatning. Statsoverhovedet er 
republikkens præsident, som vælges hvert femte år. Præsidenten udpeger premierministeren, som 
sammensætter regeringen til parlamentets godkendelse. Parlamentet består af to kamre: 
Deputeretkammeret og Senatet. Der var senest valg til præsidentposten (1. runde) og parlamentet den 28. 
november 2004.Efter den liberal-demokratiske alliances præsidentkandidat, Traian Basescu, knebent 
vandt anden runde af præsidentvalget over tidl. statsminister Adrian Nastase, dannede alliancen sammen 
med det humanistiske parti og det ungarske mindretalsparti i slutningen af 2004 en koalitionsregering 
med et spinkelt parlamentarisk grundlag. 
 
Økonomisk situation: 
Rumænien er blandt Europas fattigste lande med et bruttonationalprodukt på USD 3.242 pr. indbygger. 
Ifølge Eurostat er det rumænske BNP pr. indbygger - under hensyntagen til det lavere prisniveau og de 
rumænske indkomsters deraf følgende større købekraft - på 29,5% af gennemsnittet i EU-25 
(Sammenlignet med ca. 47% i Polen og 61% i Ungarn).Siden 2001 har landet imidlertid været 
kendetegnet af høj vækst (omkring el. over 5% årligt) samt faldende inflation (9,3% i 2004) og 
arbejdsløsheden (ca. 6% pr. ultimo 2004, om end der er en betydelig skjult ledighed navnlig på landet). 
Rumænien er således inde i en positiv økonomisk udvikling, der forventes at fortsætte i årene fremover. 
Rumænien har i de seneste år haft kroniske og stigende underskud på handelsbalancen og 
betalingsbalancen. I 2004 udgjorde underskuddet på handelsbalancen 10% af BNP, og underskuddet på 
betalingsbalancen steg fra 6% i 2003 til 7,8% i 2004 trods målsætninger om at nedbringe underskuddet 
til 5,5%. Det kan ikke udelukkes, at underskuddet på betalingsbalancen i 2005 vil nå en størrelsesorden 
på over 8% af BNP. Underskuddene udgør efterbyrden af de i nogen grad udskudte og inkonsekvente 
strukturreformer af erhvervslivet siden 1990. Rumænien vil i perioden indtil optagelsen i EU skulle 
gennemføre yderligere strukturreformer for at udvikle et konkurrencedygtigt erhvervsliv, der kan modstå 
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presset i EU’s indre marked. Samtidig sætter underskuddene fokus på det begrænsede økonomiske 
råderum for den nye centrum-højre regering, som både ønsker at sænke skatterne og forbedre de 
beskedne levevilkår for bl.a. pensionister og personale i sundheds- og undervisningssektoren. Hertil 
kommer behovet for at øge det offentliges indtægtsgrundlag med henblik på at samfinansiere den 
betydelige stigning, der vil finde sted i EU’s bistand til landet i perioden efter EU-tiltrædelsen. 
Bistanden vil i perioden 2007-2009 udgøre 10,69 mia. euro. Den danske samhandel med Rumænien er 
beskeden. I 2004 eksporterede Danmark for DKK623,5 mio., medens importen fra Rumænien udgjorde 
DKK 254,2 mio. 
 
Udenrigspolitisk situation: 
I udenrigspolitikken lægges vægten på kontinuitet. De to største prioriteter siden systemskiftet i 1989 har 
været medlemskab af EU og NATO. Målsætningen om NATO medlemskab blev fuldbyrdet pr. 29. 
marts 2004. Rumæniens tiltrædelsesforhandlinger med EU blev afsluttet i december 2004 og optagelsen 
forventes at finde sted pr. 1. januar 2007.Rumænien har siden 1955 været medlem af FN og sidder i 
2004/2005 som ét af de ti ikke permanente medlemmer af FN’s sikkerhedsråd. Rumænien har siden 
1993 været medlem af Europarådet og deltager meget aktivt i regionalt samarbejde. I 2001 var 
Rumænien formand for OSCE, og i 2004 varetog Rumænien formandskabet i den sydøsteuropæiske 
samarbejdsproces. Forholdet til nabolandene er generelt godt. 
 
Rumæniens udenrigspolitiske prioriteter for det næste 10-år forventes navnlig at være: 
 demokratisk stabilisering af Rumæniens nærområde og sikring af regionens konvergens med 
udviklingen i resten af Europa  
 fremme af Moldovas ”europæiske skæbne”  
 udvikling af Sortehavet til et område præget af samarbejde og sikkerhed  
 støtte til Vestbalkans europæiske aspirationer og mulighed for inddragelse i det Euro-atlantiske 
samarbejde 
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LANDEFAKTA IRAN 
GEOGRAFI 
Hovedstad Teheran 
Areal 1.636.000 km2 
Indbyggertal 66,4 mio. (2003) 
Befolkningsvækst pr. år 1,9% (1997-2003) 
Befolkning 58% Persere; 24 % Aserbajdsjanere; 18% andre 
Sprog Farsi (hovedsprog) 
Religion Islam; 89% Shiitter; 10% Sunnitter 1% 
ØKONOMI 
BNI pr. capita 2.000 USD (2003) 
Vækst i BNP pr. capita 3,7% (1993-2003) 
Gældssituation (år) Lavt forgældet, udlandsgæld: 11.9000 mio. USD 
REGERING 
Regeringsleder Gholam-Ali Haddad Adel 
Udenrigsminister Manouchehr Mottaki 
Åndelig leder Ayatollah Seyed Ali Khamenei 
Præsident Dr. Mahmoud Ahmadinejad 
 
Den indenrigspolitiske situation, herunder menneskerettigheder: 
 
Den politiske magt har siden revolutionen i 1979 ligget fast forankret hos den religiøse ledelse centreret 
om forsamlingen af religiøse eksperter, og den af forsamlingen for livstids valgte åndelige leder af den 
islamiske revolution. Han kontrollerer vogternes råd der kan nedlægge veto mod parlamentets 
lovgivning, godkende (og afvise) kandidater til præsident- og parlamentsvalgene samt kandidaterne til 
forsamlingen af religiøse eksperter. Den åndelige leder er samtidig øverstbefalende for de væbnede 
styrker og tilsynsførende for det juridiske system der helt og fuldt bygger på sharia’ens principper. 
Hvor den religiøse ledelse er selvsupplerende vælges, de to øvrige i forfatningen fastlagte institutioner - 
parlamentet og præsidentembedet – direkte. De kan imidlertid kun udøve deres lovgivnings- 
forvaltningsmæssige beføjelser efter accept eller aftale med den religiøse ledelse. Hertil kommer, at det 
formidlende råd, der rådgiver den åndelige leder i nationale og forfatningsmæssige spørgsmål og mægler 
mellem parlamentet og vogternes råd også har tiltaget sig lovgivningsmæssige beføjelser. 
Denne forfatningsmæssige afbalancering af magten mellem de religiøse og folkevalgte institutioner har 
stabiliseret den indenrigspolitiske situation men prisen her for har været, at alle forsøg på politiske og 
især økonomiske reformer er blevet blokeret af manglende enighed mellem institutionerne. 
Parlamentsvalget i april 2004 indebar tillige en udskiftning af de reformvenlige medlemmer - indvalgt 
ved valget i 2000 - med traditionelt religiøse/nationale konservative kræfter. Der blev afholdt 
præsidentvalg i juni 2005, som den konservative Dr. Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vandt i anden valgrunde. 
Han afløste den 6. august 2005 den reformorienterede Hojatoleslam Seyed Mohammad Khatami som 
Irans præsident. 
Menneskerettighedssituationen i Iran giver konstant anledning til international bekymring, bl.a. udtrykt i 
kritiske resolutioner vedtaget af FNs generalforsamling, Menneskerettighedskommissionen og 
Europaparlamentet. Endvidere er der en EU-Iran dialog på menneskerettighedsområdet. 
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Der er inden for rammerne af Det Arabiske Initiativ givet støtte til flere projekter, der har til formål at 
styrke menneskerettighedssituationen i Iran. 
 
Den økonomiske situation: 
 
Det økonomiske system bygger på principperne om statseje af produktionsmidlerne og selvforsyning. 
Privateje er kun i begrænset omfang tilladt og udenrigshandlen er fuldstændig reguleret ved told, afgifter 
og importrestriktioner. Kontrollen ligger også her i vidt omfang hos den religiøse ledelse og udøves 
gennem en række religiøse fonde udenfor regeringens og offentlighedens indsigt. En række 
virksomheder og basale forbrugsvarer er subsidieret. Olieindustrien og indtægterne fra eksporten af 
råolie er helt afgørende for den iranske økonomi. Med de nuværende høje oliepriser er realvæksten 
officielt på omkring 6% pr. år og inflationen på 14% men faldet i reallønnen er reelt større end de 
officielle tal angiver. Arbejdsløsheden ligger officielt på 17% men tallet dækker over store forskelle 
mellem land og by og mellem generationerne.  
  
Den udenrigspolitiske situation, herunder samhandel: 
 
Forholdet mellem USA og Iran er fortsat dårligt og tjener sammen med de amerikanske sanktioner til 
yderligere at isolere Iran fra det internationale samfund. Hermed er EU blevet den største samarbejds- og 
handelspartner men forholdet er ustabilt først og fremmest pga. uoverensstemmelser om 
menneskerettigheder og Irans nukleare berigelsesaktiviteter. I januar 2005 er de skrinlagte forhandlinger 
om en handels- og samarbejdsaftale mellem EU og Iran med tilhørende politiske instrumenter dog 
genoptaget, og Storbritannien, Tyskland og Frankrig forhandler parallelt om et stop for de iranske 
nukleare berigelsesaktiviteter 
Danmarks eksport til Iran udgjorde i 2004 DKK 1.275,5 mio., mens importen var på DKK 91,8 mio. 
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LANDEFAKTA PAKISTAN 
GEOGRAFI 
Hovedstad Islamabad (ca. 800.000 indb.) 
Areal 796.095 km2 
Indbyggertal 162.4 mio. (2005) 
Befolkningsvækst pr. år 2% (2005) 
Befolkning 65% punjabi, 13% sindhi, 10% pashtuns, 7% muhajir og 5% baluchi 
Sprog Urdu, engelsk, punjabi, sindhi, pashtu, baluchi, m.fl. 
Religion Islam 97%(Sunni 77%, Shia 20%), andre 3%( herunder kristne, 
hinduer, m.fl.) 
ØKONOMI 
BNI pr. capita USD 470 (2003) 
Vækst i BNP pr. capita 6.1% (2004) 
Gældssituation (år) Højt forgældet. Offentlig udlandsgæld 71.4% af BNP(2004) 
Udenlandsk bistand pr. capita USD 7 (2003) 
Valuta Rupee (1 USD=59 Rupees) 
REGERING 
Statsoverhoved Præsident General Pervez Musharraf (siden 12. oktober 1999) 
Regeringsleder Premierminister Shaukat Aziz 
Udenrigsminister Khurshid Mahmood Kasuri 
General Musharraf overtog magten den 12. oktober 1999 ved et ublodigt militærkup. Kuppet blev 
fordømt af bl.a. EU, der stillede krav om en tidsplan for genoprettelse af demokratiet. En sådan plan blev 
fremlagt i august 2001. I 2002 gennemførtes forfatningsændringer, der tillagde præsidentembedet en 
lang række nye magtbeføjelser, og med etableringen af et Nationalt Sikkerhedsråd har Musharraf styrket 
sin magt yderligere. Forfatningsændringerne har betydet en stadig uafklaret konflikt mellem regering og 
opposition, især efter at præsident Musharraf besluttede ikke at holde sit løfte til oppositionen om senest 
den 31. december 2004 at opgive posten som hærchef.  
 
To-kammer parlament. Den 10. oktober 2002 afholdtes seneste valg til Nationalforsamlingen, og de fire 
provinsparlamenter. PML-Q, PPP og MMA dominerende nationale partier. MMA, den islamisk-
religiøse partikoalition, har regeringsmagten i Den Nordvestlige Grænseprovins (NWFP), hvor der er 
indført sharia-lovgivning, og har sæde i provinsregeringen i Baluchistan. Kvinders deltagelse i 
parlamentsarbejdet søgt fremmet ved tildeling af særligt reserverede pladser.  
 
Næste valg til Nationalforsamlingen finder sted i februar 2007. Den 28. august 2004 udnævntes den 
tidligere finansminister, teknokraten Shaukat Aziz som ny premierminister. Fundamentalistisk præget 
terrorisme og tilstedeværelse af Taliban- og Al Qaeda-sympatisører udgør et stadigt uløst problem for 
Pakistan. Myndighederne har haft held til at pågribe en række personer med forbindelser til Al Qaeda og 
har gennemført militære aktioner i grænseområdet til Afghanistan.  
 
Menneskerettighedssituationen er stærkt kritisabel. Der finder alvorlige myndighedskrænkelser sted, 
ligesom svage befolkningsgrupper, ikke mindst kvinder, er udsat for menneskerettighedskrænkelser og 
diskrimination.   
ØKONOMISK SITUATION:   
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Efter sin magtovertagelse har præsident Musharraf iværksat et økonomisk reformprogram. Siden 2001, 
hvor Pakistan aktivt tilsluttede sig det internationale samarbejde i kampen mod terrorisme, er landet 
blevet begunstiget af sanktionsophævelser og betydelig udenlandsk økonomisk bistand.  
Der er nu makroøkonomisk stabilitet samt vækst i BNP og eksporten. Den førte økonomiske politik er 
dog kun i meget begrænset omfang kommet det fattige befolkningsflertal til gode. Pakistan er fortsat 
afhængig af udenlandsk bistand, og betalinger på udlandsgæld og militærudgifter udgør mere end 
halvdelen af statsbudgettet.Danmarks samhandel med Pakistan (2003): Eksport 216 mio. DKK og 
import 328 mio. DKK.   
UDENRIGSPOLITISK SITUATION:  
Siden uafhængigheden i 1947 har pakistansk udenrigspolitik været domineret af den vedvarende konflikt 
med nabolandet Indien om Kashmirområdets tilhørsforhold. Konflikten eskalerede efter terrorangrebet 
på det indiske parlament den 13. december 2001, hvor Indien truede med militær indgriben. Da begge 
lande er atommagter har udlandet, herunder EU, udfoldet en betydelig indsats for at presse parterne til 
afspænding og genoptagelse af dialogen. Daværende indiske premierminister Vajpayee tog i april 2003 
initiativ til et nyt forsoningsudspil, der indtil videre har betydet genoptagelse af de diplomatiske 
forbindelser, etablering af ”en sammensat dialog” omfattende en bred vifte af bilaterale spørgsmål, 
herunder Kashmir, ligesom den symbolske bustrafik mellem New Delhi og Lahore fungerer. Et vigtigt 
nyt skridt var beslutningen i februar 2005 om oprettelsen af en busrute mellem Srinagar i indisk Kashmir 
og Muzaffarabad i pakistansk Kashmir. 
 
Pakistan deltager i SAARC-samarbejdet og ønsker medlemskab af ASEM. Traditionelt lægges vægt på 
et godt forhold til Kina samt tilstedeværelsen af et pakistanskvenligt styre i Afghanistan. Kontakterne til 
Centralasien søges udbygget. Siden præsident Musharraf sluttede op bag USA efter den 11. september 
2001 har de to lande haft et tæt samarbejde i kampen mod den internationale terror. Pakistan modtager 
omfattende amerikansk bistand og har i 2004 fået status af ”Major Non Nato Ally”         
DEN DANSKE AMBASSADE I ISLAMABAD: 
E-mail:  isbamb@um.dk  
Hjemmeside: http://www.ambislamabad.dk 
 
Tema Pakistan: Læs om religiøse skoler her 
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LANDEFAKTA THAILAND 
GEOGRAFI 
Hovedstad Bangkok 
Areal 514.000 km2 
Indbyggertal 62 mio. (2003) 
Befolkningsvækst pr. år 1,3% (1980-2002) 
Befolkning Thai 75%; kinesere 14%; andre 11% 
Sprog Thai 
Religion Theravada-Buddhisme (officiel, 94%), islam (4%) andre 2%) 
ØKONOMI 
BNI pr. capita 2190 USD (2003) 
Vækst i BNP pr. capita 6.1% (2003) 
Gældssituation (år) Moderat forgældet, langsigtet offentlig udlandsgæld: 22.628 
mia. USD 
Dansk projekt/programbistand Miljøsamarbejde 
Valuta Baht 
REGERING 
Statsoverhoved Kong Bhumibol Adulayadej (Kong Rama IX) 
Regeringsleder Premierminister Thaksin Shinawatra 
Udenrigsminister Kantathi Suphamongkhon 
Den indenrigspolitiske situation, herunder menneskerettigheder 
Thailand har haft konstitutionelt monarki siden 1932 og har herefter været regeret af både militære og 
civile regeringer. En ny banebrydende forfatning af september 1997, der bl.a. sigter mod en mere 
effektiv, gennemsigtig og mindre korrupt offentlig administration samt en udvidelse af borgernes 
rettigheder, har styrket Thailands demokratiske udvikling. Parlamentsvalget i februar 2005 gav en 
overvældende sejr til det siden 2001 regerende centrum-højre parti, Thai Rak Thai (TRT), der nu har et 
absolut flertal i parlamentet. TRTs leder og grundlægger, telekommunikationsmilliardæren Thaksin 
Shinawatra, fortsatte efter valget som landets premierminister. Regeringen har siden tiltrædelsen i 
februar 2001 særligt fokuseret på den økonomiske politik og på at indfri de løfter om bl.a. korruptions- 
og fattigdomsbekæmpelse, som i sin tid bragte den til magten. Premierminister Thaksin nyder betydelig 
folkelig popularitet, men regeringen bliver ofte kritiseret for manglende gennemsigtighed, ligesom 
forholdet mellem regeringen og de uafhængige medier samt visse NGO’er præges af gensidig mistillid. 
Genoptagelsen af anvendelsen af dødsstraf, beskyldninger om overdreven voldsanvendelse i forbindelse 
med en storstilet narkotikakampagnen i 2003 samt håndteringen af voldelige uroligheder i de tre 
sydligste og overvejende muslimske provinser har givet anledning til kritik af regeringen. Set i et 
regionalt perspektiv er menneskerettighedssituationen, herunder først og fremmest ytrings- og 
pressefriheden, dog fortsat relativt god.    
Økonomisk situation 
Efter en længere årrække med årlige vækstrater på ca. 8% blev Thailand i 1997 ramt af en hård 
økonomisk krise, med underskud på betalingsbalancens løbende poster, et markant fald i 
valutareserverne og en udlandsgæld på USD 90 mia. til følge. I 1999 og 2000 forekom Thailand at være 
på vej tilbage mod stabil økonomisk vækst, men udviklingen stagnerede i 2001 som følge af mindsket 
efterspørgsel på Thailands primære eksportmarkeder, USA og Japan. Den økonomiske udvikling fra 
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2002 og frem er imidlertid ganske positiv med væksttal på 4½-6½%. Udover stigende eksport er 
baggrunden herfor bl.a. regeringens succes med at stimulere den interne efterspørgsel gennem en 
ekspansiv finanspolitik, løsning af gældsproblemerne i den finansielle sektor samt fortsatte udenlandske 
investeringer i Thailand. Thailand har således overordnet gennem flere år haft gode makroøkonomiske 
balancer med lav arbejdsløshed, en begrænset men stigende offentlig gældsætning, forholdsvis lav 
inflation samt en stabil valutareserve på omkring 48 mia. USD. De senere år har Thailand endvidere haft 
overskud på betalingsbalancen, hvor de stigende olie- og stålpriser i 2005 dog medførte et mindre 
underskud på handelsbalancen.Danmarks eksport til Thailand udgjorde i 2004 1.109,7 mio. kr., hvilket 
er en stigning på 3,8 % i forhold til året før. Tilsvarende steg den thailandske eksport til Danmark i 2004 
med 9,8% til 1.612,4 mio. kr.  
Udenrigspolitisk situation 
Udenrigspolitisk er Thailand knyttet til den vestlige kreds og traktatallieret med USA. Dette afspejles i 
en traditionel åbenhed over for udenlandske investeringer og handel, herunder en positiv holdning til 
WTO-samarbejdet. Thaksin-regeringen har i sin udenrigspolitik indtil videre prioriteret Thailands 
økonomiske interesser samt forholdet til nabolandene. Regeringen har således, på trods af periodevise 
spændinger, løbende tilstræbt at styrke samarbejdet med militærregeringen i Burma. Thailand prioriterer 
det regionale ASEAN samarbejde højt og er en drivende kraft med henblik på at etablere en 
sydøstasiatisk frihandelszone samt at styrke det politiske samarbejde i ASEAN-regi. Endvidere søger 
Thailand gennem bilaterale frihandelsaftaler med en række lande at varetage sine eksportinteresser. 
 
Danmarks bistand til Thailand 
Den danske bilaterale miljøbistand til Thailand består af tre dele: et miljøsamarbejdsprogram, der 
vedrører naturressourceforvaltning, miljøforvaltning i by og industri samt bæredygtig energi. Hertil 
kommer et samarbejde på klimaområdet om den såkaldte ”Clean Development Mechanism” (CDM) 
samt et partnerskabs-program, der har til formål at hjælpe private danske og thailandske firmaer med et 
etablere samarbejder, der skal introducere relevante teknologier og know-how på det thailandske marked 
indenfor miljø- og energiområdet. Desuden deltager Thailand i samarbejdet omkring blandede kreditter. 
Der blev i februar 2005 fra miljøbistandsmidlerne allokeret 20 mio. kr. til genopbygning indenfor 
spildevand, nationalparker og genhusning som et svar på flodbølgekatastrofens ødelæggelser i Phuket-
området i december 2004. Den samlede bevilling for 2005 inklusiv klimasamarbejde og partnerskabs-
program forventes at blive i størrelsesordenen 50-60 mio. kr. 
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Source: Reuters Foundation 
Date: 03 Jul 2005 
Print E-mail Save  
ROMANIAN FLOODS KILL FOUR, DAMAGE HOMES 
BUCHAREST, July 3 (Reuters) - Heavy floods have killed four people and damaged hundreds of homes in Romania over the 
past two days, the government said on Sunday.  
The four died in the southern county of Olt on the Danube river border with Bulgaria. A baby was also reported missing, 560 
people were forced to abandon their villages and 30 km (18 miles) of roads were flooded in the county.  
TV stations showed the national guard using boats to rescue residents from houses in Olt.  
The government said in a statement about 2,000 homes in four southern counties were flooded and some 3,500 hectares of 
agricultural land inundated.  
Meteorologists warned that more rain was expected over the next few days.  
Romania was hit by its worst floods in 50 years in April and May, when 3,700 people in western counties on the border with 
Serbia and Montenegro had to be evacuated from crumbling houses. The floods caused damage worth $596 million.  
 
 
With the exception of public UN sources, reproduction or redistribution of the above text, in whole, part or in 
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Source: European Commission (EC) 
Date: 08 Nov 2005 
Print E-mail Save  
More than € 49 million to help Romania repair rail and roads damaged by floods 
IP/05/1385  
Brussels, 08 November - Regional policy Commissioner, Danuta Hübner, has announced that Romania will receive fast-track 
support of more than € 49 million to help repair rail and roads damaged by floods. The European Commission decided to offer 
this aid to Romania through the ISPA programme (Pre-Accession Instrument for Structural Policies), which helps candidate 
countries prepare to become members to the European Union. The money will be used for the reconstruction of railways and 
roads in Romania damaged and destroyed during the floods in July and August.  
"This demonstrates the solidarity of the European Union towards Romania and its citizens. Even more so in times when a 
disaster threatens to delay the completion of important railways and roads networks", said Commissioner Hübner.  
Devastating floods hit Romania last summer causing widespread damage and destruction. The floods hit in particular, the 
railway sections Focsani – Putna Seaca and Bucharest Progresu – Giurgiu, which are located on Transport Corridor IX and 
the Trans-European Network (TEN-T). Two important railway bridges collapsed, one in each section. The railway Corridor IX is 
one of the two main railway lines in Romania and crucial in order to ensure the railway circulation, both for international and 
national traffic.  
Further damage was caused to roads part of the same transport network, in particular key road sections on national roads 
12A, 12B, 2L and 2M, connecting to or being part of the TEN-T and Corridor IX.  
The tendering for the reconstruction works will take place towards the end of 2005 and the beginning of 2006.  
The European Commission is also dealing with two separate applications from Romania for financial assistance from the EU 
Solidarity Fund relating to the floods occurred in Spring and Summer.  
Background  
Launched in 2000, ISPA is one of the three financial instruments (with Phare and Sapard) to assist the candidate countries in 
the preparation for accession. Based on the principles that govern the Cohesion Fund, it provides assistance for infrastructure 
projects in the EU priority fields of environment and transport. More information is available at:  
http://europa.eu.int/comm/regional_policy/funds/ispa/ispa_en.htm and  
http://europa.eu.int/comm/regional_policy/atlas/romania/factsheets/pdf/fact_ro_en.pdf  
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Source: Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action (ALNAP) 
Date: 31 Oct 2005 
Print E-mail Save  
South Asia Earthquake 2005: Learning from previous earthquakes 
by Tony Beck  
This briefing paper provides a synthesis of key lessons learned from relief responses to past earthquakes. The main intended 
audiences are operational decision-makers and relief programme managers working in the South Asia earthquake relief 
operation. As agency personnel have expressed a need for clear and concise guidance, this paper aims to provide this, rather 
than detailed context on earthquakes or the affected region.  
This is the first of two briefing papers prepared for the humanitarian and development community by ALNAP and the 
ProVention Consortium. The second paper, which will be available in November 2005, will focus on lessons learned on 
recovery from past earthquake operations.  
The current South Asia earthquake presents unique challenges, particularly of scale and logistics, but there are generic 
lessons to be learned from previous earthquakes, particularly those in Afghanistan in 1998, Turkey in 1999, Gujarat in 2001 
and Bam in 2003. This paper aims to provide a distillation of this learning.  
LESSON 1 – Needs assessments and working with communities  
An effective response requires an understanding of context – particularly the socio-economics of affected communities. Where 
sound needs assessments are carried out and acted upon, responses are more appropriate and aid is used more effectively. 
The record from past earthquakes though is poor. OCHA (2004a) comments that only a few organisations involved people 
from Bam in the assessment and planning phases there. The DEC (2001) evaluation found a disturbing level of dissatisfaction 
about consultation and transparency after the Gujarat earthquake. In many cases, people felt that they were consulted only 
about plans that had already been made.  
Key pointers for needs assessment include:  
- They should be ongoing to the extent possible, ie communities should be asked to prioritise needs as the emergency unfolds, 
perhaps once a month.  
- Joint assessments should be carried out where possible, to make more efficient use of resources, and to ensure that multiple 
needs assessments by different agencies are not conducted with the same members of the affected population.  
- Needs-assessment teams should be multi-disciplinary, and preferably have prior knowledge of local context.  
- There should be an adequate number of female team members, to enable the involvement of affected women who might not 
otherwise have a voice.  
For example, after the 1999 Turkey earthquakes the Foundation for the Support of Women’s Work in Ankara trained affected 
women as local researchers to assess needs and capacities, and meet with government officials to discuss the issue of 
genderdisaggregated needs (Akcar, 2001). After the 2001 earthquakes in El Salvador, single women insisted that the sheeting 
provided for temporary shelters be opaque and strong. In the past, it had been translucent, making it easy to see when they 
were alone. Given that it could be easily cut with a machete, many women had been raped (ALNAP, 2003a).  
There is accumulated evidence that people affected by disasters want to participate fully in the response, even if this means a 
slower implementation process. However, disbursement pressure – the need to get money out of the door – has in the past 
partly determined response mechanisms. DEC noted that after the Gujarat earthquake (2001: 10): ‘Managers on the ground 
began to see their task as spending money within the (DEC) time-scale rather than planning good programmes.’ Similar 
pressures have been widely noted in the response to the 2004 tsunami. Clearly this works against the idea of iterative planning 
and community participation.  
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Ensuring good communication with local communities is crucial from perspectives of both ethics and efficiency. One lesson 
from the response to the 1998 Afghanistan earthquakes is that agencies could set up short-wave radio to broadcast relief 
objectives to survivors, where local capacity to do this exists (IFRC, 2000).  
Two examples among many of community structures for participation are of relevance to the current emergency. World 
Disasters Report 2004 (IFRC, 2004b) notes the role of traditional neighbourhood networks such as the ‘notables’ or ‘white 
beards’ – five or six men of influence based around the local mosque who organised the response of the local community after 
the Bam earthquake. Women’s groups have also been effective in facilitating community response. For example the Self 
Employed Women’s Association was involved in a number of activities after the 2001 Gujarat earthquake, including identifying 
high- need households, and directing aid to them, and involving women as monitors of housing reconstruction.  
When considering communities, however, it is important to remember:  
- not to romanticise the coping capacities and resilience of local people and communities – they often face insurmountable 
difficulties when responding to major disasters;  
- that often ‘communities’, particularly in areas of high inequality, are made up of different interest groups, and include 
marginalised groups who may well have difficulty getting their views represented; cultural ‘norms’ may also, for example, work 
against women’s rights.  
Communities and individuals themselves will carry out much relief work, from search and rescue to restoring livelihoods. The 
role of external agencies then becomes one of supporting indigenous capacity and working with communities to support their 
efforts and build their capacities. At the very least, interventions should not undermine local capacity.  
Useful sources on emergency assessment and community participation in humanitarian action include:  
- the draft ALNAP guide Participation by Crisis-Affected Populations in Humanitarian Action. A Handbook for Practitioners 
(available at: www.alnap.org/pubs/pdfs/GS_Handbook.pdf);  
- the IFRC Guidelines for Emergency Assessment (available at:www.proventionconsortium.org/files/tools_CRA/IFRC-
guidelines-assessments-LR.pdf ).  
The on-going Listening Project initiative, currently being piloted in the countries affected by the Indian Ocean Tsunami, is 
supporting a series of community dialogues to improve understanding of how communities analyse and judge disaster 
assistance. These tools for community dialogue may also have direct relevance for application in assessing community needs, 
resources and specific ideas and aspirations regarding recovery (www.proventionconsortium.org/toolkit.htm).  
Full report (pdf* format - 836KB)  
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Source: United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - Integrated Regional Information Networks (IRIN) 
Date: 14 Oct 2005 
Print E-mail Save  
Pakistan: WHO believes earthquake disaster worse than December's tsunami 
[This report does not necessarily reflect the views of the United Nations]  
ISLAMABAD, 14 October (IRIN) - Leading international agencies believe the devastation caused by the earthquake that 
struck Pakistan last Saturday is still being underestimated.  
The World Health Organization (WHO) has said the calamity was bigger in scale than the tsunami that struck East Asia last 
year and the long-term problems created as a consequence will prove more difficult to deal with.  
"The number made homeless, the destruction of roads and infrastructure and the terrain over which the catastrophe has struck 
make this a bigger disaster than the tsunami," Hussain A Gezairy, WHO's regional director, told journalists on Thursday at the 
emergency health centre set up at the Pakistan Institute of Medical Sciences (PIMS).  
The earthquake has destroyed more than 80 percent of structures and buildings in parts of northern Pakistan. Many cities and 
villages in Pakistan-administered Kashmir and the North West Frontier Province (NWFP), the most affected areas, have been 
wiped out. More than four million people are affected, of whom one million are in acute need of help. More than 2 million 
people need to be re-housed, relief agencies say.  
Gezairy said that as no roads were destroyed by the tsunami, destruction took place mainly within a few hundred metres along 
coastlines and it was far easier to assess the damage and plan relief.  
"The fact only helicopters can reach so many mountain areas and that the affected areas are so remote, makes it extremely 
difficult to even gauge the full-scale of the damage and determine what needs to be done first," Gezairy explained.  
According to the WHO, the number of health workers needed to be doubled or even tripled in some places. "There is a 
particularly urgent need for general practitioners with experience in emergencies and basic surgical skills. Paramedics, primary 
health care specialists and public health specialists, including epidemiologists, are also desperately needed," WHO said in a 
statement on Wednesday.  
Although US $10 billion had been mobilised by the UN and world community, the WHO regional chief expressed concern that 
the amounts raised for tsunami victims "would not come in". Gezairy, however, stressed efforts were being made to promote 
more concern across the world and generate more funds.  
Working with the Pakistan ministry of health in the largest operation ever launched in the country, the WHO has put hundreds 
of experts in the field.  
The teams are set to work on building early-warning systems for disease surveillance and epidemic control. For this purpose, 
acting on WHO advice, the Pakistan military has already set up vaccination centres for relief workers along the roads to 
affected areas.  
The poor sanitation conditions, hundreds of dead bodies still lying unburied and severe shortages of clean drinking water have 
made dangers presented by disease among the top concerns of relief agencies.  
The WHO has already stated the situation seemed most alarming in major centres of destruction, particularly Muzaffarabad, 
Bagh and Balakot. The WHO is planning to deploy hundreds more medical staff in all affected areas to work alongside 
Pakistani medical teams.  
[ENDS]  
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[This Item is Delivered to the "Asia-English" Service of the UN's IRIN humanitarian information unit, but may not necessarily 
reflect the views of the United Nations. For further information, free subscriptions, or to change your keywords, contact e-mail: 
IRIN@ocha.unon.org or Web: http://www.irinnews.org . If you re-print, copy, archive or re-post this item, please retain this 
credit and disclaimer. Reposting by commercial sites requires written IRIN permission.]  
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Source: Agence France-Presse (AFP) 
Date: 26 Dec 2004 
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Quake toll at least 288 in Indonesia: officials 
JAKARTA, Dec 26 (AFP) - At least 288 people were killed in Indonesia Sunday by a powerful earthquake and tidal waves, 
officials and medics said.  
AFP 261013 GMT 12 04  
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Source: Agence France-Presse (AFP) 
Date: 26 Dec 2004 
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Russia offers help after earthquake, tidal waves in Asia 
MOSCOW, Dec 26 (AFP) - Russia on Sunday said it would take part in international relief efforts after the devastating 
earthquake off northwestern Indonesia triggered giant tidal waves across the Indian Ocean region, killing more than 2,000 
people.  
Two Russian Il-76 transport planes will leave in the next few days for the region carrying tents, other supplies and rescue 
personnel, a spokesman for Russia's emergencies ministry told the Interfax news agency.  
Russia was preparing to provide aid to Sri Lanka and Indonesia, the ministry official, Viktor Beltsov, said.  
A Russian representative would also fly to the Indonesian capital Jakarta Sunday to take part in a UN-sponsored meeting of 
experts to discuss the requirements for international aid, he added.  
"This UN group will assess the destruction from the earthquake and tidal waves in south Asia and determine the needs for 
international humanitarian aid," the official said.  
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PHUKET, Thailand, Dec 26 (AFP) - At least 195 people were killed and more than 2,000 injured Sunday in southern Thailand 
when tsunamis caused by a massive earthquake off Indonesia struck the nation, according to officials.  
"As of 6:00pm (1100 GMT) the figure compiled from the state hospitals show that 168 are dead, both Thai and foreigners and 
2,008 injured," Surachet Satitniramai, head of the health ministry's emergency operations centre, told Thai television network 
iTV.  
Tallied figures from other officials put the figure higher with at least 62 dead at the popular resort of Phuket, and up to 50 on 
the island of Phi Phi off the western Andaman coast, which is dotted with holiday beachfront bungalows and crammed with 
tourists.  
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Over 1,000 dead after tidal waves hit southern India 
by Baghwan Singh  
MADRAS, India, Dec 26 (AFP) - Tidal waves devastated the south Indian coastline Sunday killing at least 1,000 people, the 
home minister said, warning that the death toll was expected to rise.  
Disaster struck just after dawn as a huge earthquake in Indonesia sent tidal waves crashing westwards, sweeping men, 
women and children out to sea.  
"In Andhra Pradesh, around 200 have been killed and many are affected. In Tamil Nadu, the damage is maximum and 
according to reports, around 700-800 have died there," Home Minister Shivraj Patil told reporters in New Delhi.  
Fourteen deaths were also reported from Kerala state and 14 more from the Andaman and Nicobar islands in the Bay of 
Bengal, the minister said.  
Patil said relief measures had begun on a "war footing" and that he too was going to Madras, capital of Tamil Nadu.  
"Ships and helicopters and aircraft are being pushed in service to distribute food, medicines and blankets," he said.  
The government put the navy on full alert, Patil said.  
There were scenes of mayhem in Tamil Nadu's coastal areas where scores of villages were under water. Local television 
footage showed bodies being loaded into ambulances.  
In Madras, the morgues at government hospitals were overflowing with bodies, witnesses told AFP.  
Along the city's main Marina beach, cars were seen floating in sea water.  
Among the dead were schoolchildren playing cricket on the beach, media reports said. Deaths were also reported from a 
beachside church in the state.  
One woman was washed away while jogging with her partner.  
Four people died when the car in which they were travelling was pulled into the rising sea.  
Most of the dead or missing were believed to be fishermen and their families living in shacks along the shore. Indian fishermen 
traditionally go out to sea at night and return early in the morning.  
Water also entered a famous temple in Besantnagar standing 50 metres (165 feet) from the sea.  
Witnesses said people were fleeing the coastal areas.  
The Indira Gandhi Atomic Energy Centre in Kalpakam, 70 kilometres (45 miles) south of Madras, said in a statement that no 
damage had been done to the facility but it had shut down as a precautionary measures.  
Three Indian air force aircraft carrying relief supplies were dispatched to the Andamans, which lie about 1,000 kilometres (600 
miles) from Sumatra.  
All commercial flights to the islands' capital Port Blair, were cancelled.  
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In Port Blair, senior administration official Vinod Kumar told AFP that roads had been damaged and two ships at anchor had 
sunk.  
"There is panic among the residents. Cracks have developed in roads, and low-lying areas have been inundated. People are 
moving to higher grounds," Kumar said.  
Private Zee television said the tarmac at Port Blair airport had also developed cracks.  
Similar chaotic scenes were witnessed in neighbouring Andhra Pradesh state where at least 200 were killed.  
About half of that figure concerned Cuddalore, a coastal town 250 kilometres (155 miles) south of Madras.  
In Andhra Pradesh, the bodies of 10 fishermen were recovered from the shore in Machlipatnam district, 300 kilometres (180 
miles) north of Madras, a police official said.  
Eleven deaths were also reported from Singaryakonda, a coastal village 400 kilometres north of Madras where 15 were also 
missing.  
Two people were also killed in the industrial township of Agarpara in West Bengal state in the east, about 25 kilometres (15 
miles) from the capital city Calcutta, Amal Chatterjee, a meteorological department official said.  
The two were drowned when a tidal wave flooded into a one acre (0.4 hectare) pond in which they were bathing.  
Thousands of people were reported to be fleeing along the coast in southern India fearing further waves from after shocks.  
In Andhra Pradesh, sea water flooded many coastal villages and towns including Nellore, Vishakapatnam, Machlipatnam and 
Lakinada, police and revenue officials said.  
The Indonesian tremor measured 8.5 on the Richter Scale and was felt in India around 6:30 am (0100 GMT).  
Head of the earthquake division of the Indian Meteorological Department, A.K. Shukla, told AFP that the tremors were a result 
of the "great" earthquake off the western coast of Indonesia's Sumatra island.  
"It's a great earthquake... Many aftershocks are still coming and more are expected."  
Some 20,000 people were killed when the west Indian state of Gujarat was hit by a massive earthquake in January 2001, 
according to government figures.  
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by Amal Jayasingh  
COLOMBO, Dec 26 (AFP) - Over 2,100 people were killed and many others were missing in Sri Lanka on Sunday after giant 
tsunamis smashed into the island, prompting the government to declare a state of disaster.  
Relief officials said reports from police and hospitals in key towns along the north-eastern and southern coastal regions, the 
two worst affected areas, placed the body count at 2,134 while hundreds more were reported missing.  
"We are getting reports from the main towns, but there are still areas which have been cut off," said Lalith Weeratunga, a 
senior adviser to Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapakse.  
"The Prime Minister has gone by helicopter to some of the areas which had been cut off," Weeratunga told AFP. "The 
devastation is massive. It is unprecedented."  
The tsunamis were triggered by a huge earthquake off northeast Indonesia, several thousand kilometers from Sri Lanka. Giant 
waves also slammed into Thailand, Myanmar, southern India, Malaysia and the Maldives.  
Sri Lankan President Chandrika Kumaratunga cut short her holiday in Britain on Sunday and headed for home after declaring 
a "state of disaster" appealing for international help, officials said.  
The army, navy and air force were called out to help local officials and police in rescue efforts while police also declared local 
curfews in many areas to prevent looting of devastated hotels, homes and shops.  
Police reported massive waves that engulfed areas, washing people away and leaving dead bodies floating in water.  
Hundreds of villages and towns along the island's coast were battered by the high waves with many houses completely 
destroyed, police said. Tourist resorts along the coast said they were badly hit with almost all of them flooded.  
Hundreds of foreign holiday makers were being evacuated to Colombo where all hotels reported overcrowding.  
"The destruction is widespread along the coast and we fear for many people who were along the beach at the time," Prime 
Minister Rajapakse told AFP.  
The tidal waves were caused by a massive earthquake west of the Indonesian island of Sumatra that registered 8.9 on the 
Richter scale. It was the fifth-strongest temblor since the beginning of the 20th century.  
At least 636 bodies were taken to hospitals in the north-east, the worst affected area, local officials there told AFP.  
The southern town of Matara, 160 kilometres (100 miles) from the capital, was also badly hit, police said, with 357 bodies 
taken to two hospitals there.  
At least 300 prisoners in Matara fled from a high-security jail as inmates took advantage of the disaster, police said.  
Reports from coastal areas suggested a stretch of over 800 kilometres (500 miles) from Trincomalee in the island's east to 
Colombo in the south had been battered by tidal waves.  
Police in Matara said water levels were receding, leaving a massive trail of destruction in their wake.  
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"Hundreds of people were at the weekly Sunday fair when massive waves came in and washed away people. We don't know 
what happened to them," Matara police chief Chandana Wickremaratne told AFP.  
"There are many people who have seen bodies floating in the water," another police official said by telephone. "The water level 
is going down, but we have a huge problem of water as sea water has got into the drinking supply water."  
The main Colombo harbour was affected with at least one ship listing after the huge waves, a port official said. The tidal waves 
eased as they reached the capital, but several low-lying areas were also flooded.  
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BRUSSELS, Dec 26 (AFP) - The European Commission said it was providing emergency aid of three million euros (four 
million dollars) for victims of the tidal waves caused by a massive earthquake in the Indian Ocean on Sunday.  
The cash is intended for "initial vital needs," and more substantial aid will be provided later, the EU executive said in a 
statement.  
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KUALA LUMPUR, Dec 26 (AFP) - At least 29 people were drowned and many others were missing after tidal waves sparked 
by a huge earthquake in Indonesia hit two Malaysian resort islands and a series of coastal villages Sunday, officials said.  
The worst-hit island was the popular northwestern holiday resort of Penang, where 21 people -- including at least two 
foreigners -- were killed and up to 30 fishing boats were missing, Deputy Prime Minister Najib Razak and local officials said.  
Further north, along the Kuala Muda coast of Kedah state bordering Thailand, seven people died when a tsunami roared 
through several villages, Najib told a news conference.  
A police spokesman said a wave of four to six metres (12 to 18 feet) high destroyed about 1,000 houses and affected about 
5,000 people, the official Bernama news agency reported.  
Najib described the tidal waves as "a disaster never seen before in Malaysia's history."  
He said he had ordered evacuations from high risk areas as a precautionary measure and would visit the affected areas on 
Monday.  
Najib said he had heard unconfirmed "graphic reports" of jet ski riders being hurled into coffee houses by the tidal wave in 
Penang.  
On the resort island of Langkawi off the Kedah coast, a 70-year-old man confined to a wheelchair drowned in his home when it 
flooded and he could not escape, district police chief Abdul Halim Abdullah told AFP.  
The areas hit by the tidal waves are in northwestern Malaysia, separated by the Malacca Strait from Indonesia's Sumatra 
island where the quake hit early Sunday.  
At least eight of the Penang deaths occurred at the popular Batu Ferringhi beach, which is lined by upscale tourist hotels, 
Penang Civil Defence Director Mohamad Johari Mohamad Taufik told AFP. Two of the dead were foreigners, Mohamad Johari 
said, without giving their nationalities.  
Eight Malaysians living in a fishing village near Balik Pulau on the island also drowned, he said.  
"Many more are still missing. Up to 30 fishing boats are at sea, with no communication. We are conducting search and rescue 
operations but we are expecting aftershocks from the earthquake to hit us again later this evening," he said.  
In the capital Kuala Lumpur, about 240 kilometres (150 miles) south of Penang, the tremor was felt by some people in high rise 
buildings, including hotels adjacent to the Petronas Twin towers, until recently the highest buildings in the world.  
A member of staff at the Hotel Nikko, near the towers, said she had received many enquiries from alarmed hotel guests.  
"They felt the tremors and thought the hotel building would collapse," she said.  
At least nine states on the Malaysian peninsula felt the tremors early on Sunday, Low Kong Chew, director of Malaysia's 
meteorological services seismology division, said in a statement.  
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NEW DELHI, Dec 26 (AFP) - India, grappling with at least 1,100 people killed by tsunamis, offered assistance Sunday to other 
Indian Ocean nations hit by killer tsunamis after a giant earthquake off Indonesia.  
"I have addressed letters to the heads of governments or heads of states of these countries conveying to them our deepest 
sympathies and also offering whatever assistance we can in meeting this tragedy," Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh 
said.  
Tidal waves swept inland in four southern Indian states, killing about 1,100 people and leaving a trail of destruction across the 
coastal belt.  
Singh called out the military to join a mammoth relief operation.  
"The cabinet secretary is heading a group which deals with disaster management situation and this group will remain active 
and we will monitor the situation on an hourly basis," Singh said.  
"I have also instructed the defence minister and the home minister to take (the) necessary action and our paramilitary and our 
armed forces are already in operation," he added.  
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JAKARTA, Dec 27 (AFP) - The death toll from an earthquake off Indonesia Sunday and tsunamis that it unleashed reached 
11,477 with officials reporting deaths in seven countries in southern and southeastern Asia.  
In Indonesia at least 4,185 people were killed as the country took the full force of a huge earthquake and tidal waves that 
swallowed entire coastal villages.  
Sri Lanka was hard hit with 4,300 people confirmed dead, and thousands more injured or missing, relief officials and Tamil 
Tiger rebels said.  
At least 2,606 people were killed in southern India, with the chief minister of Tamil Nadu announcing 1,705 deaths in her state 
alone and at least 300 people killed on the country's Andaman islands.  
In southern Thailand at least 310 people were killed, including foreign tourists at famous seaside resorts, and 5,000 injured, 
officials said.  
In Malaysia 42 people, including many elderly and children, were killed, officials said.  
A British tourist and 31 other people died in the low-lying Maldives, officials said.  
In Bangladesh a father and child were killed after a tourist boat capsized from large waves, local officials said.  
The US Geological Survey said the earthquake registered west of the Indonesian island of Sumatra measured 8.9 on the 
Richter scale.  
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By Arjuna Wickramasinghe  
COLOMBO, Dec 26 (Reuters) - A huge earthquake hit southern Asia on Sunday, setting off a tsunami that drowned hundreds 
in Sri Lanka and India, sent Indonesians rushing to high ground and washed away bathers on the Thai tourist island of Phuket.  
The earthquake of magnitude 8.5 as measured by the U.S. Geological Survey first struck at 7:59 a.m (0059 GMT) off the coast 
of the northern Indonesian island of Sumatra and swung north with multiple tremors into the Andaman islands in the Indian 
Ocean.  
A wall of water up to 10 metres (30 feet) high set off by the tremor swept into Indonesia, over the coast of Sri Lanka and India 
and along the southern Thai tourist island of Phuket, leaving at least 650 people feared dead, officials said.  
"Nothing like this has ever happened in our country before," said Thai Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra.  
The earthquake was the world's biggest since 1965, said Julie Martinez, geophysicist for the U.S. Geological Survey. "It is 
multiple earthquakes along the same faultline," she said.  
The worst-hit area appeared to be the tourist region of Sri Lanka's south and east and the chairman of the John Keells hotel 
chain said five of his hotels had been badly flooded.  
At least 500 were feared dead in Sri Lanka, the National Disaster Management Centre said.  
"The army and the navy have sent rescue teams, we have deployed over four choppers and half the navy's eastern fleet to 
look for survivors," said military spokesman Brigadier Daya Ratnayake.  
An official in eastern Trincomalee said 3,000 people had been displaced and six villages destroyed.  
Along the southern Indian coast, as many as 74 people were killed and many injured by a tsunami there, hospital and 
government officials said.  
BIG PARTS OF MALDIVES UNDER WATER  
Officials said 400 fishermen were missing in south India.  
"Thirty-four are dead and 14 are admitted in hospital," said an official at the Government Royapettah Hospital in Chennai, 
formerly known as Madras and the capital of Tamil Nadu state.  
Dozens more were dead in Prakasam district in southern Andhra Pradesh and in Machalipatnam district, taking the total death 
toll in the state to 40, officials said.  
The wave swept into the low-lying Maldive islands whose coral atolls are a magnet for tourists, flooding two-thirds of the capital 
Male, said chief government spokesman Dr Ahmed Shaheed.  
"The damage is considerable. The island is only about three feet above sea level and a wave of water four feet high swept 
over us," he said.  
"It is a very bad situation. It is terrible," he said.  
"We have no communications with some of the outlying atolls. At this stage we fear the worst. We are trying to send boats to 
assess the damage, but our resources are stretched to the limit."  
The world's worst tsunami in recent history struck on July 17, 1998, when three tsunamis ripped through Papua New Guinea's 
northwest coast, killing 2,500.  
As many as 65 people were killed on Sunday in Indonesia's Aceh province on northern Sumatra island.  
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"They were mostly drowned by the waves," Bireuen regency mayor Mustofa said by telephone, adding that hundreds of 
houses had been swept away.  
Indonesia's geophysics and meteorology office put the epicentre of the earthquake at 149 km (90 miles) off the southern coast 
of the island and said the earthquake measured 6.8 on the open-ended Richter scale.  
"There was no warning and suddenly the sea water just hit the city," said Bustami, a resident of the Aceh coastal town of 
Lhokseumawe. "In some parts the water was up to a chest level.  
"People are quite panicked now, some of us are walking by foot and others are on military trucks going to higher ground."  
Residents said waves as high as five metres (15 ft) struck the northern coast, killing at least nine, causing widespread damage 
and sending thousands fleeing in panic.  
Residents said buildings collapsed and people fled their houses.  
Indonesia, an archipelago of 17,000 islands, lies along the Pacific Ring of Fire where plate boundaries intersect and volcanoes 
regularly erupt.  
In the Thai tourist island of Phuket at least one person was killed, four were missing and 100 injured when the wave, 5 to 10 
metres (16 to 32 feet) high, crashed onto beaches lined with luxury hotels at the peak of the tourist season.  
"There was a very large ocean wave after the earthquake and about 100 people were injured," Suparerk Tansriratanawong, 
director general of Thailand's Meteorological Department, told Reuters.  
More than 10 people were killed and 100 injured or missing in the southern Thai province of Phang Nga.  
The prime minister called for the evacuation of areas hit by a tsunami wave in three southern provinces, including Phuket.  
"I have ordered that rescue officials move people out of the risk area," Thaksin told reporters.  
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ISLAMABAD, Oct 9 (Reuters) - The earthquake that hit South Asia at the weekend killed about 19,400 people in Pakistan, 
Pakistani Interior Minister Aftab Ahmed Khan Sherpao said on Sunday.  
Sherpao told Reuters more than 42,000 people had been hurt in the 7.6 magnitude quake the struck the northern part of 
Pakistan on Saturday morning.  
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by Rana Jawad  
ISLAMABAD, Oct 8 (AFP) - An earthquake measuring at least 7.6 on the Richter Scale sowed terror across parts of Pakistan, 
India and Afghanistan on Saturday, causing "massive devastation" and bringing warnings of heavy casualties.  
The quake struck early in the morning almost directly on the dividing line between the Indian and Pakistani controlled zones of 
Kashmir, sending terrified residents fleeing into the streets in towns and villages across the region.  
A senior Pakistani official told AFP dozens of people were feared dead in northern areas and the toll was expected to rise 
substantially.  
"There are reports of buildings collapsing in several cities in central Pakistan. We have no exact estimates but the casualties 
could be very high," the official told AFP, asking to remain anonymous.  
"It is massive devastation, we are still assessing damage and casualties," another government official told AFP.  
The Pakistani military said an entire village in Kashmir had been destroyed.  
"We have reports that an entire village has been wiped out in Bagh district in Kashmir," Major General Shaukat Sultan told 
AFP. "  
Sultan said the military had despatched troops and rescue helicopters to the worst-affected areas.  
Indian army spokesman Major P. Seghal told AFP the worst affected area on the Indian side was Uri, north of the main 
Kashmir town of Srinagar, where the quake had triggered landslides and fires.  
Uri resident Abdul Aziz said dozens of houses had been damaged and telephone and power lines were down.  
In the Paksitani capital Islamabad part of an apartment block collapsed leaving dozens of people trapped and neighbours 
clawing at the rubble in an attempt to free them.  
A school in the nearby city of Rawalpindi also came down, killing one child and injuring six others, Information Minister Sheikh 
Rashid told AFP.  
Afghan officials said at least two children had been killed near the town of Jalalabad, while at least one person was confirmed 
dead and 50 injured in the Indian controlled zone of Kashmir.  
The US Geological Survey and the Pakistan Meteorological Department said the quake measured 7.6 on the Richter Scale, 
while the Japanese Meteorological Agency put the temblor even higher at 7.8.  
The epicenter was around 100 kilometres (62 miles) northeast of Islamabad, according to most agencies, although the Earth 
Sciences Observatory in the French city of Strasbourg said the epicenter was just inside Indian Kashmir.  
The divided territory of Kashmir is claimed by both India and Pakistan, and a heavily-militarised unofficial border known as the 
Line of Control divides the territory.  
The quake was felt across a vast swathe of Pakistan, India and Afghanistan.  
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It shook the desert town of Quetta, some 700 kilometres (435 miles) southwest of Islamabad as well as the northern Afghan 
city of Kunduz, some 500 kilometres north of the Pakistani capital.  
"Lots of people rushed onto the streets -- it was so strong," said a shopkeeper in Kunduz.  
In Islamabad a residential building collapsed causing an unknown number of casualties, witnesses said.  
Bloodstained people could be seen trapped beneath huge stone slabs at the scene while desperate cries for help could be 
heard, an AFP photographer reported.  
Military and civilian rescuers were clawing through the rubble while Interior minister Aftab Sherpao visited the scene and 
comforted terrified onlookers.  
Witnesses in Islamabad said the ground shook for over 30 seconds, rocking buildings and causing widespread panic. A 
second, less severe jolt lasted about five seconds.  
Many mosques in Islamabad started reciting special prayers straight afterwards.  
The quake was felt strongly in Indian Kashmir, causing panic and bringing people pouring out onto the streets of the summer 
capital Srinagar. Officials confirmed at least one dead and 50 injured.  
"This is the strongest earthquake I have ever witnessed in my life," said Aisha Begum, 84.  
Screams were heard from across Srinagar as people fled homes, shops and offices fearing they would be buried under rubble.  
Men spontaneously started reading verses from the Muslim holy book the Koran out loud and women beat their chests in a 
traditional display of bereavement.  
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ISLAMABAD, Oct 8 (AFP) - A massive earthquake is feared to have killed more than 1,000 people in Pakistan on Saturday, 
chief military spokesman Major General Shaukat Sultan told AFP.  
"The death toll could be more than 1,000. There could be massive casualties but we do not have exact numbers," Sultan said 
from the capital Islamabad.  
In Muzaffarabad, the capital of Pakistan-controlled Kashmir, 50 percent of buildings had either collapsed or been damaged, 
Sultan said.  
A military hospital in Rawalakot in Kashmir had also been damaged and there were some some casualties among army 
personnel, he added.  
At least two people were killed and 32 were injured when an apartment block in the capital Islamabad collapsed, police said, 
and photographers at the scene said they had seen more bodies being pulled out.  
One Egyptian national working for a mobile phone company died and another Egyptian was injured when the block collapsed, 
Egyptian Ambassador Hussein Haredy told AFP.  
The dead man, a married father-of-two, "was still breathing when he was pulled out of the building but he died upon reaching 
the hospital," Haredy said.  
"We are very sorry, not only for the death of the Egyptian national but also for the people of Pakistan. We have presented our 
condolences to the government of Pakistan," he added.  
Officials said 25 people were feared killed when a courtroom collapsed in Muzaffarabad during the quake.  
Police in northern Mansehra district said two high schools collapsed and rescuers had recovered 10 bodies out of the debris. 
"Some 40 injured were also recovered," a police official said.  
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by Masroor Gilani  
ABBOTABAD, Pakistan, Oct 8 (AFP) - Lying on makeshift beds on a hospital lawn in this northwestern Pakistani hill town, 
some screaming in pain, hundreds of men, women and children wait for help.  
But they have to stay there for now, because doctors say the monster earthquake that rumbled through the region early 
Saturday could have made the building dangerous.  
"We feel it is unsafe to keep patients inside," Amir Shah, a senior doctor at the Ayub hospital in Abbotabad, told AFP.  
Already at breaking point because of the flood of victims and a shortage of supplies, vilent aftershocks added to the worry.  
"Our doctors and paramedical staff are scared to go in. The building has already developed cracks," Shah said.  
Abbotabad is on the road towards the epicentre of the quake and is just miles (kilometres) from the worst affected area, where 
thousands of people are feared to have died.  
In the nearby districts of Mansehra and Malakand in North West Frontier Province police said the up to 600 had perished, 
while Pakistani-controlled Kashmir was thought to have suffered even bigger casualties.  
Some of the injured interviewed by AFP at Ayub hospital said they saw entire villages razed.  
"I was working in the field close to a building when I felt the jolt and saw houses tumbling down to the ground," one of the 
injured, Wali Rehman, from Ugi village in North West Frontier Province, told AFP.  
"I know my mother and my family have died," he said, weeping.  
Another victim from near Balakot town in Kashmir said at least 200 homes in his village were flattened. "It was complete 
devastation all around," Jehanzib Khan told AFP.  
As ambulances and vans continually ferried injured people to the hospital, the lawn became more crowded with patients. A 
hailstorm as night fell a hailstorm added to their discomfort.  
Dozens of people, mainly workers from the local Al-Khidmat private aid service, had gathered at the hospital, trying to arrange 
medicines, food and blood for the injured.  
They also brought food for victims to break their fast as the third day of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan came to a close.  
But doctors feared they have only treated a fraction of the victims from the earthquake. Many affected areas have been cut off 
by landslides and it will take people hours or even days to get to Abbotabad.  
"We need medicines, blood and equipment to treat the stream of wounded people," said doctor Nadeem Gohar.  
mmg-rj/dk/it  
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by Danny Kemp and Rana Jawad  
ISLAMABAD, Oct 8 (AFP) - Thousands of people were killed Saturday when a massive earthquake measuring 7.6 on the 
Richter scale shook parts of Pakistan, India and Afghanistan, flattening houses and sweeping whole villages away.  
Thousands more were believed injured as the quake, one of the strongest to rock the region in decades, triggered landslides 
and buried people in the rubble of ruined buildings.  
The epicentre struck close to the dividing line between Indian and Pakistani controlled zones of the disputed Himalayan region 
of Kashmir, but the quake was felt hundreds of kilometres (miles) away in Afghanistan's Kunduz mountains.  
The Pakistani army said several thousand people were feared dead in Pakistan-controlled Kashmir alone, which appeared to 
bear the brunt of the quake's terrible power.  
"This kind of devastation has never been seen in Pakistan's history before," said the chief military spokesman, Major General 
Shaukat Sultan.  
"The death toll could be in several thousands in Kashmir alone," he told AFP. "The loss of life as well as property could be 
colossal and we need urgent help."  
With rescue efforts ongoing, and electricity and communications cut off in much of Pakistani controlled Kashmir, it was too 
early to get a precise death toll.  
But an army relief official said earlier that it was more than 1,000.  
Elsewhere, police said more than 1,700 people were killed in Pakistan's North West Province while nearly 300 died in the 
Indian controlled sector of Kashmir, pushing the confirmed tally above 3,000.  
"It is a test for all of us ... the entire nation," said Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf.  
Late at night, hours after the quake struck in mid-morning around 0350 GMT, rescue workers battled the darkness and raced 
against time to find survivors. Untold numbers were left homeless.  
Many of those who lived were left crying and shouting in agony, knowing the worst had happened to their loved ones.  
"I was working in the field close to a building when I felt the jolt and saw houses tumbling down to the ground," said Wali 
Rehman from the village of Ug in North West Frontier Province.  
"I know my mother and my family have died," he said, weeping.  
India and Pakistan, rivals that both have the atomic bomb, have fought two wars over Kashmir, where thousands of troops 
face off on each side of the Line of Control that divides the territory.  
But in a message to Musharraf, Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Singh offered help with rescue and relief operations.  
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"While parts of India have also suffered from this unexpected natural disaster, we are prepared to extend any assistance with 
rescue and relief which you may deem appropriate," Singh said.  
A Pakistan army official said around 200 Pakistani soldiers were dead.  
"Village after village has been wiped out," said another official in Muzaffarabad, the main town in Pakistani controlled Kashmir. 
"The Neelum River has been blocked because whole villages have fallen into the water."  
A spokeswoman for the United Nations said a team of experts was en route to Islamabad to help coordinate relief efforts, while 
the European Commission said it could approve up to three million euros (3.6 million dollars) to help.  
Many countries sent their condolences as did UN Secretary General Kofi Annan, who said he was "deeply saddened by the 
loss of life and destruction."  
The US Geological Survey and the Pakistan Meteorological Department said the quake measured 7.6 on the Richter scale 
while the Japanese Meteorological Agency put it at 7.8.  
"This is the strongest quake in the last 100 years in this region," the chief of Pakistan's meteorological department, Qamar 
Uzzman, told AFP.  
Witnesses said the temblor lasted for more than 30 seconds in Islamabad, where a 10-storey apartment blocked called the 
Margallah Towers collapsed, trapping bloodied residents under huge slabs of stone.  
"We saw people rushing to a balcony on the other building but while it was still rocking, it crashed down and the occupants 
came down with the mass of the concrete," said local resident Sajida Burki.  
"There were screams of women and children," Burki said.  
At least 14 aftershocks, including one measuring more than 6.0 on the Richter scale, rattled Islamabad in the hours after the 
quake, according to the meteorological department.  
burs-mc/dk  
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ISLAMABAD, Oct 8 (AFP) - Several thousand people are feared to have died in Pakistan-controlled Kashmir alone in a 
massive earthquake Saturday, chief military spokesman Major General Shaukat Sultan told AFP.  
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These are links to external sites and will open in a new browser window.  
 
UNICEF  
UN Development Programme (UNDP)  
International Civil Defence Directory  
World Health Organization (WHO)  
World Food Programme (WFP)  
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)  
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)  
UN Resident Coordinator  
UN Population Fund  
 

 
See full listings for each of these countries.  
India 
Indonesia 
Kenya 
Malaysia 
Maldives 
Myanmar 
Seychelles 
Somalia 
Sri Lanka 
Thailand 
United Republic of Tanzania 
 
 
 
 
 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for India 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Indonesia 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Kenya 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Malaysia 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Maldives 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Myanmar 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Seychelles 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Somalia 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Sri Lanka 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Thailand 
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ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for United Republic of Tanzania 
 
 
 
In the past six months, these organisations have published documents about this emergency.  
 
Sort by : sector | type  
 
Academic & Research Institutions 
Academy for Disaster Management Education Planning and Training 
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute 
East-West Center 
Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining 
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics 
Johns Hopkins University 
Overseas Development Institute 
Refugee Studies Centre, Oxford University 
Harvard University 
Government 
Australian Agency for International Development 
Canadian International Development Agency 
United Kingdom Department for International Development 
European Commission - Humanitarian Aid Office 
European Commission 
European Union 
Government of Australia 
Government of Austria 
Government of Belgium 
Government of Canada 
Government of France 
Government of Germany 
Government of India 
Government of Indonesia 
Government of Ireland 
Government of Italy 
Government of Japan 
Government of Maldives 
Government of Monaco 
Government of the Netherlands 
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Government of Norway 
Government of the Russian Federation 
Government of Singapore 
Government of Spain 
Government of Sri Lanka 
Government of Sweden 
Government of Tamil Nadu, India 
Royal Thai Goverment 
Government of the United Arab Emirates 
Government of the United States of America 
Japan International Cooperation Agency 
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
United States Agency for International Development 
United States Department of State 
United States Agency for International Development 
News & Media 
Australian Broadcasting Corporation 
Agence France-Presse 
The Christian Science Monitor 
Deutsche Presse Agentur 
Indonesia-Relief.org 
The Irrawaddy 
Kuwait News Agency 
Laksamana.net 
Mail and Guardian 
Paras Indonesia 
Reuters Foundation 
Voice of America 
Xinhua News Agency 
Non-governmental Organization 
International Network of Action Against Hunger 
Australian Council for International Development 
Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development 
ActionAid 
Action Contre la Faim 
Action by Churches Together International 
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Adventist Development and Relief Agency International 
Africare 
American Friends Service Committee 
Asian Human Rights Commission 
AlertNet 
Association of Medical Doctors of Asia 
AmeriCares Foundation 
Aide Médicale Internationale 
Amnesty International 
American Red Cross 
Union Aid Abroad - Australian People for Health, Education and 
Development Abroad 
American Refugee Committee International 
Action d'Urgence Internationale 
Australian Red Cross 
AUSTCARE 
Australian Volunteers International 
Advocacy Project 
Brother's Brother Foundation 
British Red Cross 
Catholic Agency for Overseas Development 
Comité d'Aide Médicale 
Canadian Relief Foundation 
Canadian Red Cross 
CARE 
Caritas 
Christian Children's Fund 
Consortium of Humanitarian Agencies 
Cooperative Housing Foundation International 
Christian Aid 
Citizens towards Overseas Disaster Emergency 
Concern 
Counterpart International, Inc. 
Cruz Roja Española 
Croix-Rouge Française 
Belgian Red Cross 
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Catholic Relief Services 
Christian Reformed World Relief Committee 
Church World Service 
Disasters Emergency Committee 
Direct Relief International 
Development and Peace 
German Agro Action 
Evangelical Fellowship of India Commission on Relief 
Emmanuel Hospital Association 
Entreculturas 
Episcopal Relief and Development 
Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development 
Global IDP Project 
Habitat for Humanity International 
Help the Aged  
HelpAge International 
Handicap International 
Project HOPE 
Horn Relief 
International Crisis Group 
India Development and Relief Fund, Inc. 
International Medical Corps 
India Partners 
InterAction 
International Aid 
International Rescue Committee 
International Relief and Development, Inc. 
Islamic Relief 
Jesuit Refugee Service 
Kenan Institute Asia 
Lutheran World Relief 
Muslim Aid Australia, Inc. 
Mission Aviation Fellowship 
Malaysian Red Crescent 
Malteser Hilfsdienst e.V. 
Malteser International 
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Mennonite Central Committee 
Mercy Corps 
Médecins du Monde 
Medair 
Malaysian Medical Relief Society 
Medical Emergency Relief International 
Muslim Aid 
Norwegian Church Aid 
Northwest Medical Teams International, Inc. 
New Zealand Red Cross 
Operation Blessing International 
Oxfam 
Peace Brigades International 
People in Peril Association Slovakia 
Plan 
Presbyterian World Service and Development 
Refugees International 
Rotary International 
The Salvation Army 
Save the Children Alliance 
Sewalanka Foundation 
Singapore International Foundation 
Singapore Red Cross 
Solidarités 
Solidar 
SOS-Kinderdorf International 
Secours Populaire Français 
Samaritan's Purse 
Sri Lanka Direct 
Sri Lanka Jama’ath e Islami 
Swayam Shikshan Prayog 
SurfAid International 
International Federation Terre des hommes 
TearFund 
Tamils Rehabilitation Organisation 
Trócaire 
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Télécoms Sans Frontières 
Taiwan Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation 
The United Methodist Committee on Relief 
United States Fund for UNICEF 
World Concern 
World Relief 
World Vision 
The World Alliance of Young Men's Christian Association 
Other 
Asian Development Bank 
Fritz Institute 
The OPEC Fund for International Development 
Tsunami Recovery Network 
UN & International Organizations 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
Caribbean Red Cross Societies 
United Nations Economic and Social Council 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
International Committee of the Red Cross 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
International Federation of Red Cross And Red Crescent Societies 
International Labour Organization 
Indonesian Red Cross Society 
International Organization for Migration 
Iranian Red Crescent Society 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - 
Integrated Regional Information Networks 
United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction 
Japanese Red Cross Society 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 
Turkish Red Crescent Society 
United Nations Human Settlements Program 
United Nations Country Team in Maldives 
United Nations Country Team in Somalia 
United Nations Country Team in Thailand 
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United Nations Development Programme 
United Nations Environment Programme 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
United Nations Population Fund 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
United Nations Children's Fund 
United Nations Development Fund for Women 
United Nations Joint Logistics Centre 
United Nations Office of the Humanitarian Coordinator for Indonesia 
Office of the UN Recovery Coordinator for Aceh and Nias 
United Nations Department of Public Information 
United Nations General Assembly 
United Nations News Service 
United Nation's System Standing Committee on Nutrition 
United Nations Secretary-General 
United Nations 
United Nations World Food Programme 
World Health Organization 
The World Bank Group 
Humanitarian Information Centre for Sumatra 
Humanitarian Information Centre Sri Lanka 
International Federation of Red Cross And Red Crescent Societies 
International Labour Organization 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
United Nations Joint Logistics Centre 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - 
ReliefWeb 
  
http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/rwb.nsf/doc214?OpenForm&emid=TS-2004-000147-LKA&rc=3 
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These are links to external sites and will open in a new browser window.  
 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)  
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)  
International Civil Defence Directory  
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)  
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC)  
ReliefWeb  
UN Development Programme (UNDP)  
UN Resident Coordinator  
UNICEF  
UNICEF  
World Food Programme (WFP)  
World Health Organization (WHO)  
 
 
 
See full listings for each of these countries.  
India 
Pakistan 
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Afghanistan 
 
 
 
 
 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for India 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Pakistan 
ReliefWeb Contact Directory listings for Afghanistan 
 
 
 
In the past six months, these organisations have published documents about this emergency.  
 
Sort by : sector | type  
 
ACADEMIC & RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS 
Academy for Disaster Management Education Planning and Training 
Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance in Humanitarian Action 
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute 
East-West Center 
Instituto de Estudios sobre Conflictos y Acción Humanitaria 
International Relations and Security Network 
United States Geological Survey 
GOVERNMENT 
Agencia Española de Cooperación Internacional 
Australian Agency for International Development 
Canadian International Development Agency 
United Kingdom Department for International Development 
European Commission - Humanitarian Aid Office 
European Commission 
European Union 
Government of Australia 
Government of Austria 
Government of Belgium 
Government of Brunei Darussalam 
Government of Canada 
Government of Chile 
Government of the People's Republic of China 
Government of Croatia 
Government of Cuba 
Government of the Czech Republic 
Government of Denmark 
Government of Estonia 
Government of Fiji 
Government of Finland 
Government of France 
Government of Germany 
Government of Greece 
Government of Hungary 
Government of India 
Government of Indonesia 
Government of Ireland 
Government of Italy 
Government of Japan 
Government of Jordan 
Government of the Republic of Lithuania 
Government of Luxembourg 
Government of Malaysia 
Government of Maldives 
Government of Monaco 
Government of the Netherlands 
Government of Norway 
Government of New Zealand 
Government of Pakistan 
Government of the Philippines 
Government of the Russian Federation 
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Government of Saudi Arabia 
Government of Singapore 
Government of South Africa 
Government of Sri Lanka 
Government of Sweden 
Government of the United Arab Emirates 
Government of the United Kingdom 
Government of the United States of America 
Japan International Cooperation Agency 
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation 
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency 
Swedish Rescue Services Agency 
United States Agency for International Development 
United States Department of State 
United States Agency for International Development 
United States Department of State 
NEWS & MEDIA 
Agence France-Presse 
Dar Al-Hayat 
AzerNews 
Berliner Zeitung 
The Chosun Ilbo 
The Christian Science Monitor 
DAWN Group of Newspapers 
Deutsche Presse Agentur 
Agencia EFE 
Frontier Post 
Internews Network Inc. 
Islamic Republic News Agency 
Korean Information Service 
Kuwait News Agency 
Libyan Jamahiriya Broadcasting Corporation 
Maghreb Arabe Presse 
Mail and Guardian 
Reuters Foundation 
Radio Free Europe / Radio Liberty 
The Times of India 
Voice of America 
Xinhua News Agency 
NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION 
International Network of Action Against Hunger 
Australian Aid International 
Australian Council for International Development 
Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development 
ActionAid 
Action Contre la Faim 
Action by Churches Together International 
Adventist Development and Relief Agency International 
Air Serv International 
American Jewish World Service 
Aga Khan Development Network 
AlertNet 
AMAR International Charitable Foundation 
Association of Medical Doctors of Asia 
AmeriCares Foundation 
Amnesty International 
American Red Cross 
American Refugee Committee International 
Australian Red Cross 
AUSTCARE 
Brother's Brother Foundation 
British Red Cross 
Baptist World Aid 
Catholic Agency for Overseas Development 
Canadian Relief Foundation 
Canadian Red Cross 
CARE 
Caritas Australia 
Caritas 
Christian Children's Fund 
Christian Aid 
Council for International Development 
CIVICUS: World Alliance for Citizen Participation 
Catholic Medical Mission Board 
Concern 
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Counterpart International, Inc. 
Cruz Roja Española 
Croix-Rouge Française 
Catholic Relief Services 
Christian Reformed World Relief Committee 
Church World Service 
Danish Committee for Aid to Afghan Refugees 
DanChurchAid 
Disasters Emergency Committee 
Direct Relief International 
Disaster Mitigation Institute 
Development and Peace 
Danish Refugee Council 
Development Works 
Deutsche Welthungerhilfe 
German Agro Action 
Doctors Worldwide 
Evangelical Fellowship of India Commission on Relief 
Emmanuel Hospital Association 
Episcopal Relief and Development 
Food for the Hungry International 
Focus Humanitarian Assistance 
Fundación Intervida 
GOAL 
Habitat for Humanity International 
Help the Aged  
HelpAge International 
Handicap International 
The Fred Hollows Foundation 
Health Partners International of Canada 
Human Rights Watch 
International Aid Trust 
International Dispensary Association Solutions 
India Development and Relief Fund, Inc. 
International Federation of Journalists 
International Medical Corps 
Indian Red Cross Society 
India Partners 
InterAction 
International Aid 
International Orthodox Christian Charities 
International Rescue Committee 
The Irish Red Cross Society 
International Relief Teams 
Islamic Relief 
Intermediate Technology Development Group 
The World Conservation Union 
Republic of Korea National Red Cross 
Life for Relief and Development 
Lutheran World Relief 
Muslim Aid Australia, Inc. 
MADRE 
Mission Aviation Fellowship 
Malteser International 
MapAction 
Medical Assistance Programs International 
Mennonite Central Committee 
Mercy Corps 
Médecins du Monde 
Medair 
Malaysian Medical Relief Society 
Medical Emergency Relief International 
Muslim Hands International 
Malaysian Red Crescent 
Médecins Sans Frontières 
Muslim Aid 
Norwegian Church Aid 
NetAid 
Norwegian Refugee Council 
Northwest Medical Teams International, Inc. 
New Zealand Red Cross 
Operation Blessing International 
Ockenden International 
Operation USA 
Operation Mercy 
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OneWorld International Foundation 
Oxfam 
Pattan Development Organisation 
Presbyterian Disaster Assistance 
Polish Humanitarian Organisation 
People in Need Foundation 
Pakistan-India Peoples' Forum for Peace and Democracy 
Plan 
Peace Winds Japan 
Primate's World Relief and Development Fund 
Presbyterian World Service and Development 
Refugees International 
Relief International 
Rotary International 
The Salvation Army 
Save the Children Alliance 
The Sustainable Environment and Ecological Development Society 
Shelter for Life 
Stop Hunger Now 
Singapore Red Cross 
Solidarités 
SOS-Kinderdorf International 
Secours Populaire Français 
Samaritan's Purse 
Swiss Pakistan Society 
The Swiss Red Cross 
International Federation Terre des hommes 
TearFund 
Trócaire 
Télécoms Sans Frontières 
Taiwan Buddhist Tzu Chi Foundation 
The United Methodist Committee on Relief 
Vietnam Veterans of America Foundation 
World Emergency Relief 
World Concern 
World Vision 
World Society for the Protection of Animals 
ZOA Refugee Care 
MapAction 
OTHER 
Asian Development Bank 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
The Islamic Development Bank Group 
The OPEC Fund for International Development 
Times Foundation 
UN & INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
Asian Disaster Preparedness Center 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
Inter-Agency Standing Committee 
International Committee of the Red Cross 
International Fund for Agricultural Development 
International Federation of Red Cross And Red Crescent Societies 
International Labour Organization 
International Organization for Migration 
Iranian Red Crescent Society 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - Integrated Regional 
Information Networks 
United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction 
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 
The Organization of the Islamic Conference 
Pakistan Red Crescent Society 
Turkish Red Crescent Society 
United Nations Human Settlements Program 
United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan 
United Nations Country Team in Pakistan 
United Nations Development Programme 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
United Nations Population Fund 
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
United Nations Children's Fund 
United Nations Information Centre 
United Nations Joint Logistics Centre 
United Nations Volunteers 
World Tourism Organization 
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United Nations Commission on Human Rights 
United Nations Department of Public Information 
United Nations General Assembly 
United Nations News Service 
United Nations Secretary-General 
United Nations 
United Nations World Food Programme 
World Health Organization 
The World Bank Group 
Humanitarian Information Centre Pakistan 
International Committee of the Red Cross 
International Federation of Red Cross And Red Crescent Societies 
United Nations Joint Logistics Centre 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - ReliefWeb 
United Nations World Food Programme 
UNOSAT 
World Health Organization 
UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM ORGANIZATION 
United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs - Integrated Regional 
Information Networks 
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AN INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF 9-11 AND THE WAR ON TERRORISM 
By: Dr. Albert D. Pastore Phd. 
Picture 
Author hereby grants full permission to reproduce and mass distribute this paper for non-
commercial use. 
Picture 
“All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed, second it is violently opposed, and 
third, it is accepted as self-evident."  
 
- Arthur Schopenhauer German philosopher, 1788-1860  
"History is indeed little more than the register of crimes, follies, and misfortunes of mankind 
 
-Edward Gibbon British historian, 1737-1794 From Decline and Fall of Roman Empire 
OPENING STATEMENT 
The ancient Greek philosopher Socrates taught his students that the pursuit of truth can only 
begin once they start to question and analyze every belief that they ever held dear. If a certain 
belief passes the tests of evidence, deduction, and logic, it should be kept. If it doesn't, the 
belief should not only be discarded, but the thinker must also then question why he was led to 
believe the erroneous information in the first place. Not surprisingly, this type of teaching didn't 
sit well with the ruling elite of Greece. Many political leaders throughout history have always 
sought to mislead the thinking of the masses. Socrates was tried for "subversion" and for 
"corrupting the youth". He was then forced to take his own life by drinking poison. It's never 
easy being an independent thinker! Today, our ruling government/media complex doesn't kill 
people for pursuing the truth about the world (at least not yet!) They simply label them as 
"extremists" or "paranoid", destroying careers and reputations in the process. For many, that's 
a fate even worse than drinking poison hemlock! 
Every news story you are about to review in this research paper is true and easily verifiable. 
This investigation represents 10 months of careful study, research, analysis, source verification 
and logical deduction. Every event and quote presented here is 100% accurate. There are 
about 200 detailed footnotes which I encourage, no, urge, readers to explore and verify for 
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themselves. The Internet version of this paper will allow users to obtain instant verification for 
each and every footnote by clicking on the footnotes/links. Others can obtain easy verification 
by entering the key search words (provided at the end of the paper) into the Yahoo or 
Google.com search engines. Due to the fact that well organized efforts are under way to 
suppress these facts, some of these news links are mysteriously disappearing even as we 
speak. Fortunately, this information has all been transcribed by many websites and has 
therefore been preserved from the censors. These footnote searches will take you directly to 
the news sites of many well known established media organizations throughout the world as 
well as opening up doors to a world of knowledge and information that has been concealed 
from you. With just a little common sense and a few clicks of a mouse, Google and Yahoo now 
enable anyone with an ounce of curiosity to become a Sherlock Holmes.  
This is no opinion piece. Rather it is a collection of buried, but undeniable facts, events, and 
quotes which, when assembled in one place, will state their own conclusions. In putting 
together this research in a logical and sequential format, great care was taken to confirm, 
double confirm, and triple confirm every piece of information. Any and all questionable 
data which could not be independently verified to this author’s satisfaction was discarded. 
Taken individually, each story, quote and event may not amount to a full case. But when taken 
collectively, this mountain of facts should hammer home the truth to even the most skeptical 
reader. There are of course those who have fallen under the hypnotic spell of the TV talking-
heads and "experts" whom they worship as authority figures. Unaccustomed to thinking for 
themselves, no amount of truth can sway them from their preconceived prejudices. They will 
even deny that which they see with their own eyes. They are victims of a psychological 
affliction known as "the lemming effect". Lemmings are small rodents who have been observed 
to follow each other as they charge to their deaths into raging rivers or even off of cliffs. 
Lemminghood is an innate psychological phenomenon, present in most mammals and 
observable in common people as well the most sophisticated and educated elites. 
Lemminghood is not an intellectual phenomenon - it is psychological. As such, no socio-
economic class is immune to its strangulating effect. A grant- seeking university scientist can 
be a lemming just as much as a fashion obsessed teen-age girl. One blindly follows the latest 
trendy theory while the other follows the latest clothing style. What's the difference? Neither 
can resist the force of nature. 
The power to fit in with one's social peers can be irresistible. To a human lemming, the logic 
behind an opinion doesn't count as much as the power and popularity behind an opinion. Man, 
like lemming, behaves collectively. And it could be no other way. Naturally, the individual must 
be equipped with this trait. Otherwise, the smallest steps toward civilization could never have 
been made. Lemminghood is a survival trait, an inborn instinct in the majority of people. 
However, as with all natural phenomena, this tendency can be manipulated and used for 
harmful purposes. It is this lemming effect which enables entire segments of a society to lose 
their sense of judgment all at the same time.  
This research paper will likely be wasted on many lemmings. For lemmings, denial is a basic 
psychological defense mechanism used to not only shield themselves from unpleasant 
realities, but also to reassure themselves that they will still fit within the acceptable range of 
opinion held by their peer group. Lemmings are absolutely terrified at the thought of being 
labeled as an "extremist" or a "conspiracy theorist". At all costs, their beliefs must always be on 
the “right” side of the issue and conform within the boundaries of their lemming peers. 
Lemmings simply cannot bear the burden of responsibility, or the social discomfort, which 
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comes with thinking independently. They will resist any efforts to change their misguided 
beliefs with all their mental energy. We can try to open their closed minds and free them from 
their self-imposed blindness, but it’s not easy fighting the force of human nature. The chains of 
ideological conformity have too strong of a grip, and breaking them is a difficult task. With the 
limited resources at our disposal, it is next to impossible to compete with the media lemming-
masters. The lie of the emperor is always believed before the truth of the peasant. 
Nevertheless, some of us must make the meager attempt, and thus lay the foundation upon 
which the truth might one day rise again. 
There are those few among us who do possess both the courage and intellectual capacity to 
break free of the shackles of lemminghood and accept the truth when it is presented in a clear 
and logical sequence. To those open minded and independent thinkers I wish to state clearly 
and unequivocally. I intend to set forth in this paper an overwhelming body of evidence 
which should forever destroy the ridiculous notion that some Saudi Arabian caveman 
and his band of half-trained, nerdy Arab flight school attendees, orchestrated the most 
sophisticated terror operation in world history. The very idea is utterly laughable. And yet, 
due to the blithering barrage of bullshit dished out by the government/media complex, millions 
of "patriotic" Americans have accepted this fantastic fairy tale, this moronic mendacity, this silly 
superstition, this dangerous delusion, with a religious conviction bordering on insanity. As an 
admittedly useless public service to my helplessly misinformed countrymen of today, and as a 
gift to a posterity which will hopefully be more enlightened than my bewildered contemporaries, 
I have published this research so as to liberate as many people as I can from the oppressive 
yoke of media brainwashing and state sponsored lies. Do you have what it takes to break free 
from the lemming mob? If so, read on! 
  
SOCRATES TAKES POISON CUP. ARE YOU A THINKER……. OR A LEMMING? 
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“Tsunami and China:  
Relief with Chinese Characteristics” 
By 
Srikanth Kondapalli78 
 
    "When disaster struck, help came from all sides" 
- A Chinese proverb    
“Indian Ocean is not India’s Ocean” 
- Gen. Zhao Namqi, Former director Chinese 
Military’s Logistics Department 
 
China has launched the first ever-largest of its overseas aid for relief operations after Tsunami 
disaster struck Southeast Asian, South Asian and parts of African region. China did send relief aid to 
other countries in the recent past including to Russia during the Beslan incident, Iraq earthquake, 
Afghanistan reconstruction, during Palestinian turmoil and to African countries. Previously, it has 
extended assistance to the Southeast Asian countries during the Asian financial crisis in 1997. However, 
the current aid extended during the Tsunami crisis is relatively large in scale, as compared to its previous 
attempts, and has all elements of realpolitik as with some other aid providers.  
 
For the first time, the Chinese armed forces, specifically its logistics department has played an 
increasing role in the relief effort in the Tsunami affected countries (Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Maldives, 
Myanmar) in the Indian Ocean, an area of strategic interest for China. Nevertheless, as compared to 
other countries, the relief aid provided by China is low and yet its efforts have been projected. 
According to Professor Zhang Guoqing of Beijing University, “the international aid has become the 
demonstration of a country's overall strengthen and national image.” 
 
Proactive Response 
Following the recently adopted diplomatic line of “treating neighbours with kindness and of 
treating neighbours as partners”, China has jumped into the relief operations. Chinese government and 
its agencies’ swift response during this crisis is a departure from the previous one, viz., the spread of 
deadly SARS virus that afflicted the country and other neighbouring countries in early 2004. During the 
SARS crisis, the Chinese government indeed tried to suppress information about the spread of the virus 
with disastrous consequences, although it needs to be pointed out that the Chinese government soon 
suspended the health minister and others and carried swift health checkups later.  
 
As the Tsunami battered several hundred thousands in Southeast Asia and regions of South Asia 
and Africa, the Chinese government announced aid. Later, the Chinese Ministry of Commerce and 
Ministry of National Defence (with its Foreign Affairs Office and General Logistics Department) came 
to the forefront of the relief work. On December 29, 2004, three days after the disaster struck, foreign 
minister Li Zhaoxing called an emergency meeting of commerce, finance, public health and defence 
ministries to chart out and channelise effectively the Chinese aid for the Tsunami-affected countries. 
                                                 
78
 Dr Srikanth Kondapalli is a Defence Analyst based at New Delhi. This article is written for Asian Affairs (London) on 
January 17,  2005 
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More importantly, several of the military’s Logistics Department’s organizations like the equipment 
bureau, munitions and oil procurement bureau, and its communications office were all pressed into 
service for rapid response.  
 
Premier Wen Jiabao made a speech at special Southeast Asian nations meeting of nearly 26 
countries or international organisations held on January 7, 2005 that is laced with the objective of 
placing China at the forefront of the relief and reconstruction work but also emphasized on the role of 
the United Nations and ASEAN countries. Though as a developing country, it is unable to provide high 
amount of aid to the Tsunami affected countries, Wen added that his country would provide “unselfish 
assistance within our capacity and have no added conditions”. He proposed seven points for the rescue 
and reconstruction work: emergency aid, reconstruction, revitalizing tourism, establishing disaster early 
warning mechanism, information sharing and exchanges, regional and international cooperation.  
 
Relief Measures 
Accordingly, China has pledged relief for the affected countries. The relief amount pledged by 
China, however, was not to be high. China’s emergency aid a day after Tsunami struck was less than US 
$3 million but raised this to about US $60 million next week after an emergency meeting called and 
attended by the foreign, commerce and defence ministries. Taiwan, which is left out of the ASEAN 
special meeting on Tsunami, as with the World Health Organisation when it was affected by the SARS, 
contributed US $ 50 million and more than that amount from the private donors is expected. This makes 
Taiwan the eighth largest donor for the Tsunami-affected. There are nearly 350,000 labourers from 
Southeast Asia working in Taiwan, though a majority of them are not from the Tsunami affected areas. 
 
Comparatively, Australia became the single largest aid giver with about US $ 810 million in 
grants and loans to the Tsunami affected countries, followed by Germany at about US $ 700 million, 
Japan pledging grants of US $ 500 million, and the United States US $350 million. Japan also sent its 
maritime forces, while the US dispatched two aircraft carriers and troops to Indonesia. More aid and 
military presence in the region is being planned by these countries, though according to the UN records 
most of the initial pledges do not match up to the actual received amount. 
 
Aid from China came in several forms, viz., government writing off of outstanding debts of 
certain affected countries; government funds, donations from the public as well as private citizens. Red 
Cross and China Charity Federation are at the centre of such donation collections. A nation-wide call 
was given to raise donations. However, rising of donations from the public is not without its problems. 
Several fraud cases came up across the country requesting for donations online from the European 
countries and Hong Kong. In related developments, certain reports indicated that some of the overseas 
Chinese community members in Indonesia- the worst Tsunami affected country- were robbed by locals, 
provoking the Chinese embassy in Jakarta to call the Indonesian government to maintain “stability and 
social security”. There have been several attacks on the overseas Chinese communities in Indonesia in 
the recent history by the locals who view the former as exploiting their resources. 
 
China has written off all governmental debts of Sri Lanka. Of an estimated loss of nearly US $5 
billion in Sri Lanka, China contributed about $ 4 million. The Chinese defence minister Cao Gangchuan 
US$ 277,100 donation to the Indian defence ministry in its relief and reconstruction work. 
 
China has formed a 164-member medical team and sent these in batches to affected countries. Of 
the nearly 40 foreign medical teams in Sri Lanka, only one, at Hikkaduwa came from China with about 
17 members. Yet the Chinese profile in this country is said to have increased considerably according to 
the official propaganda of China. Chinese vice foreign minister Wu Dawei visited Hikkaduwa on 
January 11, 2005. In low profile, yet effective is a Taiwan-based Buddhist Compassionate Relief Tzu 
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Chi Foundation with its 29-member medical team at Hambantona, one of the worst affected areas in Sri 
Lanka. 
 
In addition, it has dispatched seven tonnes of Muslim food (sic) to the Tsunami affected areas. 
As certain Tsunami-affected regions have high concentration of Muslims, such as in Indonesia, this is 
seen as being religious-sensitive measure. A Beijing based Yueshangzhai food-chain has manufactured 
these packets on orders from the Chinese government. On the other hand, Buddhist Association of China 
sent messages to eight countries where there are Buddhist believers and raised donations for them.  
 
China has also urged several business enterprises to involve in the relief work. The foreign 
ministry spokesman said on January 7, 2005 that “….the Chinese Government will support the Chinese 
enterprises to participate in such necessary reconstruction projects as civil utilities, roads, bridges, 
hospitals.” 
 
.
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An assessment report in China indicated that the country has lost nearly US$ 18 billion annually 
for the devastation caused by the natural calamities from the 1990s. This figure accounts for nearly 6 to 
10 percent of the GDP of the country. It was estimated that since 1949, China experienced three 
Tsunami-kinds of disasters, though of low intensity in 1969, 1992 and 1994. It was demanded that the 
Chinese government take measures to establish an efficient and integrated early warning system from 
the current centralized system that would take nearly 48 hours for relief to be distributed at the local 
areas when natural disasters strike the country. Other measures include a “protective screen” system of 
mangroves, coral reefs and coastal forests to minimise the damage during Tsunami attacks. Indeed, the 
current loss of lives and property in Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka and India are traced to the depletion 
of mangroves due to human exploitation, economic development and pollution.  
 
In 1993 China joined the Pacific Tsunami Warning Mechanism and claims to have set up 
coastal-wide early warning system. It has suggested to the ten Tsunami affected countries that it would 
provide meteorological data through its Fengyun satellites.  
 
Politics of Disaster Relief 
The multi-national effort in providing humanitarian relief and rehabilitation work in the 
Tsunami-affected countries is unprecedented. It provided succour to several million affected people. Yet 
these are not devoid of motives as official propaganda in China depicted. A January 11, 2005 People’s 
Daily article accused the US and Japan of being obsessed with “strong political intention and wrestles” 
in carrying out the disaster relief work. 
 
To elaborate, the US efforts (citing US Secretary of State Colin Powell’s remarks) are viewed as 
mending fences with the Islamic peoples of the region in general and Indonesia in particular given the 
current Iraq imbroglio, Australian aid seen as its forays in Indonesia after Bali blasts and the Japanese 
efforts as part of its dream to form “East Asian Community”.  
 
Chinese motives in the relief work as well are not without its realpolitik considerations, though it 
stressed the role of the United Nations (in which it is a permanent member with veto rights) and World 
Health Organisation. While the promised relief amount is low for the sixth largest economy and the 
fourth largest trader of the world, the propaganda machinery of China has publicised such efforts- 
sometimes out of proportion. Providing leadership, not high amounts of aid, is one crucial aspect of the 
current Chinese role in this calamity. To recall, Chinese aid during the 1997 financial crisis was far 
below that of Japan but had the effect of edging the latter out in Southeast Asia.  
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Several strategic experts in China have commented that the current Chinese relief package 
indicated to its role as a “responsible” and “emerging” power in Asia. Fostering such images and 
identities was given a high priority by the leadership in the wake of “China rise” phenomenon and in 
efforts to explore “strategic opportunities for the next two decades” as set by the 16th Party Congress in 
2002. Overcoming an image of being a threat for the neighbours is ingrained in such prompt 
philanthropic responses, though this measure may be effective only in a long-term perspective. A 
corollary of such policy, at the minimalist agenda level is to keep off, through back-door diplomacy, 
Taiwan from participating in the international meetings in disaster relief.  
 
In the current relief efforts, China has also indicated that it is amenable in using the “religious” 
card. Wide publicity was given to the Muslim and Buddhist religious consideration in the relief efforts. 
This may be to counter the criticism it faces in Xinjiang Uighur region.  
 
More worrisome is the Chinese proposal to set up early-warning monitoring facilities for 
predicting Tsunami kind of natural disasters in the Indian Ocean region. This raises several questions 
related to the security concerns of the countries of the region. China itself criticized efforts by others to 
establish monitoring facilities in the country’s vicinity as encroaching on its sovereignty and security but 
has shown enthusiasm in setting up elsewhere. Apart from the nitty-gritty problems like where the 
inspectors would come from, what kind of scientific equipment or platforms would be deployed, 
command and control structures and the like, this proposal also raises several other security issues. In 
the recent past, China has shown interest in the Indian Ocean increasing because of the rise of energy 
security bogey and has made efforts to increase its presence in the Great Coco Islands and Gwadhar 
naval port. The Chinese media has reported that of the 976 people living on the Coco Islands there were 
no casualties. While no casualties on Coco Islands should cheer everyone, backdoor entry of China into 
the Indian Ocean may only raise concerns in the region. 
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When Japan pledged to provide up to $500 million in grants to help victims of the Indian Ocean tsunami 
disaster within days of the catastrophe, it apparently hoped to kill two birds with one stone. 
By making what many view as a quick and generous gesture, Japanese government officials admit 
Tokyo hoped not only to assist fellow Asian countries affected by the Dec 26 disaster but also to boost 
its campaign to seek a permanent seat on the U.N. Security Council. 
"In the past, it has always been, 'Hey, when you think back, Japan is doing a lot too,"' a senior 
government official said. 
"But that does not leave much of an impression. A lot of people in the government are beginning to 
realize that we have to be the first to appeal to the global public about what we are doing," the official 
said. 
The announcement to provide up to $500 million in grants to the areas affected by the catastrophe was 
made by Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi on Jan 1. 
While the amount initially made Japan the single biggest donor, it was outdone by others later, including 
Australia's pledge of about $764 million. 
But Japanese government officials insist its assistance is in some ways more generous because it meant 
money could be dispersed quickly, without the need for repayment. 
"Usually, it takes time for money to reach people in need," a Foreign Ministry official said. "But this is 
money that can reach such people very quickly, and we are confident our aid stands out compared with 
others." 
Japan said half of the $500 million will be provided bilaterally, while the other half will be provided 
through international organizations. 
In another move described by some Japanese officials as aimed at boosting chances for a permanent seat 
on the U.N. Security Council, Japan said the organization should take over the coordination of the 
complex relief efforts from a select group of countries led by the United States. 
The so-called "core group," an idea floated by U.S. President George W Bush, would have given the 
United States, Japan, Australia and India the lead in the tsunami relief efforts. 
"The 'core group' coordination mechanism has worked very effectively," Koizumi said in Jakarta on 
Thursday in a speech at a meeting of world leaders to discuss reconstruction and prevention efforts. 
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"From now on, the United Nations will take the lead in international assistance efforts," he said in the 
same speech. 
The move comes at a time when U.N. reforms are on the agenda. U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan is 
set to issue his report on recommendations for reform in March. 
"This is a crucial time, and we are paying a lot of attention on how the issue of Security Council reform 
will be treated in the Secretary General's report," another Foreign Ministry official said. 
Japan is not the only country bidding for a permanent seat on the Security Council. Germany, Brazil and 
India have also been strongly lobbying for permanent seats on the council. 
In the world leaders' meeting in Jakarta, Japan also promised to help the areas affected by the tsunami 
catastrophe in other ways. 
Koizumi said Japan will provide as much help as it can, including sending Self-Defense Forces for what 
is expected to be the largest-ever SDF contingent for an overseas relief mission. 
The premier also said Japan will work with other nations to build a tsunami early warning system in the 
Indian Ocean, similar to one that already exists in the Pacific Ocean. 
Experts said the lack of such a system was the major reason behind the death toll of more than 150,000 
people from the tsunamis and the earthquake off Sumatra. 
Koizumi also offered a moratorium for debt repayments by affected countries. 
Among the countries affected by the disaster, Indonesia and Sri Lanka may need such help, while richer 
nations like Thailand have the ability to pay off their borrowings as scheduled, according to Japanese 
government officials. 
"We will do whatever we can to help," Koizumi repeated during the Jakarta conference. (Kyodo News) 
January 7, 2005 
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Relief - South Asia finds a public tapped out by the tsunami and Katrina  
Tuesday, November 15, 2005  
RICHARD READ  
The earthquake that rocked South Asia last month has so far killed less than half the number of people who died in the Indian 
Ocean tsunami. But relief workers say the quake's ripple effect could be far more devastating, killing tens of thousands more, 
especially if tapped-out donors continue to stand by.  
A six-day tour of the destruction in Pakistan convinced Neal Keny-Guyer, Mercy Corps chief executive officer in Portland, that 
foreign governments aren't pledging enough for the disaster. He says many more could die if relief workers can't quickly 
deliver tents, stoves, food and other supplies to remote Himalayan villages heading into winter.  
Managers of Northwest Medical Teams, the Tigard-based aid organization, say that if they had the money, they'd send more 
volunteers to treat survivors. United Nations officials warn that serious diseases such as cholera, typhoid and dysentery could 
spread unless aid workers can provide clean water and sanitation.  
 
"It's a desperate situation," says Barbara Agnew, a Northwest Medical Teams spokeswoman. "The weather, the lack of 
access, the lower levels of donations -- almost a kind of apathy from the public -- are all contributing to a dismal prospect for 
these people that are suffering."  
The Dec. 26 tsunami roared ashore with cataclysmic force, killing an estimated 220,000 people along a relatively narrow band 
of shoreline largely accessible by ships and roads. Relief workers responded immediately, supported by record worldwide 
donations, averting disease that could have raised the death toll.  
The Oct. 8 earthquake shook Pakistani Kashmir and surroundings, leveling cities and triggering landslides that cut off large 
areas of the already remote region. The quake followed Hurricane Katrina, which had taxed donors, and occurred as the harsh 
Himalayan winter loomed.  
So far, an estimated 86,000 people have died, about half of them children. But in contrast to the tsunami, which retreated 
almost as fast as it came, the earthquake could become a slow-motion disaster for the 3.3 million people left homeless.  
The United Nations is struggling. U.N. World Food Program managers, running short of helicopters for deliveries, may cut 
rations by half in order to reach more people. U.N. officials reiterate an urgent need for aircraft de-icing equipment.  
Response has been weak to a $550 million U.N. "flash appeal" for government aid covering the first six months of relief work. 
While the United States has committed $156 million, the U.N. remains far short as European countries lag. U.N. Secretary-
General Kofi Annan will try to boost the total during donor meetings beginning Friday in Islamabad.  
About half the people affected by the earthquake are children, who are especially vulnerable to cold, hunger, disease and 
trauma. Keny-Guyer noticed that public buildings such as hospitals and schools, which were full of children when the quake 
hit, had collapsed -- apparently because of inferior construction -- while many commercial and military buildings remained 
standing. "It was the length of the shaking that apparently caused such destruction," Keny-Guyer said, "not just the intensity."  
Mercy Corps and Northwest Medical Teams stand out as relative bright spots amid reduced giving, even though their 
earthquake donations pale in comparison to tsunami and Katrina contributions. Mercy Corps, which has received $8 million for 
Katrina and $42 million for the tsunami, including government grants, has raised $6.2 million for the earthquake.  
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Northwest Medical Teams, a smaller volunteer-based organization, has brought in $4.3 million for Katrina, $12.5 million for the 
tsunami -- and $250,000 for the quake.  
"It's an indication of donor fatigue," Agnew says. "The third major disaster in 10 months has strapped a lot of people."  
Northwest Medical has dispatched a team of doctors and nurses to Pakistan and plans to send two more. Mercy Corps is 
reopening schools and launching a cash-for-work program to help build 6,000 shelters in two weeks.  
Although the numbers can be overwhelming, Keny-Guyer reduces them to relatively modest figures at home. An $80 
contribution, he says, buys blankets for 10 families.  
"Twenty dollars," Keny-Guyer says, "can provide a stove for a family for the winter."  
Richard Read: 503-294-5135; richread@aol.com  
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By Karl F. Inderfurth, David Fabrycky, and Stephen P. Cohen  
WASHINGTON – Time is running out for tens of thousands of 
survivors of the 7.6 earthquake that devastated parts of Pakistan on 
Oct. 8, claiming more than 73,000 lives and leaving 3 million 
homeless. Winter is fast approaching. Experts believe 1 million 
people are at risk of hypothermia. Two hundred thousand villagers 
in more remote areas may soon be cut off by snow. A "second 
wave" of deaths from cold, hunger, and disease is feared.  
Time is also running out for the international community to respond in a 
way that is befitting a disaster of this magnitude. Of the $550 million the 
United Nations called for in its "flash appeal," only $119 million, or 22 
percent, has been received. Contrast this with the overwhelming 
international response to the Indian Ocean tsunami that struck last 
December. The UN's emergency appeal was more than 80 percent 
financed within days of the disaster. Since then, an estimated $13.6 billion 
has been raised internationally, some 92 countries have provided 
assistance, and the overall response to the tsunami is emerging as an 
exemplary story in disaster relief and recovery. 
What explains this striking difference 
between the global response to the tsunami 
and to the earthquake? 
First, extensive media coverage and the 
presence of many foreigners ensured that 
the tsunami received high-level and private 
attention on the part of donors (some 2,500 
tourists from more than 40 countries were 
killed). In the case of the earthquake, those 
living in the region - Pakistanis, Kashmiris, 
and Indians - bore the full brunt of the 
catastrophe. 
Second, the tsunami-impacted areas were relatively easy to reach by sea, 
even though the area affected across the Indian Ocean was huge. In 
particular, the United States and others could send in major naval units, 
bringing in urgently needed relief and medical supplies. In Pakistan, the 
only way of reaching the most devastated areas is by helicopter, making 
the provision of relief supplies, including desperately needed winterized 
tents, a logistical nightmare. 
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Finally, earthquake relief efforts are suffering from "donor fatigue," 
including in the US which gave generously first to the tsunami and, more 
recently, to the hurricanes that hit the southeastern US. 
A just-concluded assessment by the World Bank says Pakistan will need 
approximately $5.2 billion to effectively implement a relief, recovery, and 
reconstruction plan. Of this, $3.5 billion will be needed for rebuilding 
housing, schools, health facilities, roads, and other public infrastructure - 
an effort that will take up to five years. 
But first Pakistan's survivors will need to get through the winter and the 
global community must do more to assist them. An international donor's 
conference now scheduled for Nov. 19 in Islamabad will provide that 
opportunity. The US, which has called on Pakistan for its assistance on 
many occasions in the past, should play a leading role. 
To date the US has made $156 million available to Pakistan for relief and 
reconstruction needs. The US military is playing a key role as well. A 
Navy construction battalion is helping to clear roads; Army helicopters 
have flown over a thousand missions to deliver aid to isolated 
communities and to transport injured people for medical treatment. 
Pakistan's President, Pervez Musharraf, says these Chinook helicopters 
have become "a household name and everyone knows that the United 
States has provided this aid." 
At the Nov. 19 conference, the US should pledge to raise its level of 
assistance to $500 million and urge other international donors to follow its 
example by substantially boosting their aid. Currently, Pakistan has 
received help from 50 nations. 
Every effort should be made to match this increase in official US aid with 
donations from the American private sector. Again, the tsunami response 
experience is instructive. US charitable giving of $1.7 billion almost 
doubled the amount of Washington's official aid package of $900 million. 
President Bush clearly had this example of citizen generosity in mind 
when he recently announced the creation of the South Asia Earthquake 
Relief Fund, which will be led by five American business CEOs - from 
General Electric, Pfizer, Citigroup, Xerox, and United Parcel Service. 
Several of these leaders traveled to Pakistan in advance of Saturday's 
conference and will return, in the president's words, "to rally our citizens 
to help the victims of this disaster." May those who are suffering from 
disaster relief donor fatigue, both at home and abroad, quickly get a 
second wind. 
• Karl F. Inderfurth, a former assistant secretary of State for South Asian 
affairs, and David Fabrycky are, respectively, a professor and graduate 
research assistant at George Washington University's Elliott School of 
International Affairs. Stephen P. Cohen is a senior fellow in foreign policy 
studies at the Brookings Institution. 
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By Colum Lynch 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Sunday, October 16, 2005; A23 
UNITED NATIONS -- The international disaster-relief community is overstretched, with killer 
earthquakes, hurricanes and famines from New Orleans to Niger and Pakistan competing for public 
attention and charitable dollars, according to U.N. and private relief officials. 
The amount of donations for the deadly earthquake in Pakistan and flooding in Central America have 
come in at a slower pace than for other recent calamities, officials say. Two major disasters during the 
past year -- Hurricane Katrina and the Indian Ocean tsunami -- have sapped funding for other causes and 
contributed to what experts call "donor fatigue" among governments that finance the United Nations' 
efforts and individual givers who support private agencies. 
"I've never seen a year quite like this one," said Carolyn Miles, the head of operations for the relief 
agency Save the Children. 
The United Nations is struggling to tap new sources of funding, including corporations that contributed 
more than $700 million to the Indian Ocean tsunami relief effort, and establish a more reliable funding 
stream through a Global Emergency Fund. It has also stepped up pressure on oil-rich countries in the 
Persian Gulf area to provide regular contributions to the more than 25 emergency relief operations it has 
around the world. U.N. relief agencies, meanwhile, have been borrowing helicopters and staff from other 
relief operations around the world to respond to the Pakistani quake. 
"Our resources are extremely strained," said Hansjoerg Strohmeyer, a senior official in the U.N. Office 
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs. "Our main concern still remains the funding." 
Government pledges to victims of the Oct. 8 earthquake in Pakistan have reached more than $150 
million, a considerable figure, but only a small fraction of the billions of dollars in pledges made by 
governments to the tsunami victims. The United Nations, which issued an appeal for $272 million for 
Pakistan, has received pledges of $50 million. 
The varying levels of aid in part reflect the scale of the disasters. The Dec. 26 tsunami killed more than 
200,000 people in nine countries, while the Pakistani earthquake has killed more than 25,000 people 
along the India-Pakistan border and driven more than 2.5 million from their homes. 
But the rare occurrence of such a deadly tidal wave and the impact it had on travel destinations catering 
to western tourists generated unprecedented attention and giving. "We saw tourists fleeing for their 
lives," said Trevor Rowe, a spokesman for the World Food Program. "We don't have that in Pakistan." 
Rowe said that U.N. agencies have faced a growing number of natural disasters over the past 15 years. 
He cited a study by the German insurance company Munich Re that documents a nearly threefold 
increase in natural disasters from the 1960s to the 1990s. 
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Save the Children maintains that overall funding to relief agencies has dropped since the tsunami. The 
organization raised more than $5 million in donations in the first week after the tsunami struck. So far, it 
has taken in nearly $1 million for earthquake victims in Pakistan and India and $8,000 for Central 
American flood victims. "We saw a tremendous outpouring of support for the tsunami and less support 
for emergencies that followed," said Eileen Burke of Save the Children. 
U.N. officials and private relief agencies say that, while governments and the public continue to fund 
far-away operations, they have had trouble focusing attention on more than one disaster at a time. 
Private contributors gave more than $40,000 this August in response to a Care USA Internet appeal for 
Niger famine victims. But the donations dried up immediately after Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf 
Coast, driving hundreds of thousands from their homes and inundating large sections of New Orleans. 
"In August, we were getting a surprisingly large number [of donations] for Niger after the BBC and 
CNN started flashing pictures of children starving, but Katrina knocked Niger off the map," said Lurma 
Rackley, the head of public relations for Care USA. 
The American Red Cross raised $1.2 billion for Katrina and $556 million for the tsunami. But it has so 
far raised $1.6 million for Pakistan and does not keep figures on the Central American floods. 
Pakistan's case for funding has received a boost from the Bush administration, which pledged an initial 
$50 million and donated helicopters and other military equipment to participate in the relief effort. The 
United States hopes that its expression of generosity will also bolster its standing in the Muslim state. 
"Pakistan's a friend, and America will help," Bush said Friday. "And so not only will we offer our 
prayers, but we'll offer our help, to help the people, to help the government, to help this great nation get 
back on its feet." 
U.N. officials and relief agencies say that the initial response to Pakistan has been far more promising 
than for Central America, where at least 2,000 people died from flooding and mudslides. The United 
Nations has received $3 million of the $30 million it requested for Guatemala and El Salvador. Most of 
that, about $2.5 million, came from Sweden. The Bush administration has also pledged about $1.9 
million in aid to Guatemala and El Salvador. 
"The disparities with Central America are stark," said George Rupp, president of the International 
Rescue Committee. Rupp said that Katrina has made Americans much more sensitive to the needs of 
foreigners afflicted by natural calamities. But he said it has also made them more mindful of the limits of 
aid in getting people back on their feet. "They have a more sober understanding of the limits to what a 
contribution can achieve," he said. "I guess we could say that's a form of donor fatigue." 
© 2005 The Washington Post Company 
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 The earthquake was unusually large, in geographical extent. An estimated 1200 km (750 mi) of faultline 
slipped about 15 m (50 ft) along the subduction zone where the India Plate dives under the Burma Plate. 
The slip did not happen instantaneously but took place in two phases over a period of several minutes. 
Seismographic and acoustic data indicate that the first phase involved the formation of a rupture about 
400 km (250 mi) long and 100 km (60 mi) wide, located 30 km (19 mi) beneath the sea bed - the longest 
known rupture ever known to have been caused by an earthquake. The rupture proceeded at a speed of 
about 2.8 km/s (1.7 mi/s) or 10,000 km/h (6,300 mph), beginning off the coast of Aceh and proceeding 
north-westerly over a period of about 100 seconds. A pause of about another 100 seconds took place 
before the rupture continued northwards towards the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. However, the 
northern rupture occurred more slowly than in the south, at about 2.1 km/s (4,700 mph), continuing 
north for another five minutes to a plate boundary where the fault changes from subduction to strike-slip 
(the two plates push past one another in opposite directions) thus reducing the speed of the water 
displacement and so reducing the size of the tsunami that hit the northern part of the Indian Ocean [10]. 
The India Plate is part of the great Indo-Australian Plate, which underlies the Indian Ocean and Bay of 
Bengal, and is drifting north east at an average of 6 cm/a (2 inches per year). The India Plate meets the 
Australasian Plate (which is considered a portion of the great Eurasian Plate) at the Sunda Trench. At 
this point the India Plate subducts the Burma Plate, which carries the Nicobar Islands, the Andaman 
Islands and northern Sumatra. The India Plate slips deeper and deeper beneath the Burma Plate until the 
increasing temperature and pressure drive volatiles out of the subducting plate. These volatiles rise into 
the mantle above and trigger melt which exits the earth's mantle through volcanoes (see Volcanic arc). 
The volcanic activity that results as the Indo-Australian plate subducts the Eurasian plate has created the 
Sunda Arc. 
As well as the sideways movement between the plates, the sea bed is estimated to have risen by several 
metres, displacing an estimated 30 km³ (7 cu mi) of water and triggering devastating tsunami waves. The 
waves did not originate from a point source, as mistakenly depicted in some illustrations of their spread, 
but radiated outwards along the entire 1200 km (750 mi) length of the rupture. This greatly increased the 
geographical area over which the waves were observed, reaching as far as Mexico, Chile and the Arctic. 
The raising of the sea bed significantly reduced the capacity of the Indian Ocean,  
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Indian Ocean Tsunami: The Deadliest in History 
On Dec. 26, 2004, a 9.0 magnitude earthquake—the largest earthquake in 40 years—occurred in the 
Indian Ocean, off the northwest coast of the Indonesian island of Sumatra. The earthquake triggered the 
deadliest tsunami in world history, so powerful that the waves caused loss of life on the coast of Africa 
and were even detected on the East Coast of the United States. More than 283,106 people have died 
from the disaster, a half a million have been injured, thousands still remain missing, and millions were 
left homeless.  
Eleven countries bordering the Indian Ocean—all relatively poor and vulnerable—suffered devastation. 
Hardest hit were Indonesia (particularly the province of Aceh), Sri Lanka, India, Thailand, and the 
Maldives. The catastrophic damage includes the destruction of entire cities, the contamination of 
farmland and forests, and the depletion of fishing stocks. Some areas are facing the prospect of 
epidemics and starvation. Even countries with relatively low death tolls have suffered enormous 
damage—the Maldives, for example, had less than 100 deaths, yet the tsunami left 14 of the 
archipelago's islands uninhabitable, requiring its inhabitants to be permanently evacuated, and another 
79 islands without safe drinking water 
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Country Fatalities Missing* Total Source 
Indonesia 130,000 37,000 167,000 
Joint One Year Report, December 2005. This report was 
undertaken by BRR, UN Office of the Recovery 
Coordinator, United Nations Development Program 
(UNDP), Asian Development Bank, International 
Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies 
(IFRC), and the World Bank.  
Sri Lanka 35,322  35,322 
Joint One Year Report, December 2005. This report was 
undertaken by the Government of Sri Lanka and 
coordinated by a steering committee consisting of the 
Ministry of Finance, National Planning Department, Task 
Force for Rebuilding the Nation (TAFREN), Asian 
Development Bank, UN agencies, IFRC, and non-
governmental organizations. 
India 9,330 3,077 12,407 Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs, December 2005. 
Maldives 82 26 108 Government of the Maldives, National Disaster Management Center, December 2005. 
Thailand 8,212  8,212 Department of Disaster Prevention and Mitigation, Ministry of Interior, October 2005. 
Myanmar 61  61 
UN Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs 
(OCHA) - UNDP, Brief on Tsunami Response in Six Less 
Affected Countries, November 2, 2005. 
Malaysia 69 6 75 OCHA - UNDP, Brief on Tsunami Response in Six Less Affected Countries, November 2, 2005. 
Somalia 78 211 289 OCHA - UNDP, Brief on Tsunami Response in Six Less Affected Countries, November 2, 2005. 
Tanzania 13  13 OCHA - UNDP, Brief on Tsunami Response in Six Less Affected Countries, November 2, 2005. 
Seychelles 2  2 OCHA - UNDP, Brief on Tsunami Response in Six Less Affected Countries, November 2, 2005. 
Bangladesh 2  2 Press reports. 
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Kenya 1  1 OCHA - UNDP, Brief on Tsunami Response in Six Less Affected Countries, November 2, 2005. 
Total  183,172 40,320 223,492  
 
* Some countries have not disaggregated their data between the deceased and the missing. 1 The 
Government of India is updating their data. 2 For Thailand, fatalities include 2,448 non-Thai people 
from 37 other countries. 
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India tourism 2004 statistics, facts and figures  
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 statistics on tourist numbers in India 
 - tourist arrivals in India: 1995: 2.12 million -- 1999: 2.48 million -- 2000: 2.64 million 
   -- 2002: 2.36 million 
 - number of Britons visiting India: about 300,000 per year 
 - foreign tourists visiting the Northern states of India: 60 percent 
 - annual domestic tourists: 300 million (may 2004) 
 - number of domestic tourists or travellers in 2002: 270 million (acc. to Department  
   of Tourism) 
  (NOTE: the above two statistics seem extremely high, so we assume the Dept of Tourism 
   included all non-essential travel; holidays, weekend trips, pilgrimages etc.)  
 - growth of domestic travel from 2002 to 2004: 15 to 20 percent 
 - growth of domestic travel within the past 4 years: about 30 percent (may 2004) 
 - * number of tourists visiting the Taj Mahal in 2003: over 3 million  
   (most visited Indian tourist attraction) [BBC Sep 04]  
  
 miscellaneous India tourism stats 
 - foreign exchange earning: 2000: 3.16 billion US dollar -- 2002: 2.96 billion US dollar 
 - income from the tourism industry: 2002: 12,000 crore Rs (120 billion Rs)  
   -- 2003: 17,000 crore Rs (170 billion Rs) 
 - advertisement budget of the government for promotion of tourism: 650 million Rs 
   (recent increase by 60 % - "Incredible India" slogan) 
 - annual passenger handling of Mumbai and Delhi airports combined: 22 million 
 - number of passengers flying out of Delhi airport every night between 10 pm and  
   4 am (the bizarre timing of most international flights): around 5,000 passengers  
   (apr 2004) 
 - hotel occupancy in Delhi dec 03: 90 to 100 % 
  
 stats on Indian tourists & travellers abroad 
 - number of Indians travelling abroad on a holiday 2002: about 5 million 
 - estimated total number of Indians travelling abroad 2004: about 6 million 
 - number of Indians visiting Singapore in 2002: 375,000 
 - number of Indians visiting the USA in 2002: 257,000 
 - number of Indians visiting the UK in 2002: 220,000 
 - number of Indian visitors to China: approx 170,000 (dec 2003) 
 - number of Indians who are issued a visa to Britain: about 500,000 per year 
  
 Himachal Pradesh tourism statistics 
 - number of domestic tourists in HP: about 5 million (50 lakh) per year  
   (acc to Hindustan Times 12 May 2004) 
 - number of foreign tourists in HP: about 150,000 (1.5 lakh) per year  
   (acc to Hindustan Times 12 May 2004) 
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 - early season tourist influx in HP (NOT full year), from Jan 1st till apr 30th for each  
   year listed: 1999: 519,866 domestic and 6,259 foreign  
   -- 2001: 521,869 domestic and 8,171 foreign 
   -- 2003: 673,914 domestic and 8,501 foreign (acc to Hindustan Times 16 May 2004) 
 - average tourist population in the Kulu Valley in summer: 50,000 (2003) 
 - number of foreign visitors to the Kulu Valley: 35,000 annually 
 - contribution of tourism income to the state revenue in HP: around 5 billion Rs  
   annually (acc. to Hindustan Times 12 May 2004);  
   or around 2 billion Rs annually (acc. to Hindustan Times 22 February 2004) 
 - contribution of tourism to Himachal Pradesh's state domestic product: 2 % 
 - HPTDC tourist facilities in Himachal: 53 hotels (including 963 rooms & 2,052 beds),  
   60 restaurants and cafes, 25 luxury coaches, 1 Tata Sumo.  
   HPTDC = Himachal Pradesh Tourism Development Corporation. Many of these assets  
   are now up for privatisation. 
 - hotels in HP registered with the tourism department: 1,512 (with a bed capacity  
   of 32,302) 
 - registered hotel beds in Manali: 14,000 (2003) 
 - number of vehicles from outside HP entering Manali: over 1,000 vehicles daily during  
   peak season (May and June) 
 - number of visitors to Rohtang Pass (HP) in peak season: at least 10,000 daily  
   (jun 2004) 
 - number of vehicles driving up to Rohtang Pass (HP) in peak season: over 2,000  
   vehicles daily (jun 2004) 
 - Himachal Tourism's (rather naive!) advertising slogan 2004: High on Himachal 
  
 Goa tourism statistics 
 - number of tourists (domestic & foreign) visiting Goa: about 2 million every year 
 - number of foreign tourists visiting Goa: about 200,000 every year 
 - number of British backpackers visiting Goa: about 20,000 every year 
  
 Jammu & Kashmir tourism statistics 
 - arrival of domestic tourists in the Kashmir Valley in May 2004: at least 50,000 
 - number of tourist arrivals in Kashmir, January to May 2004: more than 100,000 
 - number of tourists to Jammu & Kashmir: 2002: 18,000 -- 2003: 200,000 
 - number of wooden house boats on Dal Lake (Srinagar): 1,500 
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A powerful earthquake struck southeastern Iran 
on December 26, 2003, killing over 43,000 
people, injured 20,000, left 60,000 homeless and 
destroyed much of the city of Bam. The USGS 
National Earthquake information center is 
reported a magnitude of 6.6 for the quake, which 
was located just southwest of the city. About 60 
percent of the buildings in Bam were destroyed. 
The old quarter and a 2,000-year-old citadel 
(severely damaged by the earthquake) were built 
primarily of mud brick.  
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Source: World Health Organization (WHO) 
Date: 08 Oct 2005 
Print E-mail Save  
WHO South Asia Earthquake Situation Report 1: 8 Oct 2005 
General Overview - Pakistan  
- A powerful earthquake (7.6 on the Richter scale) struck northeast of Islamabad, Pakistani Kashmir, near the Indian border, 
just before 0900hrs local time. The affected area comprises forest-clad mountains about 92 km. from the border. The first 
quake was followed by a series of aftershocks of magnitudes between 5.4 and 5.9.  
- The areas affected in Pakistan include a number of districts in NWFP, Punjab, and AJK where a number of villages have 
been reported destroyed  
- Cities affected are : Islamabad, Muzaffarabad (Kahsmir) and Rawalpindi,  
- Several buildings in residential areas have collapsed in Islamabad and a significant number of people are feared to be 
trapped in the rubble.  
- Initial reports indicate significant damage to buildings in the disaster area; high mortalities and casualties are expected. 
Pakistani authorities have indicated the death toll could run into thousands.  
- Significant military and civilian resources have been deployed by the Pakistani authorities to provide search and rescue 
measures.  
General Overview - India  
- In India, the worst hit have been the towns of Baramullah and Uri in Kashmir. Over 50% of the houses in Uri have been 
reportedly been damaged after a fire broke out following a short circuit.  
- There are also reports of severe damage in the Tangdhar, Keran, Machil and Gurez areas near the Line of Control.  
GENERAL Overview - Afghanistan  
- Cities of Lahore and Jalal Abad are affected. However damages seem to be less extended than in Pakistan.  
Immediate Health concerns  
- Lacking detailed assessment, the immediate potential health concerns are related to high mortality resulting from trauma, 
asphyxia, dust inhalation (acute distress), or exposure to the environment (i.e. hypothermia). Burns and electroshocks have 
also been observed.  
- Surgical needs are usually important the first weeks.  
- Major Public Health concerns are water-borne diseases as a result of massive damage to water and sewage systems.  
- Damage to health facilities can lead to disruption in basic health services.  
- Continued power outages can lead to disruption in the cold chain system, damaging stocks of vaccines and specific 
medicines.  
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- Ensuring that hospitals and health facilities are operational have the necessary equipment and supplies to deal with the 
wounded  
WHO Actions:  
- 2 New Emergency Health kits (NEHK) (each kit is designed to cover the health needs of 10 000 people for three months) 
have been released from the WHO office warehouse in the Islamic Republic of Iran. An additional 4 NEHK kits and 8 Trauma 
kits (each kits cover the need for 100 surgical interventions) will be quickly mobilized by WHO from the UN warehouse in 
Brindisi, Italy.  
- WHO has mobilized and placed on standby Emergency Public Health Professionals to the dispatched affected areas  
- WHO experts are also included in the UNDAC mission.  
- The WHO Representative has requested financial support and is coordinating with the Ministry of Health and United Nations 
agencies to streamline humanitarian assistance to affected areas.  
- Operational rooms have been activated at the WHO HQ, the Regional Office (EMRO) and in Islamabad to monitor the 
situation  
- The WHO Representative has been authorized to provide immediate financial support for urgently needed supplies.  
- WHO experts will participate in UN inter-agency missions to NWFP and AJK tomorrow to aid in relief and assessment efforts  
 
 
With the exception of public UN sources, reproduction or redistribution of the above text, in whole, part or in 
any form, requires the prior consent of the original source. 
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Source: World Health Organization (WHO) 
Date: 09 Oct 2005 
Print E-mail Save  
WHO South Asia Earthquake Situation Report 2: 9 Oct 2005 
The estimated number of deaths is more than 18000, but the number is rising with time. There have been more than 20 severe 
aftershocks measuring 5 and above. In addition access to areas is difficult because of landslides.  
Health impacts:  
• Saving lives through search and rescue activities will continue to be the priority for the next 48 hours. Trauma care 
and transport of the injured to hospitals along with ensuring basic needs from shelter, food, water to survivors. 
• Severe damage to health facilities has been reported. Major hospitals in the effected area have collapsed and/or 
severely damaged with many health personnel lost. 
• Shortage of surgical supplies and medicines has been reported by Government authorities as a result of a dramatic 
increase in numbers of trauma cases and the severe damages to health institutions. However, there is a risk that an un-
coordinated inflow of medical supplies will result in duplication of efforts causing an unnecessary logistic burden. 
• Major Public Health concerns continue to be water-borne diseases as a result of massive damage to water and 
sewage systems. 
 
WHO Response:  
• WHO assessment teams of public health, epidemiology, health systems, logistic and water/sanitation specialists are 
deployed to join the country team already in place. A total of 14 international experts are expected to be fully operative shortly. 
• WHO Representative Pakistan is the acting UN Resident Coordinator Designated Official in Islamabad. 
• WHO is supporting the Ministry of Health of Pakistan in planning the national health response. Seventeen (17) 
national surgical teams have been sent to the most affected districts. These teams consist of surgeons, orthopaedic surgeons, 
anaesthetists and operating theatre technicians. 
• WHO and UNICEF will support these teams with regards to supplies and local costs for a period of two weeks. 
• WHO Representative will support the Government of Pakistan in establishing a special rescue, search and relief radio 
and TV programme. It will be operational around the clock to essential life saving information to people living in the affected 
areas. Where possible programmes will be produced in regional languages. 
• The shipment of 4 New Emergency Health kits (NEHK) (each kit is designed to cover the health needs of 10 000 
people for three months) and 5 Trauma kits (each kits cover the need for 100 surgical interventions) is under finalization. 
• WHO experts are participating in the UN inter-agency relief and assessment missions to NWFP and other affected 
area from today. 
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• WHO Country office in India has offered assistance to the Ministry of Health. Related to this the WHO Eastern 
Mediterranean Regional office (EMRO) and the WHO South East Asia Regional offices are in contact and exchanging 
information. 
 
Urgent needs:  
• There are pressing needs in restoring emergency health services in the effected areas. Immediate recovery of 
damaged health facilities and strengthening of health manpower and other alternative solutions are vital. 
• Logistics and medical supplies mainly those needed for trauma and water and sanitation will remain vital for the initial 
period. 
• Ensuring a coordinated international health response that is based on assessed needs. 
 
Donations:  
• The British Government has donated USD252,000 for WHO support to the disaster response. 
• The Swiss Government has donated USD100,000 for WHO support to the disaster response. 
• The Norwegian Government has donated USD 250,000 for WHO support to the disaster response.  
 
 
With the exception of public UN sources, reproduction or redistribution of the above text, in whole, part or in 
any form, requires the prior consent of the original source. 
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Source: United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) 
Date: 02 Dec 2005 
Print E-mail Save  
Pakistan - Earthquake: OCHA Situation Report No. 26 
Ref: OCHA/GVA/2005/0216  
OCHA Situation Report No. 26 
South Asia Earthquake 
Pakistan  
This situation report gives a special emphasis on the information provided in the 90-day ‘Winter Plan’ prepared in Islamabad.  
SITUATION OVERVIEW  
Humanitarian Update  
Downward migration from highland areas continues sporadically although actual numbers are difficult to assess. There is an 
on-going concern over if there is sufficient capacity to accommodate populations arriving in planned camps, and if there are 
appropriate conditions, particularly in self-settled camps.  
Over the last week, the main camps in Batagram and Kohistan districts have accommodated 2,440 new arrivals. Batagram 1 
camp, hosting 3,000 persons, has been closed for new arrivals, as it was flooded after heavy rain. Due to limited assistance 
provided to affected areas in Kohistan, shelter, blankets and food are critical needs.  
According to the Military there are 139,451 people living in camps in Pakistan Administered Kashmir and NWFP, as of today. 
However, if one adds the FRC figures for Punjab and Islamabad onto the figures of the Provincial Governments, the camp 
population is approximately 206.500.  
It is now estimated that 350,000–380,000 people will remain in remote areas (between 5,000-7,000 ft) throughout the winter. 
Supply of sufficient food and shelter materials is thus essential to enable survival of people who wish to remain in remote, high 
altitude villages over the winter and to minimize massive population movements to lowland areas.  
The number of diarrhoeal cases has decreased and no deaths were reported, nevertheless, clean water and appropriate 
sanitation remain to be major concerns. There is also an increase in reported Acute Respiratory Infection cases.  
UNJLC and various partners are developing a comprehensive road map, which will be updated regularly. The Federal Relief 
Commission (FRC) reports that 95% of roads in the affected areas have been cleared. However, continuing seismic activity, 
heavy rains, and snow have been causing landslides that temporarily are blocking roads.  
Delivery and pre-positioning of relief assistance was impeded by bad weather conditions that grounded air transport for nearly 
two days.  
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Funding  
Committed contributions to the UN Flash Appeal, as of 2 December, have reached US$160 million (29%) out of the US$550 
million requested. A total of US$64.5 million has been pledged. This brings the total contributions and pledges to US$224 
million (40% of the requested amount).  
Casualties  
The official Government estimates of casualties from the Federal Relief Commission, as of 1 December, have slightly 
increased to 73,331 dead and 69,392 seriously injured.  
THE WINTER PLAN  
Overview  
A 90-day ‘Winter Plan’ has been prepared in Islamabad that outlines Cluster response plans and needs of the populations in 
the affected areas during the winter. It builds on the response already undertaken, and the achievements in this, eight weeks 
since the disaster. The Plan has been developed within the thematic Clusters of the international community, including 
representatives of the Government. It will be reviewed on a monthly basis and revised as necessary. The overall priorities 
identified are:  
- Ensure the continued provision of assistance and support for an estimated 350,000–380,000 people who are expected to 
remain in their homes in remote (high-elevation) locations.  
- Support the provision and management of sufficient and appropriate camp accommodation, where required, and assistance 
to populations at lower elevations. The potential camp population in planned and self-settled camps for this period is estimated 
at 250,000 people.  
- Ensure that the protection and assistance needs of particularly vulnerable populations are met, including women and 
children, orphans, unaccompanied and separated children, those affected mentally and physically by the earthquake, the 
newly-widowed, single-parent headed households, and the elderly.  
- Continued assessment and monitoring of the changing situation, vulnerabilities, capacities and needs for continued 
contingency planning and response to emerging needs.  
 
Key Deliveries for October and November  
Emergency Shelter - 23,499 self-help shelter kits have been distributed and tens of 
thousands of transitional shelters have been built by Pakistan 
Military to benefit over 420,000 people remaining above 5,000ft.  
- 410,000 tents distributed. Ann additional 80,000 in the 
Government pipeline.  
- 3.1 million blankets distributed. Additional 1.3 million in the 
pipeline. 
- 17,600 stoves installed (additional 30,000 in the GOP pipeline 
and 38,706 in non-GOP pipeline).  
Camp Management - 30 planned camps accommodating 36,000 people; new sites 
identified. 
- Technical guidance has been provided on camp management. 
Logistics - Common logistics operation has been sustained in close 
coordination with the FRC, Pakistan Military and other Military 
actors in support of the relied effort. 
- A “Joint Operations Centre” has been established to task 
UNHAS; Pak Mil; NATO and US Military air assets.  
- 21 UNHAS tasked helicopters available to fly relief cargo and 
personnel.  
- 40 transit storage tents at all hubs; and 6 at forward delivery 
hubs.  
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- Free transport ex supply origins to hubs and forward delivery 
points available to the humanitarian community (272 trucks, 95 
light trucks) to complement the GOP’s own transport assets. 
Food and Nutrition - 3,406 MTs has been delivered to more than 200,000 
beneficiaries in remote areas. 
- Nearly 1 million have been reached through general food 
distribution.  
- 100,000 children aged 6 months to 5 yrs have received 
Vitamin A supplements  
- 200 MTs seeds and fertilizer has been distributed in 
Muzaffarabad, Bagh and Rawalkot. 
Health - 16 field hospitals remain in place. 
- 30 new emergency health kits have been distributed, providing 
basic drugs/equipment for 300,000 people for 3 months.  
- Disease Early Warning System (DEWS) and 6 response 
teams are in place. 
- 300,000 children, of a targeted 600,000, have been 
vaccinated.  
- 10 Mobile Service Units are in operation providing obstetric 
care.  
- 200,000 hygiene kits distributed to women. 
- 9 mental health teams have been mobilized.  
- 12 of 23 camps in Muzaffarabad now have primary health 
care. 
Water & Sanitation - Almost 90% of water needs are now covered in planned 
camps.  
- Muzaffarabad reservoirs have been repaired and 50% of water 
treatment plants are now functioning. 
- 2,500 of targeted 4,000 latrines have been installed. 
- 300,000 of 1.5 million people targeted for hygiene 
education/kits/messages have received services and material.  
Education - A total of 369 schools have been opened, allowing more than 
15,000 children to resume their interrupted education. 
- 145 school tents have been provided 
- 2,040 ‘School in a Box’ kits procured and are being distributed. 
Protection - Over 10,000 children in camps in Muzaffarabad and Mansehra 
have been registered.  
- 37 children have been reunited with their families. 
- 11 child-friendly spaces have been established  
- 16 safe play areas are available for 1024 children in 
Muzaffarabad and Bagh. 
Early Recovery - An Early Recovery Framework has been prepared as a guide 
for transitional activities.  
- The Cluster has supported shelter efforts through distribution 
of 10,802 winterized tents and 9,636 kitchen sets, benefiting 
10,802 families.  
- Technical assistance is being provided on building seismic 
resilient shelters for affected families about 2,000 ft. 
IT/ Communication - Basic security telecommunications infrastructure and data 
connectivity established in 3 locations (Muzaffarabad, Mansehra 
and Balakot). 
Key Priority Needs for December  
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Shelter: Provision of self-help shelter repair kits, related non-food items for heating and thermal protection such as blankets, 
stoves, and CGI sheeting, and winterization of tents.  
Food and Nutrition: Establishment of pre-fabricated storage depots, helipads, and sustain airlifts to food insecure families. 
Supplementary and therapeutic feeding for those in need.  
Camp Management: Ensure the effective management of planned and self-settled camps, improvement in sanitation facilities 
and provision of basic assistance, and increase the capacity to house additional IDPs.  
Water and Sanitation: Provision of appropriate sanitation facilities and hygiene education in all planned and self-settled camps. 
Restoration and maintenance of the water supply in urban centres and areas of high population density.  
Health: Disease surveillance, outbreak management and the provision of primary health care; female medical staff.  
Education: Sourcing of winterized tents for school structures and the provision of essential teaching materials.  
Protection: Registration of unaccompanied/ separated children and single-women headed households.  
Early Recovery: Information and communication outreach on the entitlements of affected populations; environmental 
guidelines for rubble removal and recycling; policy decisions on land issues; capacity development of local institutions; skills 
training.  
IT/Communications: All common locations are telecommunications MOSS compliant and have date connectivity.  
Logistics Operation: Maintaining road and air services for the delivery of assistance; establishing final assistance points for 
remote areas.  
CLUSTER UPDATES  
Emergency Shelter  
1. Although it is not clear what proportion of tents have been supplied within the 5,000-7,000 feet zone, the overall coverage in 
this zone can be estimated to be over 90%.  
2. Currently all the available winterised tents in the world are being used in Pakistan. The global shortage means that up to 
85% of all tents that have been delivered are non-winterized. These non-winterised tents are being re-inforced with extra warm 
blankets, plastic sheeting and other insulation material. There is an urgent need for supply of additional blankets and other 
personal insulation materials, as the requirement for blankets is only 28% covered/met.  
3. There have been many tens of thousands of emergency shelters built by the international community, Army and civil 
society. The humanitarian community alone has constructed some 20,000 winterised shelters, Norwegian NGOs alone have 
built 8,159 winterised tents in just one area. The Pakistani military has built well in excess of 80,000 shelters.  
4. As the winter has already started, any delay in delivering corrugated galvanized iron (CGI) sheeting (essential in order to 
provide access to ‘one warm room’ requested by GOP policy) could cause a significant rise in population movements from 
high altitude areas to lower grounds, and moreover, increase the risk of people dying as a result of cold. By the end of 
November, supplies are limited to 150,000 by the Pakistan Military and approximately 60,000 by the international humanitarian 
community.  
5. The Emergency Shelter Cluster is carrying out a ‘Shelter Security’ survey to determine whether people are well supplied 
with winterised shelter, food, blankets and stoves. Only the population living below 5,000 ft. will be taken into account. Teams 
will conduct a village-by-village assessment. Results are expected the 8th of December.  
Camp Management  
6. The main challenge in identifying new camps in Pakistan Administered Kashmir, Bagh and Muzaffarabad, is that land in not 
available. The search for new sites, however, continues. In the NWFP, a number of sites have been identified by the 
Government, but rejected on the basis of non-viability or lack of basic infrastructure to support (roads).  
Logistics  
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7. Regular logistics planning and information sharing with all the Clusters is crucial to coordinate, facilitate the pooling of 
assets, to confront logistics bottlenecks and to coordinate operational planning.  
8. The Swiss expert on slope stabilization, deployed through OCHA EES, continued his assessment and cooperation with the 
Pakistan Army Corps of Engineers and civil authorities. Aerial assessments have been carried out in Jhelum, Neelum and 
Kagan Valleys. In the upper Jhelum Valley, a large landslide has formed a dam across the valley, creating two lakes, 
threatening Hattjan City and the valley below. The situation is closely monitored and the Army Corps of Engineers is currently 
designing a spillway on the bigger lake to lower safely the water table. The hazard will be critical during the snowmelt in spring.  
9. In the Neelum Valley rockslides and landslides have severely blocked the main and secondary roads. The army has done 
an enormous job to preliminarily clear the roads except for two stretches of approximately 3 km each. The first one just at the 
entrance of the valley near Muzafffarabad, called the Batmang-slide and the second one East of Nauseri, near the Indian 
border. Both suffer still severe rockfall and slides. Reportedly, army staff, workers and drivers of caterpillars have been killed at 
this spot. The road has been opened for national transport during daytime, but remains closed for UN staff. For the rest of the 
valley, one lane is cleared and can be passed with some difficulties by local trucks and busses. On some bridges, 
reinforcement is under way. Most bridges are in good shape, but the abutments suffer the worst damage.  
10. In the Kagan Valley, and in particular near Kawai and North of Mahandri active slides are causing serious problems. South 
of Kagan, there is also an active debris flow/slide and blocking the road.  
Food and Nutrition  
11. The planned target to pre-position one month supply of food for 200,000 people in remote areas was increased to 387,000, 
necessitating daily supply versus pre-stocking in most locations. The pre-positioning of food was constrained owing to the 
need to prioritize non-food items, primarily shelter in November.  
12. The size and food rations of general food distribution, targeting 1 million food insecure people in the affected areas, varied 
significantly in November, and is now being adjusted and made uniform. Only 30% of tent camps were supplied owing to 
existence of stocks from voluntary organizations and private sources. Funding is urgently required to increase the scale and 
regularity of food aid deliveries.  
Health  
13. In order to provide primary health services to people living in remote areas, additional funds and health partners are 
required. The need for provision of essential health care for 150,000 beneficiaries in camps is challenged by lack of partners 
and continued development of spontaneous camps. Maintenance of mobile units is constrained by lack of trained staff. The 
coverage is, however, sufficient for the current needs.  
14. WHO investigated a rumour of a measles outbreak in Balakot and reports that the situation is under control. The national 
immunization days polio campaign has started, which also targets most of the affected areas and camps.  
15. A Global Fund mission has visited Muzaffarabad to discuss support TB program revitalization in the area.  
Water and Sanitation  
16. With 2,500 latrines installed out of the 4,000 needed, there is a 40% gap, which is mainly caused by: (1) insufficient 
quantities and improper quality of slabs available, (2) lack of digging capacity, (3) scarcity of land and in camps and difficult soil 
(rock) and (4) maintenance and cleaning problems.  
17. Ensuring hygiene though hygiene messages has been constrained by lack of capacity, limited access and cultural 
resistance to changing hygiene behavior, causing only 20% coverage.  
Protection  
18. One of the challenges regarding registration of camp populations and vulnerable groups, is lack of formalized agreement 
with organizations managing the camps.  
GENERAL INFORMATION  
1. All detailed cluster information (meeting minutes, assessments, contact information etc.) is being posted on www.un.org.pk.  
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2. The latest information on projects and funding for the Flash Appeal, and for the emergency overall, can be found on the 
Financial Tracking Service (http://ocha.unog.ch/fts/reports/reportlist.asp?section=CE&record_ID=688). Further information on 
earthquake appeals and funding is available on ReliefWeb 
(http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/dbc.nsf/doc105?OpenForm&rc=3&emid=EQ-2005-000174-PAK).  
3. Contact details of focal points for information on in-kind and cash contributions can be found at 
http://www.un.org.pk/earthquake05/  
4. OCHA will revert with further information as it becomes available. This situation report, together with further information on 
ongoing emergencies, is also available on the OCHA Internet Website at http://www.reliefweb.int.  
Tel.: +41-22-917 12 34 
Fax: +41-22-917 00 23 
E-mail: ochagva@un.org  
In case of emergency only: Tel. +41-22-917 20 10  
Desk Officers:  
Ms. Merete Johansson, direct Tel. +41-22-9171694 
Ms. Kirsten Gelsdorf, direct Tel. +41-79 444 4162 
Ms. Rebecca Richards, direct Tel. +41-22 917 3183  
Press contact:  
(GVA) Ms. Elizabeth Byrs, direct Tel. +41-22-917 2653  
(N.Y.) Ms. Stephanie Bunker, direct Tel. + 1-917 367 5126  
 
 
With the exception of public UN sources, reproduction or redistribution of the above text, in whole, part or in 
any form, requires the prior consent of the original source. 
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After the tsunami  
 
Rebuilding lives: A first step to rebuilding a community
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HAMBANTOTA, Sri Lanka – The coconut seller parks his bicycle in front of one of the few 
buildings left standing near the beach in Hambantota on the south coast of Sri Lanka, one of 
the fishing towns worst hit by the tsunami.  
 
He has been selling king coconuts in the fish market here for over 15 years, quenching the 
thirst of hundreds of fishermen and buyers who daily filled the beach with their produce for 
sale.  
 
"I used to bring the coconuts in a tractor and could sell between 100 and 200 coconuts a day", 
he said. "On market day, we used a truck and could sell around 500 of them. Now it's all 
gone."  
 
His tractor, his stand, the buyers, in fact the whole market is gone. The fishing monument that 
stood over a square of 200 stalls now stands lonely guard over just two.  
 
The day the tsunami hit, Mr. Nandhasena was in his stand just under the monument near the 
centre of the market, when he noticed the tarpaulin that shielded him from the intense Sri 
Lankan sun was being sucked back towards the ocean. Something in him said this was not 
right and he ran from the beach shouting at others to follow. He made it to high ground, but 
most of the people in the market did not.  
 
Today, his stand is a rickety bicycle from which hang two branches of king coconuts. He has 
perhaps 12 for sale in all, but on this day his only customers are a group of university students. 
They have been recruited by the ILO JobsNet project to survey survivors of the disaster.  
 
 
Creating a national network for jobs  
 
JobsNet has been working with the ILO to create a national network of job centres in Sri 
Lanka. Their offices are connected by internet using a series of radio repeater stations, rather 
than traditional telephony. Their internal system was unaffected by the tsunami and in the first 
days after the disaster, email and internet were the only ways survivors in this area could 
communicate with the rest of the world.  
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"Our survey team has been trying to find out what people were doing before the tsunami, how 
they were economically active, and how they think they are going to earn an income now", 
says Sujith Yamasinghe, one of the coordinators of the JobsNet project in Sri Lanka.  
 
Interviewing the survivors can be a delicate task. Many still suffer the trauma of having lost 
everything. The ILO and the World Food Programme organized the survey using the JobsNet 
organisation. Marc Vansteenkiste, the ILO Project Advisor of JobsNet, was first worried about 
the youth of his volunteers, but after checking with several authorities in the field of disaster 
counselling, he was told to go ahead.  
 
"When you send in young people with questionnaires, people are more at ease with them and 
realistic. They don't expect anything from such a young person", he says.  
 
Vansteenkiste points out that the survey is important because it will encompass not only loss of 
employment in the formal sector, but also in the informal sector, small business owners like Mr. 
Nandhasena who may be missed in other surveys.  
 
According to Vansteenkiste, "they may only need a small amount, but those small amounts will 
be crucial to resurrecting the larger community".  
 
But it's important that aid goes where it is needed most. Supplies for basic needs like food and 
shelter continue to arrive, but the long-term work of rebuilding the economy of this small town 
will happen one person at a time. The survey assessed what property, equipment and skills 
have been lost and what it will take to put people back to work. It serves as a kind of map that 
shows the routes to take to put a community back on its feet.  
 
Twenty per cent of affected households do not expect to rely on the same sector of activity as 
they did for income prior to the tsunami. The fishing and tourism industries and small 
businesses have been most affected. For instance, businesses like Mr. Mowlana's grocery 
store. He used to supply rice and other food in bulk to local merchants and earned around 
US$100 a day. All he has left now are a few newspapers and an empty shell of a store. 
Overall, in at least 56 per cent of all households of one person or more, may need funds for 
financing their business or self-employment.  
 
"What I need now is a grant", he said. "Half the villagers have died and I have bank loans to 
repay. If I get a small grant, that will be enough", Mr. Mowlana said.  
 
Looking around at the devastated scene that was once a thriving community, it is hard to 
believe that just a small loan will be enough. Workers are clearing away the rubble in 
Hambantota and have even rebuilt the communications tower. The tsunami that swept away 
homes, lives and livelihoods one bright December morning, has not dampened the 
entrepreneurial spirit of a fishing town rebuilding its community by the sea. 
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Task Force for the rebuilding of the nation – TAFREN 
 
23,449 acres of cultivated land were affected, including 9,000 acres of paddy, 645 acres of other 
crop fields, 27,710 home garden units, 559 acres of vegetable farms, and 317 acres of fruit trees. 
65,275 houses were completely damaged and 38,561 houses partially damaged but are still 
habitable. Some 100 hospitals/dispensaries, Ministry of Health offices, and health centers were 
completely or partially damaged. A total of 195 educational facilities including universities 
and vocational training centers were damaged with 59 schools totally destroyed and 117 
partially damaged. More than 60,000 wells were contaminated or destroyed.  
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Tsunami Factfile 
Dec. 26, 2004 
by Borgna Brunner 
Indian Ocean Tsunami: The Deadliest in History 
On Dec. 26, 2004, a 9.0 magnitude earthquake—the largest earthquake in 40 years—occurred in the Indian 
Ocean, off the northwest coast of the Indonesian island of Sumatra. The earthquake triggered the deadliest 
tsunami in world history, so powerful that the waves caused loss of life on the coast of Africa and were even 
detected on the East Coast of the United States. More than 283,106 people have died from the disaster, a half a 
million have been injured, thousands still remain missing, and millions were left homeless.  
Eleven countries bordering the Indian Ocean—all relatively poor and vulnerable—suffered devastation. Hardest 
hit were Indonesia (particularly the province of Aceh), Sri Lanka, India, Thailand, and the Maldives. The 
catastrophic damage includes the destruction of entire cities, the contamination of farmland and forests, and the 
depletion of fishing stocks. Some areas are facing the prospect of epidemics and starvation. Even countries with 
relatively low death tolls have suffered enormous damage—the Maldives, for example, had less than 100 deaths, 
yet the tsunami left 14 of the archipelago's islands uninhabitable, requiring its inhabitants to be permanently 
evacuated, and another 79 islands without safe drinking water. 
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The University of Washington’s Department of Earth and Space Science 
 
The Physics of Tsunamis 
The mechanisms of tsunami generation and propagation  
 
What is a tsunami? 
A tsunami (pronounced tsoo-nah-mee) is a wave train, or series of waves, generated in a body of water 
by an impulsive disturbance that vertically displaces the water column. Earthquakes, landslides, volcanic 
eruptions, explosions, and even the impact of cosmic bodies, such as meteorites, can generate tsunamis. 
Tsunamis can savagely attack coastlines, causing devastating property damage and loss of life.  
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Government of India – Ministry of home affairs 
 
HUMAN TOLL 
• Number of fatalities: 12,405. (Source: Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs Report, May 25, 2005.)  
 
• Number of people missing: 5,640. (Source: Situation Report, No.32-5/2004-NDM-Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs.)  
 
• Number of people displaced: 647,599. (Source: Situation Report, No.32-5/2004-NDM-Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs.) 
 
IMPACT ON VULNERABLE POPULATIONS  
• 75 percent of the fatalities were women and children.  
 
• 787 women became widows and 480 children were orphaned. (Source for all figures: Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs 
Report, May 25, 2005).  
 
DAMAGES AND LOSSES  
• An estimated 1,089 villages were affected in Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry, and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands.  
 
• An estimated 157,393 houses were destroyed.  
 
• Approximately 730,000 individuals were forced to leave their homes.  
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• 83,788 boats were damaged or destroyed.  
 
• 31,755 livestock were lost.  
 
• 39,035 hectares of cropped area was damaged. (Source for all figures: Government of India, Ministry of Home Affairs Report, May 25, 
2005.)  
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  
• Total estimated value of damages: $2.56 billion.  
 
• Total estimated needs for long-term recovery: $2.1 billion.  
 
• Total funds secured for long-term recovery: $2.18 billion. (The Indian government’s portion of these funds amounts to an estimated $1.38 
billion. Total international donor pledges to India’s recovery amount to approximately $800 million.) (Source: Government of India, June 
2005. Includes estimates for the Andaman and Nicobar Islands as well as assistance to the shipping industry.) 
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Task Force for the rebuilding of the nation – TAFREN 
 
23,449 acres of cultivated land were affected, including 9,000 acres of paddy, 645 acres of other 
crop fields, 27,710 home garden units, 559 acres of vegetable farms, and 317 acres of fruit trees. 
65,275 houses were completely damaged and 38,561 houses partially damaged but are still 
habitable. Some 100 hospitals/dispensaries, Ministry of Health offices, and health centers were 
completely or partially damaged. A total of 195 educational facilities including universities 
and vocational training centers were damaged with 59 schools totally destroyed and 117 
partially damaged. More than 60,000 wells were contaminated or destroyed.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
